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Many companies and developers from OSS communities create open tools collaboratively in which software developers improve upon the code and share the changes within the community. Open tools (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit, and Git) offer features or performance benefits that surpass their commercial counterparts in the core product development. Participation in OSS tools communities greatly dismantled the closed innovation model and lured organizations towards Open Innovation (OI). Harnessing the external knowledge that OI offers, requires better understanding regarding what to develop internally and what to acquire from outside the organization, how to cooperate with potential competitors, and when to conceal or reveal code while working with OSS communities.

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how software-intensive organizations utilize the external and internal knowledge from OSS tools communities using Open Innovation to improve their core product development. First, this aim was achieved by exploring and reporting the existing evidence of OI in software engineering. Second, by providing a solution for software-intensive organizations regarding how to choose the right level of openness while working with OSS tools communities. Finally, we validated the proposed solution in multiple organizations.

The thesis followed an empirical approach by conducting a systematic mapping study, case study, design science based contribution acceptance model, theory creation and validation of the theory. First, we conducted a systematic mapping study to synthesize the existing evidence on OI in software engineering and identified the research gaps. Second, we conducted an exploratory case study at Sony Mobile to explore how a software organization uses OSS tools communities to facilitate its core product development. Third, we proposed a theory of openness for organizations which provides guidelines regarding how to work with OSS tools communities. Fourth, we presented a contribution acceptance model and meta-model to assist strategic product planning in what to develop internally and what to share as OSS in the proprietary products. Finally, we validated the proposed theory of openness for tools in two automotive companies by conducting focus groups.
The main conclusion of the thesis is that software-intensive organizations need to acquire external knowledge from OSS tools communities to accelerate their internal innovation process. Improved and flexible development tools provide opportunities to shorten the development time, improves new product releases and upgrades, frees up developers time, increased quality assurance, sharing the maintenance cost and steer communities to facilitate organization’s business models. However, it can only be achieved if there are well-defined guidelines for developers and managers to operationalize working with OSS tools communities. This thesis presents a theory of openness to facilitate managers on how to works with OSS tools communities. The theory suggests that the top management needs to develop new roles and legal procedures to educate developers regarding how to use and contribute to OSS tools communities for a faster development environment. This openness provides opportunities for the organizations to reduced development cost, shorten development time and process and product innovation.
Open Innovation (OI) allows knowledge flow both inside-out and outside-in the company, and may or may not be attached to monetary transactions.

OI penetrates several industries, as many companies discover that their business may benefit from sharing knowledge with other companies. The use of proprietary tools for software development has several drawbacks, e.g. expensive licensing costs, lack of customizability, delayed implementation of requirements, the inability of fixing things in-house, and difficulty in finding solutions that meet current needs. On the other hand, the use of open tools for software development in the companies is an area which companies apply OI principles to. By using open tools for software development companies share the innovation cost and rewards and also risks.

Why should companies open up?

Software companies cannot afford to work in a closed way due to the continuous need for automation and increased speed. Developing tools internally for software development may entail significant costs and companies may miss the latest trends in OSS tools ecosystem. Therefore, companies need to tag along with open tools communities to extract the external knowledge in a timely manner. From two research studies, we distilled a set of triggers that drive companies towards applying OI strategies in sharing their tools openly. The triggers include aspects of access to workforce, development speed, reduced license costs, work-flow flexibility, maintenance costs and increased quality assurance.

The key findings of this research entail how software companies may choose the right level of openness in their proprietary products and open tools used for the development of company’s internal products. First, the contribution acceptance...
model is presented for companies, which assists in what to develop internally and what to share and take from open source software. Second, the theory of openness helps organizations how to develop and use open tools communities. We have presented different strategies for companies to choose the right level of openness. While working with open tools, it is paramount to share the source code in order to avoid getting trapped into internal maintenance and integration cost. Companies should strive for standard solutions and reduce the number of variants of open tools by contributing their source code towards open source communities.

**Implications for companies**

Software companies use OSS tools communities as an implementation of OI to create business value for their core products. Therefore, they may achieve OI by choosing the right level of openness. Companies may assign dedicated resources to work with open tools communities, with the goal to acquire and assimilate knowledge in the company’s core product development.

In order to create new open tools communities and steer them towards the company’s business model, companies need to invest more of their employees’ time in open source communities. Then they may gain advantages, such as access to skilled resources, better continuous integration integration process, faster upgrades and releases, reduced development time, and share the maintenance cost with other developers in the open source communities.
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INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

The rising cost and the increased demand for delivering products with the faster time to market have put extensive pressure on many organizations [27]. Software-intensive organizations (SIO) are constantly reconsidering which strategies are successful in generating ideas and bringing them to market. These strategies entail harnessing external ideas while leveraging their in-house R&D outside their current operations [31]. Organizations struggle to remain competitive using the existing models of innovation and need a shift in the ways of working by combining the internal ideas with external ideas. One possible way to reduce the development cost and shorter time to market is to use Open Innovation (OI) to harvest the external ideas.

OI is an emerging management paradigm which originated from high technology industry practices in the US and Japan [30]. OI can be traced back to Allen’s [6] collective invention in 1980’s. Two decades after Allen’s paper from 1983, Henry Chesbrough [30] coined the term Open Innovation as “a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model”. This phenomenon is explained with the help of Fig.1. The dotted line in the funnel shows the boundary of the company where ideas can seep in and out. The bubbles represent the research projects and arrows highlight the flow of ideas in and out of the companies. Furthermore, the vertical line in Fig.1 separates the research phase from the development phase of the company. Ideas can originate from inside the company’s research process, but some of the ideas may seep out of the companies, either in the research phase or later in the development phase. These innovative ideas are utilized by companies to create a new market or make use of the existing market. One typical example of idea leakage is a start-up company, often initiated by some of the company’s own personnel. Ideas can also start outside the firm’s own labs and move inside. Google’s Android was taken in by companies like Sony and Samsung to adapt it in a way
which was more in line with their business model and thus a clear case of utilizing an external project to access the existing Android market.

OI initiated an unabated interest among researchers in innovation management [83], economics, psychology, sociology, and also Software Engineering [182]. The work initiated by Chesbrough inspired both scholars and practitioners to re-think the design of the innovation strategies in a networked environment [83]. OI encompasses various forms of knowledge transfer such as inbound (outside-in knowledge), outbound (inside-out knowledge), and coupled process (outside-in and inside-out knowledge) [66].

The novelty of OI was questioned by an argument that closed innovation might have been the exception in the history, characterized mostly by open innovation practices [133]. In response, Chesbrough undercuts the logic of the Cloesesd Innovation model of R&D and developed the logic of the Open Innovation model due to the changed conditions under which organizations innovate. For example, the rise of the internet has made the knowledge access and sharing capabilities easier using Open Source Software (OSS) [30].

In the field of software engineering, the success of Open Source Software (OSS) indicates its existence before the term OI was coined [112]. The introduction of OSS in commercial settings have opened up new possibilities for innovation in software-intensive organizations. This shift towards openness indicates that the
internal R&D is no longer the only strategic asset for the companies in creating products and services. Access to, and interplay with, external sources and actors provide not only new opportunities but also create new challenges. One specific type of OSS is software engineering tools used in the development of software-intensive products. The tools themselves are not the source of revenue for the software-intensive organizations, but they rely heavily on them to improve the software development process. Further, the costs of improving the tools and keeping them up to date may be significant, and thus software-intensive organizations may want to share the costs with other organizations [27].

However, it should be noted that OSS is not equivalent to OI. OSS is used as an example of OI in the studies included in this thesis [29]. Both OSS and OI tend to favor the use of external knowledge together with internal knowledge as a mutually beneficial measure for organizations and communities, however, there is a distinction between OI and OSS. First, OSS and OI may differ by using different intellectual property rights (IPR) strategies. For example, when IBM created the Eclipse platform, they invited competing companies to cooperate in an OI ecosystem [187]. In OI, companies may retain the ownership of IPR as oppose to OSS. Secondly, companies leading OI complement their internal closed innovation process by acquiring external knowledge [137]. Thirdly, OI companies have a business model influenced by the definition of OI, where differential assets are kept secret to create value. Therefore, the degree of openness lies in the hands of the companies in relation to OSS communities. Finally, companies try to govern and steer open tools platform to facilitate their internal product development by co-developing development tools with other stakeholders in the ecosystem. Therefore, OSS is a natural way of implementing OI in software-intensive product development organizations, where OSS communities act as innovation catalyst.

Another example of OI can be explained by Linux development when IBM donated hundreds of patents and invested more than $100 million a year to support the Linux OS. One of the OI advantages is that the risks and costs of development can be shared among the stakeholders. Although IBM invested a significant amount of money in the Linux development, other firms such as Nokia, Hitachi, and Intel also made substantial investments as well [110]. By supporting the Linux, IBM was strengthening its own business model in selling proprietary solutions for its clients running on top of Linux. Additionally, the openness of Linux also gave IBM more freedom to co-develop products with its customer [30].

As OSS matured and became commercially viable to deliver high-quality products, software-intensive organizations started using them for the development of their proprietary products in two possible scenarios. First, when an organization decides to release proprietary code as OSS and create a community or ecosystem to improve its internal product. Second, when an organization wants to use OSS code for tools or for the code of the product. In this thesis, we proposed Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) model and Theory of openness for tools to address both scenarios.
2 Related work and terminology

Despite the wide interest in several domains, OI is far from thoroughly researched in software engineering. OSS is often explored as one of the main examples of OI in order to incorporate the external knowledge and innovation to internal product innovation. However, Munir et al. [Paper I] recognized the lack of systematic efforts to summarize and synthesize the state of the research on OI in software engineering. The previously attempted reviews were either partly systematic [83, 186, 196] or focused on the metrics used to measure innovation in OSS [50].

Organization use different strategies to engage in OSS tools communities [41], e.g. adopting selective revealing [76] or OI models [27]. West et al. [188] highlighted the strategies that organizations use to acquire, incorporate the external knowledge into their internal innovation processes and exploiting the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) by a selective revealing strategy. Stuermer et al. [176] conducted a study on applying the private collective model at Nokia to identify the incentives for individuals investing in OSS and the firms. Nokia benefited from the introduced private collective model in terms of learning effects, reputation gain, reduced development effort and low knowledge protection costs. On the other hand, the cost of implementing the private collective model entails difficulty to differentiate, guard business secrets, reduce the community barriers and give up organizational control. Bosch [23] claims that speed, data and ecosystems are the main factors that impact software-intensive organizations in their software engineering practices. At the same time, the size of software-intensive products continues to grow. This growth incurs the need for faster and better adoption of applications, technologies, components, services, and ecosystem partners. In order to address this challenge, software-intensive organizations may utilize OSS tools communities to increase the speed, reduce the development and maintenance costs.

In addition, OI entails challenges on process and business levels. West et al. [191] highlighted the business related challenges faced by the leading firms in the development of Symbian: 1) balancing the interests of all stakeholders, 2) knowing the requirements for a product that has yet to be created, and 3) prioritizing the conflicting needs of all stakeholders. Software-intensive organizations intending to indulge themselves in OSS communities, need to adjust their software development processes in their efforts to fix bugs and contribute new features to the community. These efforts might reduce the maintenance cost compared to in-house software development. Furthermore, OSS involvement may also entail different modes of working in terms of dedicated resources [108, 194] and OSS governance mechanisms [110] to facilitate software development in an OI context. Dahlander [42] concluded that initiating an OSS project is often a pragmatic way of attracting the skilled workforce from communities. Moreover, having a dedicated employee working close to the community seems to be an enabler for not only building a good reputation of an organization in the community, but also
allow exercising the governance/control mechanism to steer the development towards the organization’s business model. Van der Linden et al. [120] concluded that when a software product loses its competitive value in terms of profitability, customers, innovation and learning [97] with the passage of time due to improvements and ever-growing size of the software, it becomes a good candidate for OSS development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins</td>
<td>Jenkins is the leading open source continuous integration server. It provides 1000+ plugins built in Java to support building and testing [2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit</td>
<td>It is a web-based code review tool built on top of the git version control system [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product innovation</td>
<td>Product innovation is the introduction of a good or service that is new or significantly improved with respect to its characteristics or intended uses [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process innovation</td>
<td>Process innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved production or delivery method [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business innovation</td>
<td>Business innovation is the implementation of a new marketing method involving significant changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational innovation</td>
<td>Organizational innovation is the implementation of a new organizational method in the firm’s business practices, workplace organization or external relations [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software-intensive product organization</td>
<td>It refers to organizations developing products or services with a substantial amount of software defining the product/service behavior, mostly embedded in physical products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the shift from the Closed innovation to the Open innovation model poses significant challenges to software-intensive organizations in terms of when to conceal and when to reveal in relation to their competitors. The openness challenges software-intensive organizations on both operational and strategic levels. This thesis focuses on investigating the OSS tools communities considered repre-
sentative examples of OI to investigate the impacts of OI on firms core product
development. Particularly, the triggers for software-intensive organizations to uti-
lize the OSS tools communities and the innovation outcomes attached to it. Fur-
thermore, the thesis proposes a theory of openness which provides guidelines for
software-intensive organizations to make strategic decisions regarding OSS tools
(e.g., Jenkins and Gerrit), which are not the core business (non-pecuniary) for the
organization but are vital to support the internal product development. The defini-
tion of the terms used in the thesis can be seen in Table 1.

3 Research goals

The overall aim of the thesis is to better understand OI in software engineering,
thus the following Research Goals (RG) are formulated.

RG1: To synthesize the research knowledge on OI for software-intensive devel-
lopment organizations.

RG2: To explore how software-intensive development organizations use OSS tools
as an enabler for OI and innovation outcomes.

RG3: To provide strategic guidelines for managers regarding when and how to be
open in relation to OSS tools and proprietary products.

RG4: To validate the strategic guidelines in relation to RG3 with practitioners
working in the software-intensive development organizations.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the research process. As can be seen in
Figure 2, RG1 triggers Paper I to identify OI state of the research in software en-
gineering. OI has attracted a lot of researchers across different domains. However,
it remains unexplored in software engineering. Paper I systematically explores
the existing OI literature with the focus on software engineering. The outcome of
Paper I is the literature review.

RG2 is relevant to investigate OI on the use of OSS tools in a software prod-
uct development and influenced by RG1. The literature lacks evidence about the
performance of OI on the fined grained product development level [30]. Paper II
is aimed at exploring why and how a software-intensive organization adopts OI
using OSS tools communities. In addition, Paper II also points out the innovation
outcomes gained by the case organization. The outcome of Paper II is the detailed
case study understanding of OI in a software-intensive company.

RG3 leads to two solution papers. Paper III aims to define support for strategic
decisions in software organizations in relation to OSS tools and their impact on
core product development. Paper IV investigates strategic decisions for software-
-intensive organizations on the core product level. However, the focus of this thesis
remains on the use of OSS tools in organization’s internal product development.
The outcome of Paper III and Paper IV is the theory of openness and contribution acceptance process model respectively. RG4 leads to Paper V, which is a validation study for the theory of openness in two automotive companies.

Figure 2: Research overview and mapping of RGs to papers

4 Research methodology

Several research methods were utilized to meet the research goals. The thesis mainly consists of exploratory and evaluative empirical research [193], based on a
systematic mapping study [147], survey [59] and case study [159] research method (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Id</th>
<th>Research Objective</th>
<th>Research Strategy</th>
<th>Design Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper I</td>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td>Systematic mapping study</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper II</td>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper III</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Theory building and Survey</td>
<td>Flexible + Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper IV</td>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Case study using design science principles</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper V</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Paper I** presents a systematic mapping study designed to explore the OI literature on software engineering. Prior reviews were either not systematic [83, 196], partly systematic [186] or, for example, focus on the history or evolution of OSS or available innovation metrics [50]. Moreover, these reviews lack objective quality criteria to support the interpretation of the results to evaluate OI performance. It is to be noted that the main focus of **Paper I** was to explore OI in software-intensive organizations and not the use of software to support OI. Furthermore, it was not possible to start with the clear-cut research questions due to lack of evidence for a systematic literature review [98]. Therefore, a systematic mapping study was chosen over the systematic literature review in order to explore the OI notion in software engineering.

**Paper II** presents a case study, which not only investigates OI in an exploratory manner but also makes an attempt to evaluate OI performance in a software-intensive organization. The research questions in **Paper II** are partly based on the findings from **Paper I**. First, the study explores the top contributors to the development of Gerrit and Jenkins (see Table 1). Second, it explains the transition process from *Closed Innovation* to *Open Innovation*, and the key triggers for the case company towards this transformation. Third, it maps the existing practices of requirements engineering and testing with the identified OI challenges. The study made an attempt to understand how the aforementioned software engineering processes interact in OI. In order to achieve the aims, the study uses the flexible case study design to explore OI in software engineering since it is more suitable for exploratory studies. The quantitative data extracted from the source code reposi-
4 Research methodology

The case company used in the studies is Sony Mobile and the units of analysis are Gerrit [3] and Jenkins [2]. Both Jenkins and Gerrit are OSS tools part of Sony’s continuous integration tool chain. Sony Mobile is a multinational organization with more than 5,000 employees globally, developing embedded devices. The chosen branch in the case study is responsible for the development of Android phones. Furthermore, Sony is becoming more and more open in terms of using OSS communities. Jenkins and Gerrit are OSS examples studied in the paper seen as an enabler for OI in software engineering.

**Paper III** aims at synthesizing a theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations, aimed to guide managers in defining more efficient strategies towards open tools communities. We synthesize empirical evidence from a systematic mapping study [Paper I], a case study [Paper II], and a survey, using a narrative synthesis method [Paper III]. The survey questionnaire was distributed among 500 employees working for software-intensive organizations using Gerrit, Jenkins or Git communities in their development or also, contributing to those communities. We extracted the email list of Jenkins, Gerrit and Git communities from GitHub and distributed the survey among all contributors and non contributors having organizational affiliations in their email addresses. The synthesis method entails four steps: (1) Developing a preliminary synthesis, (2) Exploring the relationship between studies, (3) Assessing the validity of the synthesis, and (4) Theory formation. The final step in the synthesis method proposed theory of openness for software engineering tools, according to the theory-building framework proposed by Sjøberg et al. [169]. The theory consists of 1) constructs, 2) propositions, and 3) explanation in Paper III.

**Paper IV** is a case study designed based on the design science approach [81]. The work was initiated by problem identification and analysis of its relevance at Sony Mobile. This was followed by an artifact design process where the artifacts (the CAP model and information meta-model) were proposed and validated at Sony Mobile. We conducted informal consultations with four experts at Sony Mobile who is involved in the decision-making process of OSS contributions. Simultaneously, internal processes and policy documentation at Sony Mobile were studied. Next, we accessed the additional data sources acquire the contribution repositories. All these steps were performed in close academia-industry collaboration between the researchers and Sony Mobile.

**Paper V** aims to validate the theory of openness by performing a repertory grid analysis [95] using focus groups [159] in two companies from the automotive industry. Kelly proposed the personal construct theory (PCT) and the associated repertory grid technique to elicit and analyze these personal constructs [95][Paper III]. The grid is comprised of following three basic concepts: 1) Elements Elicitation, 2) Constructs Elicitation and 3) Ratings. There are two essential ways to select grid elements: a) elicit elements from participants, b) provide participants
with elements. This study chooses to provide elements participants since the objective was to learn more about the specific set of elements derived from the theory of openness [Paper III].

First, the participants in the focus group were given an introduction to constructs and elements to develop a common understanding in the whole group. Second, participants from company A picked Jenkins and participants from company B selected an internal tool entitled Awesome framework for the focus group. Third, a survey link was distributed among all the participants to rate each element against the constructs based on the selected tools from their internal development environment. Fourth, we held a discussion among participants based on the ratings to further explore their ratings. The discussion part was recorded and transcribed to further explore the rationales for the participant’s ratings. Finally, repertory grid analysis and focus groups were used to validate the propositions derived from the theory of openness [Paper III].

5 Results and synthesis

This section summarizes the results from the papers included in this thesis. For each paper, we state the rationale, the methodology used (see table 2) and the key findings.

**RG1: To synthesize the research knowledge on OI for software-intensive organization**

*Paper I* identifies 33 studies, divided into nine themes as a result of thematic analysis [38]. 17 out of 33 studies were conducted with high rigor and in an industrial relevant context. The key themes identified in the study are as follow:

1. Intellectual properties strategies
2. OI toolkits
3. Degree of openness
4. OI models/frameworks
5. Managerial implications
6. Enabling OI communities
7. Benefits
8. Challenges
9. OI strategies
Each of the above-mentioned themes is defined in detail in Paper I with corresponding empirical evidence associated with it. Furthermore, we classified papers based on the research methodology [159] and paper type classification [193] followed by the rigor and relevance analysis [85]. Twenty evaluation papers used case study research methodology, seven were survey evaluation, two proposal papers each with survey and framework followed by one framework validation and a tool proposal paper.

In conclusion, the results indicate that start-ups have a higher tendency to opt for OI compared to incumbents and firms assimilating external knowledge into their R&D activity have a better chance of gaining financial advantage. Furthermore, an important implication for an industry is that OSS and OI does not come for free. Software-intensive organizations must invest in the OSS communities with a clear resource investment plan to leverage their key resources. The large share of evaluation research alludes to researchers to produce more solution-oriented papers followed by the validation.

**RG2: To explore and evaluate how a software-intensive organization uses OSS as an enabler for OI and gains benefits**

*Paper II* investigated the OSS tool usage and involvement of Sony Mobile. The units of analysis were Jenkins and Gerrit, the central tools in Sony Mobile’s continuous integration process. Moreover, the study also investigated how Sony Mobile extract and assimilate external knowledge using OSS tools communities. We started by extracting the Gerrit and Jenkins change log data to classify Sony Mobile’s contributions, and to identify the key contributors for interviews.

The results of the study suggest that moving from *Closed Innovation* to the *Open Innovation* model was a paradigm shift around 2010 when Sony Mobile moved from the Symbian platform to Google’s open source Android platform in its products. Jenkins and Gerrit are not seen as a competitive advantage or a source of revenue, which indicates that Sony Mobile’s openness is limited to the non-proprietary and non-competitive tools only. This transition from closeness to openness is driven bottom-up from the engineers at Sony Mobile. Furthermore, the requirements process in the Tools department was optimized to work towards the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. The Tools department team works in an agile manner with the influences from Kanban for simpler planning.

The Tools department was struggling to test Gerrit with the old manual testing framework. The openness made the Tools department think of switching from the manual to an automated testing process. Consequently, an Acceptance Test Harness is created to contribute internal acceptance tests to the community and have the community to execute what Sony Mobile tests when setting up a next stable version and vice versa. More so, requirements prioritization and bug fixes are prioritized based on the most pressing needs of Sony Mobile. *Paper II* further
explores if there are any innovation outcomes attached to these tools and identified the following innovation outcomes as results of these tools in Sony Mobile’s continuous integration process:

1. Free features
2. Free maintenance
3. Freed up time
4. Knowledge retention
5. Flexibility
6. Increased turnaround speed
7. Increased quality assurance
8. Improved new product releases and upgrades
9. Inner source initiative

Sony Mobile uses dedicated resources in the Tools department to work with the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. Furthermore, we also discovered that Sony Mobile lacks key performance indicators to measure its innovation capability before and after the introduction of OI in the Tools department. However, the qualitative data suggests that OI results in improved stability and flexibility in the development environment. The findings of the study are limited to software-intensive organizations with the similar domain, size and context as Sony Mobile.

**RG3: To provide a theory for managers regarding when and how to be open in relation to development outcomes and development process**

*Paper III* presents a *theory of openness for software engineering tools* in software organizations that complement and expands our previous research efforts [Paper I][Paper II] and provides the necessary organizational aspects that support software-intensive organizations in their transformation towards OI. The increased use of Open Source Software (OSS) affects how software-intensive product development organizations innovate and compete, moving them towards Open Innovation (OI). Specifically, software engineering tools have the potential for OI, but require better understanding regarding what to develop internally and what to acquire from outside the organization, and how to cooperate with potential competitors.

However, we have found no guidelines for software-intensive organizations in order to make strategic decisions regarding OSS tools, i.e. what role in Huizing’s
5 Results and synthesis

taxonomy to choose in the open innovation (i.e. open processes, open outcomes), for OSS tools which are not the core business (non-pecuniary) for the organization (e.g., OSS tools like Jenkins and Gerrit) but are vital to support the internal product development. The scope of this study covers the use of non-pecuniary OSS tools in organizations’ proprietary software development for outside-in and inside-out innovation (i.e. coupled innovation). Furthermore, the study focuses on the strategic role of OSS tools in an organization, where we use software build tools as cases, due to their strategic role in the build chain [Paper II][Appendix D].

The theory of openness for OSS tools in software engineering presents four constructs: (1) Strategy, (2) Triggers, (3) Outcomes, and (4) Level of openness. We synthesize the theory from two previous empirical studies [Paper I][Paper II] complemented by a survey in the Git, Gerrit and Jenkins communities [Appendix D]. The theory presents four classes of openness in companies with their respective focus:

1. Laggards – Routine business
2. Leverage – Resource optimization
3. Lucrativeness – Acting as a think-tank
4. Leaders – Growth through ecosystems

Each category has the different levels of openness, based on their strategies (proactive or reactive) in relation to goals (cost saving or inspirational). First, lag-gards respond to paradigm shifts and all strategies are reactive, aiming to reduce the development cost (i.e. integration). Second, in leverage category, organizations use the external sources of innovation by inspiring their internal developers to participate in various OSS tools communities, prior to internal R&D work. It not only adds to product and process innovation but also inspires developers to exchange ideas on discussion forums to develop competence. Third, Lucrative-ness deals with investing in existing OSS communities to be able to influence and steer these communities in the same direction as the organizational interests. The objective is to support internal innovation and reduce costs by investing in OSS tools communities. The use of OSS tools communities helps organizations to reduce time-to-market. Fourth, Leaders are organizations that focus on creating new communities and ecosystems to strengthen their business model.

The theory provides strategic guidelines and helps software-intensive organizations to adopt OI tools in relation to reduced development cost, shorter time-to-market and process, and product innovation. The theory reasons that openness provides opportunities to reduce the development cost and development time. Furthermore, OI positively impacts on the process and product innovation, but it requires investment by organizations in OSS communities. By betting on openness, organizations may be able to significantly increase their competitiveness but it requires management’s support.
**INTRODUCTION**

*Paper IV* proposes a Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) model and meta model. The model helps software-intensive product development organizations to classify artifacts, such as features, plug-ins, or complete projects, according to business impact (low to high) and control complexity (low to high). Business impact refers to the profit from the artifact, and control complexity refers to the difficulty in acquiring and controlling the technology. An artifact is categorized into the following four categories where each category represents a specific artifact type with certain characteristics and contribution strategy.

- **Strategic artifacts:** high business impact and high control complexity.
- **Platform/leverage artifacts:** high business impact and low control complexity.
- **Products/bottlenecks artifacts:** low business impact and high control complexity.
- **Standard artifacts:** low business impact and low control complexity.

In turns, organizations may estimate and plan whether an artifact should be contributed or not. Open Source Software (OSS) ecosystems have reshaped the ways how software-intensive organizations develop products and deliver value to customers. However, organizations still need support for strategic product planning in terms of what to develop internally and what to share as OSS. Existing models accurately capture commoditization in the software business, but lack operational support to decide what contribution strategy to employ in terms of what and when to contribute. Further, an information meta-model is proposed that helps operationalize the CAP model at the organization. In a design science influenced case study executed at Sony Mobile, the CAP model was iteratively developed in close collaboration with the experts from Sony Mobile. The CAP model provides an operational OI perspective on what firms involved in OSS ecosystems should share, by helping them motivate contributions through the creation of contribution strategies. The goal is to help maximize return on investment and sustain needed influence in OSS ecosystems.

Static validation was done through continuous consultations with experts at Sony Mobile for the CAP-model and its related information meta-model. In these consultations, the models were discussed and improvement ideas were collected and used for iterative refinement and improvement. Experts from Sony Mobile were asked to run the CAP model against examples of features in relation to the four software artifact categories and related contribution strategies that CAP model describes. The examples of how the CAP model and meta-model are used is further presented in *Paper IV*. These examples help to evaluate functionality, completeness, and consistency of the CAP model and associated information meta-model.
**RG4:** To validate the strategic guidelines in relation to **RQ3** with practitioners working in the software-intensive development organizations

*Paper V* is a validation of the theory of openness presented in *Paper III*. We used a repertory grid technique [95] to analyze and validate the theory of openness. The results showed that both case companies qualify as *laggards* in relation to the theory of openness and neither of them has internal procedures to facilitate developers to contribute to OSS tools communities.

The lack of central tool coordination leads to multiple variants of the same tools, causing additional costs to glue tools together. An important implication for both companies is that they may learn from Sony Mobile’s transition from closed tools to open OSS tools by innovating their process in terms of creating a legal framework. Furthermore, both companies can create an internal champion which serves as an interface between the legal department, software developers and top management, to drive the open tools strategy. The framework will help companies to engage their developers in OSS tools communities together with the legal team to facilitate their core product development. Hence, both companies need a centralized, proactive strategy to help software developers use open OSS tools to reduce integration cost.

## 6 Ethical aspects and threats to validity

Ethical aspects must be taken into consideration in any empirical research activity which involves human subjects or the data related to humans [159]. Singer and Vinson [167] initiated the discussion on ethical issues in software engineering and provide guidelines for the conduct of empirical studies. These guidelines include informed consent, confidentiality of the data from human subjects and weighing the risks, harms and benefits, not only for the individual subjects, but also for the organizations.

OI research in this thesis involves software engineers working in the industry. The investigation started from mining the OSS code repositories to identify the key contributors and classify their contributions in terms of new features, bug fixes, cosmetic issues or documentation. After identifying the key contributors, interviews were conducted with them. It is worth mentioning that the case companies have shown a strong interest in investigating its OI activities to see whether or not it is helping them to accelerate their internal innovation process. For example, Sony Mobile gets recommendation whether or not opening up in their development process gives them a cutting edge on their competitors. Moreover, the researchers are able to publish research papers to carry forward OI state of the art in software engineering. Therefore, it’s a collaboration that leads to a win-win situation for both stakeholders. On the hind side, there are risks attached to the research
process. Specifically, the case company fully understands the importance of collaboration with the research community and its positive impacts on their internal processes of working. However, if a local newspaper correspondence decides to pick up something (e.g., internal conflicts) randomly from the study out of the context and place it on the front page of the local newspaper may lead to a massive dent on concerned organization’s reputation. Therefore, the confidentiality of the data collected from the companies is ensured by signing the non-disclosure agreements.

Additionally, workshops were conducted in two automotive companies which involves software engineering and managers. All participants were asked to sign a consent document to ensure the voluntary participation of participants. Moreover, the data gathered through these workshops are kept confidential.

Apart from ethical aspects, there are validity concerns worth mentioning about the thesis. Internal validity is the confidence that we can place in the cause and effect relationship in a scientific study [159]. In the thesis, review protocols were created for all the studies and reviewed by all authors to be more objective and to assure quality as well. The studies revealed that Sony Mobile does not have any metrics to measure innovation thus, researchers had to rely on implications drawn from qualitative data collected from interviews. The element of subjectivity was addressed by performing the analysis independently by multiple researchers.

External validity refers to the ability to generalize the study findings [159]. In particular, all those software-intensive organizations using OSS tools in their internal product development. This thesis used Sony Mobile, software companies in the survey and the two case companies from the automotive industry to achieve better external validity of the research work.

Construct validity refers to what extent the studied concepts really represent what the researcher has in mind and what is investigated according to the research questions [159]. Constructs and elements in the theory of openness are derived from literature. However, neither of the case companies come from a software background but they are becoming more and more software-intensive in the development of their core products. Therefore, both companies do not have a well-defined procedure to map all the constructs of the theory. This threat was partially met by keeping the discussion on a higher level to the company’s specific context. Furthermore, more software-intensive companies are required to validate the theory of openness.

Reliability deals with the ability to replicate the same study with the same results [159]. To address the reliability concerns, review protocols, multiple data sources, independent qualitative and quantitative data, and interview transcription summary validation by interviewees were some of the techniques used in the studies to draw conclusions more reliably. Finally, the study design and findings of the studies were kept transparent in terms of mentioning the context of case company except for the anonymous interviewees names.
7 Future work

Future work may be the extension of RG4, which involves further validation in more organizations to extend the generalization of the theory of openness. Furthermore, develop a tool (a web survey), which helps companies conducting a self-assessment with respect to the theory. The aim is to assess the current tool chain of a software-intensive product development organizations. The survey is based on the criteria defined in the theory, and the web tool collects that data and feeds a summary back to the company for their internal use, about their performance in relation to the theory and other companies.

8 Conclusion and main contributions

Even though software engineering tools are not the direct source of revenues, software-intensive organizations rely on these tools for the development of core products. OSS tools (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit and Git) offer companies an alternate solution to closed source proprietary tools. The OSS tools provide an organization with several benefits as opposed to closed source tools. These benefits may entail free-up developers time, faster development speed, reduced development cost, increased flexibility in tool usage and adaption and govern the open tools ecosystem. However, it must be mentioned that the usage of open tools is not entirely for free if companies want to gain control and steer communities towards their own business model.

Empirical-based insight were provided into this thesis by summarizing the existing evidence on the use of OI by exploiting OSS tools communities. To further strengthen the existing evidence, the case study at Sony mobile helped us understand that software-intensive organizations need proactive management strategies to achieve the standardization of open tools in the long run. Furthermore, the survey in OSS tools communities also helped us understand that software-intensive organizations are keen on using and contributing to these OSS tools communities. However, the empirical evidence suggests a clear lack of guidelines for managers how to engage themselves in the OSS tools. This thesis presents the theory of openness as a main contribution to address the identified research gap.

Theory of openness is an empirically developed theory intended to provide guidelines and helps organizations to utilize OSS tools communities in relation to reduced development cost, shorter time-to-market and process and product innovation.

CAP model provides operational guidelines for software organizations regarding what to conceal and what to share in OSS ecosystems. The model proposes contribution strategies and meta-model to help organization operationalizing these strategies. The goal is to help maximize return on investment and sustain the needed influence on OSS ecosystems.
Validation study validates the theory of openness for software engineering tools in two automotive companies.
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OPEN INNOVATION IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY

Abstract

Context: Open innovation (OI) means that innovation is fostered by using both external and internal influences in the innovation process. In software engineering (SE), OI has existed for decades, while we currently see a faster and broader move towards OI in SE. We therefore survey research on how OI takes place and contributes to innovation in SE.

Objective: This study aims to synthesize the research knowledge on OI in the SE domain.

Method: We launched a systematic mapping study and conducted a thematic analysis of the results. Moreover, we analyzed the strength of the evidence in the light of a rigor and relevance assessment of the research.

Results: We identified 33 publications, divided into 9 themes related to OI. 17/33 studies fall in the high–rigor/high–relevance category, suggesting the results are highly industry relevant. The research indicates that start-ups have higher tendency to opt for OI compared to incumbents. The evidence also suggests that firms assimilating knowledge into their internal R&D activities, have higher likelihood of gaining financial advantages.

Conclusion: We concluded that OI should be adopted as a complementary approach to facilitate internal innovation and not to substitute it. Further research is advised on situated OI strategies and the interplay between OI and agile practices.
Open innovation (OI) and associated free exchange of information about new technologies are recognized as one of the main drivers for collective inventions in the 19th century by Allen [6]. Two decades after Allen’s paper from 1983, Chesbrough’s seminal book about OI [31] has initiated an unabated interest [67] among researchers in innovation management [83], economics, psychology, sociology, and also Software Engineering (SE) [181]. The work initiated by Chesbrough [31] forced both practitioners and scholars to rethink the design of innovation strategies in a networked environment [83]. The inherent flexibility of software, combined with increase of software cost and value for new products and services, puts SE into the hotspot of OI. Several trends, such as outsourcing, crowd-sourcing and funding, global software development, open source software, agility, and flexibility, challenged the *do it yourself* mentality [65]. More courageous voices suggested even that closed innovation might have been the exception in the history, characterized mostly by open innovation practices [133].

OI is a relatively new field of research and a collective theoretical foundation is starting to emerge. Chesbrough [31] was the first to define OI as “*a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as they look to advance their technology*”. OI encompasses various activities such as inbound, outbound and coupled activities [66], and each of these activities can be more or less open. Open Source Software (OSS) is the most straightforward application of OI to software development [83], although not the only one [196]. The success of OSS in the last twenty years have ignited and encouraged several new movements for collective innovation such as: outsourcing, global software development, crowd-sourcing and founding.

Despite the wide interest in several domains and the unquestionable potential that OI can bring to the software industry, OI remains greatly unexplored in the SE literature, while in the OI literature extensive interest is given to exploring OSS as one of the ways to incorporate external knowledge and innovation to internal product innovation [31]. Similarly in the early days of OSS, many interesting OI initiatives were performed, e.g. opening up software product organizations and utilizing open configurations [88]. However, there is a lack of systematic efforts that focus on summarizing the current state of the literature on the relation between OI and SE. Previous reviews are either not systematic [83, 196], partly systematic [186] or, for example, focus on the history or evolution of OSS or available innovation metrics [50]. Moreover, these reviews lack quality criteria to support the interpretation of the results in favor or against OI.

Therefore, we identified a need to systematically review OI research in SE with a specific focus on assessing the strength of the empirical evidence in the identified studies [85], highlighting the current themes and outlining implications for research and practice. For instance, a study might have high relevance (e.g.
managerial implications for an industrial scale project), but at the same time have low rigor (e.g. having validity threats and lacking descriptions of the units of analysis). Consequently, these above mentioned needs lay the foundation for a systematic mapping study [147] to explore the concept of OI in the context of SE. Specifically, this mapping study makes the following contributions:

1. Identification of the existing themes and patterns in the literature for open innovation in software engineering.

2. Assessment of trustworthiness of the results with respect to rigor and relevance [85].

3. Based thereon, identification of knowledge that may inform industry practice on open innovation in software engineering.

4. Identification of the research gaps for further exploration of open innovation in software engineering [100].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 presents the research method (review protocol). Next, Section 4 highlights the results of the search and the analysis the synthesized research, followed by a discussion in Section 6 which results in a research agenda and advice for industry practice in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

Using the study by West and Bogers [186], we identified four secondary studies (literature reviews) on OI [50, 83, 186, 196], relevant to this study. The studies are summarized in Table 1.

Are the reviews systematic? Huizingh [83] and Wnuk and Runeson [196] conducted reviews on OI, however neither of them is systematic according to the guidelines stated by Kitchenham et al. [99]. The study conducted by West and Bogers [186] could be considered partly systematic, since the relevance can be seen in terms of data sources, inclusion/exclusion criteria and data extraction. On the other hand, the review conducted by Edison et al. [50] adheres to guidelines by Kitchenham et al. [99] and Petersen et al. [147]. In this paper, we report a review conducted according to the guidelines by Kitchenham et al. [99].

What were the objectives behind conducting reviews? West and Bogers [186] conducted a review on OI with the main objective to define an agenda for OI research. They classified the studies into three main categories of OI, namely, inbound (outside in), outbound (inside out) and coupled, as suggested by Enkel et al. [54]. Wnuk and Runeson [196] performed a study with the goal to propose a SE framework for OI.
Huizingh [83] also focused on exploring the notion of open innovation and on the degree of OI adoption by the firms. The study concluded that the knowledge about how to apply OI and when to do it is still incomplete. Edison et al. [50] centered their literature study around innovation measurement and innovation management aspects, e.g. definitions, frameworks and metrics. Our study limits its scope to SE and focuses on deriving existing OI themes and patterns using thematic analysis. Moreover, this study also focuses on exploring the strength of evidence under the light of rigor and relevance, and states the further course of action in terms of OI in SE.

What were the data sources used in the reviews? Were the used search terms appropriate? Huizingh [83] neither specified the database, nor the search terms used. Likewise, West and Bogers [186] did not mention the search terms for their study, but provided the time scope of the survey (between 2003 and 2010) and the list of selected management journals, see Table 1. Conversely, the study conducted by Wnuk and Runeson [196] used Inspec and Compendex and the following search terms “Open innovation, requirements engineering, testing, software and methodology”. However, the time span for the search is not reported. Edison et al. [50] used multiple data sources namely, Inspec and Compendex, Scopus, IEEE explore, ACM digital library, Science direct, Business Source Premier (BSP) and performed the search between 1949 and 2010, see Table 1. Their search terms aim at identifying innovation metrics, measurements, drivers and innovation attributes. Inspired by the previous reviews, we organized our search string into three main categories and employed the inclusion exclusion criteria after the search process, with keywords: i) related to OI, ii) on SE in order to restrict the results to the SE domain, and iii) pertaining to empirical evidence on OI (see Section 3.3). Furthermore, we complemented our search string with backward snowball sampling [86, 161] by scanning the reference list of all primary studies, see Section 3.2.

Did the reviews use any quality assessment criteria for primary studies before analyzing their results? Neither Wnuk and Runeson [196] nor Huizingh [83] used explicit quality assessment criteria for the identified studies. On the other hand, West and Bogers [186] included studies that focused on OI as per the definition by Chesbrough [31] and excluded book reviews, commentaries and editorial introductions. Edison et al. [50] used a set of questions for quality assessment and to evaluate if a study explains the aims, methodology and validity threats. We used a comprehensive set of guidelines that cover rigor and relevance of studies. We slightly tailored the criteria from Ivarsson et al. [85] to fit into the scope of this study, see Section 3.4.

How did the reviews extracted data from primary studies? Did they map data extraction with research questions? The data extraction strategy was not reported in three studies [83, 186, 196]. The information about the mapping between the data extraction properties and the research questions was also absent. However, Edison et al. [50] described the data extraction strategy which was piloted before
the execution to ensure a common understanding among all involved researchers. We created a defined set of data extraction properties, and mapped them on research questions to avoid redundant information, outlined in Table 3.

How did the reviews synthesize the data from primary studies? Neither of the four studies followed an established procedure for the synthesis, such as thematic or cross-case analysis [37, 38]. Instead, West and Bogers [186] used a self created four phase integrated model (i.e. obtaining, integrating, commercializing, interaction with communities) to guide the literature review and classified studies based on dimensions provided by Enkel et al. [54]. Similarly, Wnuk and Runeson [196] presented the synthesis in a table where studies are categorized in terms of research type (e.g. evaluation, proposal, opinion, solution, conceptual etc.) defined by Wieringa et al. [193]. Moreover, studies were also classified in terms of software techniques, process and methods, and presented a framework to foster OI with technical and methodological dimensions stated above.

Edison et al. [50] presented their synthesis in terms of different types of innovation definitions available in the literature, metrics used to measure innovation, and challenges related to existing innovation measurements. They developed a model to assist organizations to use the available measures to develop insights into their innovation program. Finally, Huizingh [83] wrote a literature review without synthesis.

In summary, this systematic study aims at exploring the OI in SE in a much more rigorous manner according to guidelines of Kitchenham et al. and Petersen et al. [99, 147] and focusing on systematic synthesis of the findings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inspec and Compendex</td>
<td>Inspec and Compendex</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Academy of Management Review</td>
<td>2. Scopus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Administrative Science Quarterly</td>
<td>3. IEEE Xplore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Industrial and Corporate Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9. Long Range Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10. Management Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11. MIT Sloan Management Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12. Organization Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13. R&amp;D Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14. Research Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15. Research-Technology Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16. Strategic Management Journal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17. Technovation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assessment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data extraction properties</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of results</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Piloted the criteria)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data synthesis</td>
<td>Partly (without mentioning its type)</td>
<td>Yes (without mentioning its type)</td>
<td>Exploration instead of synthesis</td>
<td>No (Only conclusion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>To define an agenda for open innovation research</td>
<td>This study explores various aspects relevant to innovation measurement ranging from definitions, measurement frameworks and metrics that have been proposed in literature and used in practice</td>
<td>This paper proposes a SE framework, designed to foster open innovation by designing and tailoring appropriate SE methods and tools.</td>
<td>To explore the challenges faced by practitioners and academics in understanding the OI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Open Innovation in Software Engineering: A Systematic Mapping Study

--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Outcome | The paper defined the agenda for OI research and concludes with recommendations for future research that include examining the end-to-end innovation commercialization process, and studying the moderators and limits of leveraging external sources of innovation. | A systematic review followed by an online questionnaire and interviews with practitioners and academics to identify the definition of innovation in software industry. Based on the findings, a conceptual model of the key measurable elements of innovation was constructed from the findings of the systematic review. | This study discusses the methodological and process dimensions and outlines challenge areas that should be reviewed when transitioning to software engineering driven open innovation. | The study shows that open innovation has been a valuable concept for so many firms and in so many contexts in innovation management. However, the knowledge about how to do it and when to do it remain dispersed and incomplete. |

Table 1: Summary of existing literature reviews
3 Research methodology

In this section, we present the literature review methodology, based on the guidelines provided by Kitchenham et al. [99] and Petersen et al. [147]. The study was conducted in six steps outlined in subsections below: I) identification of primary studies, II) search string development and database search, III) performing including and exclusion criteria, IV) data extraction, V) quality assessment through rigor and relevance, and VI) synthesis and reporting.

3.1 Research questions

The research questions for the mapping study are defined as:

RQ1: Which themes and patterns of OI in SE exist in the literature?

RQ2: How strong is the evidence in favor of or against OI in SE?

3.2 Identification of primary studies

In order to identify the primary studies, following steps were performed, see Figure 1.

1. Identification of 15 control papers [45] from forward snowball sampling [72,86].

2. Extraction of studies from databases using a search string: 2805 papers were identified using a search string

3. Duplicate elimination at the database level: 305 studies were found to be duplicates, and hence removed.

4. Selection of studies based on abstract, titles and keywords: 2279 papers were not found relevant and excluded.

5. Filtering based on inclusion/exclusion criteria: 194 additional papers were excluded after applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria and 27 papers were found to be relevant and pertain to the scope of this study

6. Backward snowball sampling was applied to scan the reference list of 27 primary papers and enabled us to spot 6 more relevant papers.

We identified 33 studies that directly pertain to the scope of the study. The additional studies found by the snowball sampling confirms the usefulness of snowballing for identification of potential studies missed by database searches.
Figure 1: Identification of primary studies

1. Control papers (15 Papers)

Applying Search String

Inspec/Compendex (1264 Paper)
IEEE Explore (756 papers)
ACM (31 papers)
Science Direct (674 papers)
ISI Web of Science (80 papers)

2. Total studies extracted by Search string (2805 papers)

3. Duplication at Database level (2500 papers)

4. Filtration based on abstract, titles, keywords (221 papers)

5. Filtration based on inclusion/exclusion criteria (27 papers)

6. Backward snowball sampling (6 Paper)

33 Primary papers
3.3 Search string strategy

In order to develop the search string, the keywords were aptly derived from 15 control papers, see Figure 1. The search terms are organized into three interventions: T1 includes terms related to open innovation, T2 related to outcomes, T3 related to the research methods.

1. **T1**: Open Innovation OR Open-Innovation OR OI OR innovation OR innovation management

2. **T2**: software OR software ecosystem OR product line OR requirement* engineer* OR requirement* management OR open source

3. **T3**: exploratory study OR lesson* learn* OR challenge* OR guideline* OR Empirical investigation OR case study OR survey OR literature study OR literature review OR interview* OR experiment* OR questionnaire OR observation* OR quantitative study OR factor*

The interventions are combined using Boolean operators (T1 AND T2 AND T3) to achieve the desired outcome. We searched the following databases, using their command interfaces and utilizing expert or advanced search capabilities (the search strings used per database are reported in Appendix B):

1. ISI Web of Science
2. Inspec and Compendix (Engineering Village)
3. ACM Digital Library
4. IEEE Xplore
5. Science Direct (Elsevier)

The search string was refined, using the control papers as a benchmark, until the average acceptable level of precision and recall was achieved. A study conducted by Beyer and Wright [18] reported that the recall of the search strategies ranged from 0% to 87%, and precision from 0% to 14.3%. The final search string retrieved 13 out of 15 control papers which gives recall of 86.66%. The final search string achieved precision of 0.52% (13 out of 2500 papers, excluding duplicates). Both precision and recall scores are in range with the findings of Beyer and Wright [18]. The fact that two of the control papers were not captured by the final search string confirms the observations by Wohlin et al. [197] that using single search strategies leads to missing studies. Therefore, we combined database searches with snowball sampling.
3.4 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

The inclusion/exclusion criteria were derived and piloted. These criteria were applied simultaneously on studies to make sure we only include studies that pertain to SE domain and not, for example economics, management or psychology.

Table 2: Inclusion exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Criteria (All must apply)</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria (Each apply separately)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Peer reviewed papers, and in case of duplicate publications, the priority follows the sequence: Journals, Conferences, Workshops</td>
<td>• All gray and white literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The study must be accessible in full text.</td>
<td>• Non-English articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The study highlights the research-focused concept of OI in the context of software engineering.</td>
<td>• Studies about OI in the management and economics context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The study that reports the benefits, disadvantages, limiting factors, and challenges of OI.</td>
<td>• Intellectual property rights papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The studies pertaining to the scope of open source software used as OI examples</td>
<td>• Research on OI not related to SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Factors limiting the adoption of OI in SE</td>
<td>• All papers that mentioned only the use of software to bring innovation in the fields other than SE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Available tools used by the software community to support OI in SE</td>
<td>• All articles, which are not within the field of SE in terms of how to develop software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Studies that discusses the openness of software producing organization(SPO)</td>
<td>• All duplicate studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All studies from 1969 to 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of studies was accomplished independently by the two first authors, applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria. In case of uncertainty, the authors included the papers to next step in order to reduce the risk of excluding the relevant papers as suggested by Petersen and Bin Ali [146]. Kappa statistics [105] was calculated at multiple steps in order to check the agreement level between the authors.
First, the Kappa coefficient was calculated on a 10% randomly selected sample of titles and abstracts and it was found to be 0.37. After discussing and resolving the disagreements, the Kappa value increased to 0.91. Second, Kappa was calculated on a sample of randomly selected 50% of papers included into the full text reading phase while applying inclusion/exclusion criteria. Disagreements were identified as the Kappa value (0.48) was found to be below the substantial agreement range. Consequently, after discussing and resolving disagreements [146], the kappa value increased to 0.95. It is to be noted that the inclusion/exclusion criteria was applied simultaneously. However, for exclusion it is enough when one exclusion criterion holds.

3.5 Data extraction and synthesis strategy

The data extraction properties outlined in Table 3 were discussed and finalized beforehand. Moreover, a spreadsheet was created for the data extraction properties and also mapped to research questions, see Table 3. The first author performed the data extraction, supervised by the second and the third authors.

The extracted data was synthesized by performed thematic analysis based on the guidelines by Cruzes et al. [38]. First, we identified patterns in the data and then grouped those patterns into distinct themes. Second, in order to check the trustworthiness of each paper, we used rigor and relevance criteria which helped us identifying whether or not results are generalizable to the software industry, see Section 3.6.

3.6 Quality assessment with respect to rigor and relevance

We used the rigor and relevance assessment checklist by Ivarsson et al. [85]. Two researchers reviewed the ratings and data extraction to ensure objectivity. Each paper was assigned a score using objective criteria tailored for this mapping study, see Appendices 2.1 and 2.2. The idea behind investigating rigor and relevance resembles the use of a rubric based evaluation in education [85]. Previous studies [93,132] have shown that rubrics increase the reliability of assessments in terms of inter-rater agreement between researchers.

Rigor can be defined as “the research methodology is carried out in accordance with corresponding best practices” [85]. Ivarsson et al. [85] state that rigor has two dimensions: following the complete reporting of the study, and best practices. Through aggregating of study presentation aspects from existing literature, they defined rigor as the degree to which study context (C), design (D), and validity threats (V) are described. All facets are rated on a scale, i.e. weak, medium, and strong description, see Appendix 2.1.

Relevance deals with the impact of a study on industry [85]. It consists of manifold aspects, namely, relevance of the topic studied [170], ability to apply
Table 3: The data extraction properties explained and mapped to the research question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>RQ Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General information</td>
<td>Authors, Title, Year of Publication, Abstract</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Evaluation research, Solution research, Validation research, Proposal research</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td>Case study, Tool proposal, Survey, Framework</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Problem</td>
<td>Description of research questions</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Benefits, limitation, strategies, patterns related to OI</td>
<td>RQ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Subjects Type (Students/ professionals/researchers/mixed), number of subjects, case description, validity threats to context</td>
<td>RQ2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a solution in a real world industrial setting with degree of success [200], use of research methods that facilitate industrial realism [171], and provision of a realistic situation in terms of users, scale, and context [85]. We followed the suggestion of Ivarsson et al. [85] to decompose rigor into: users/subjects (U), scale (S), research methodology (RM), and context (C), see Appendix 2.2.

3.7 Validity threats

This section highlights the validity threats associated with the systematic mapping and how they were addressed prior to the study in order to reduce their impact [159].

Internal validity

The key idea behind conducting the systematic mapping study was to capture available literature as much as possible without introducing any researcher bias thereby, internal validity seem to be a major challenge for the study. In order to address the internal validity concerns, a review protocol was created beforehand and evaluated by three researchers, which took on roles of quality assurance as well. The internal validity is enhanced by following the systematic mapping guidelines [147] and the guidelines for quality assessment criteria [85].
Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the presence of potential confounding factors and whether or not a study was able to capture what was intended in terms of aims and objectives. One important concern for this study was the multiple definitions of OI. In order to minimize this threat and build on solid foundation, Chesbrough’s concept of OI is adopted [31].

External validity

External validity refers to the ability to generalize the results to different settings, situation and groups. The majority of the studies fall into the case study category with high rigor and relevance, see Figure 6. Moreover, many studies were conducted in industrial contexts hence, the results are more general and industry relevant.

Reliability

Reliability is concerned with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on a specific researcher. Multiple strategies were taken into account in order to enhance reliability. First, there is always a risk of missing out on primary studies with a single search string for all selected databases. Therefore, 15 control papers were identified through forward snowball sampling to verify the precision and recall of the search string. However, this only minimizes the selection bias that may impact further research steps. We believe that the potential effect of this bias have a lesser importance in mapping studies than in SLRs. To further substantiate the search process, backward snowball sampling was applied and resulted in additional studies pertaining to the context of OI in software engineering (see Figure 1).

Second, quality assessment of the identified studies is sensitive on interpretation. Therefore, rigor and relevance criteria were applied to increase the objectivity of this step. The evaluation was performed by the first author and reviewed by the remaining authors. Moreover, we created a data spread sheet and mapped research questions with the data extraction properties in order to comply with the objectives of this study. Besides, all studies were rated according to the rigor and relevance criteria tailored from Ivarsson et al. [85] and data extraction properties from each paper were reviewed by two researchers in the study.

4 Results and analysis

In this section, the results of the mapping study analysis are reported. We give an overview of the time distribution and categorize the studies based on research
methodology used. An analysis of the themes studied is reported, followed by a detailed description of each theme.

### 4.1 Distribution of OI studies

33 primary studies about OI in software engineering were found, distributed by their publication year in Figure 2. The scholarly interest in OI seems to be growing at a steady pace since its introduction in 2003 with a maximum annual rate of 8 studies published in 2009. However, the trend declines after that, and it is hard to assess why, since the interest in OI seem to grow in general [83].

### 4.2 Categorization based on research methodology

Primary studies found are categorized into the research methodology (i.e. case study, experiment, survey etc) and type of the study (i.e. evaluative, proposal, solution, opinion etc) dimensions. The horizontal axis in Figure 3 represents research methodologies defined by Runeson et al. [159] and vertical axis represents the classification of studies established by Wieringa et al. [193]. Evaluations, using case study research methodology dominate among the identified papers with 20 papers, among which two were interview studies that we consider qualitative case studies. Evaluations, using survey research methodology was found in 7 papers. We classified only 2 papers in each of the framework–proposal and case
4 Results and analysis

Figure 3: Research methodology classification based on Runeson et al. and Wieringa et al. [159, 193]

The main objective behind conducting this analysis is to find the recurring themes in the identified primary studies. Based on the guidelines provided by Cruzes et al. [37, 38], we performed the following analysis steps:

1. Extract data from the primary studies
2. Identify the interesting themes from the data
3. Group the themes into the distinct categories
4. Assess the trustworthiness of the identified themes using rigor and relevance criteria

The resulting 9 themes of OI in software engineering are depicted in Figure 4. Figure 5 provides a more detailed view on the identified themes using the mind map technique, where the 33 primary studies are referred to as S_1 to S_33. In order to assess the trustworthiness of the identified themes, the rigor and relevance
Figure 4: Identified Open Innovation themes in Software Engineering

analysis is performed and its results are visualized in Figure 6. Details on the primary studies and the rigor an relevance scores are reported in the appendix, Table 1. The rigor and relevance scores are used to find the evidence in favor and against OI in SE (research question RQ2). The results from less relevant and less rigorous studies have weaker empirical support than those stemming from highly relevant and rigorously conducted primary studies. There can also be promising highly relevant studied that were conducted with low rigor.

Studies are organized into four quadrants (A, B, C and D) according to their rigor and relevance scores. The procedure for classification was as follows:

1. Studies with the score from (0–1.5) are considered as low rigor, while high rigor is defined for a score of 2 or above.

2. Studies with the score from (0–2) are considered as low relevance, while high relevance covers scores from 2.5 or above.

We classified 17 studies as having the highest rigor and relevance, see area A in Figure 6, and these results are the most trustworthy. Moreover, we classified 12 studies into C category of studies with high relevance but low rigor. On the other hand, categories B and D contain two studies each and in for both categories the relevance scores were higher than the rigor scores, see Table 1. The identified themes are are presented in the subsections below, sorted according to the number of categorized studies.
Figure 5: Mind Map of OI in SE
OI Strategies/Instruments

The software industry is characterized by frequent technological changes which force large incumbent firms to more rapidly innovate their strategies in the pursuit to sustain their current revenue levels. OI strategies focus on how innovation networks and strategies can be used to participate, orchestrate or govern this technologically unstable environment.

Research and development (R&D) collaboration strategies seem to help organizations to attract and establish communities and to stay competitive. This strategy is also visible among the firms that adopt OI to enhance their innovation process in nine primary studies \( (S_3, S_5, S_6, S_{13}, S_{15}, S_{19}, S_{25}, S_{26}, S_{29}) \). Six out of these studies \( (S_3, S_6, S_{13}, S_{15}, S_{25}, S_{29}) \) were conducted with high rigor and relevance, see category A in Figure 6. The remaining three studies \( (S_5, S_{19}, S_{26}) \) were classified into category C which indicate that the studies have relatively low rigor but still their results are highly relevant.

Looking at the primary studies with high rigor and relevance scores, the results of one study \( (S_3) \) indicated that firm’s human capital affects the adoption of OI business strategy among the Finnish software companies. Consequently, the companies that have larger academically educated staff more often apply OI business
strategies. Harison and Koski (S_3) stated the reason for that is the ties between the OSS communities and universities. Smaller companies (start-ups) tend to apply more open innovation strategies compared to large and older firms. This interpretation seems reasonable since smaller companies often leverage OSS to acquire knowledge and substitute of a comparable depth as for the in-house R&D capabilities that they lack. Overall results suggest that a more positive attitude towards openness enables firms to better share in the benefits of open innovation processes (S_6).

In a study about implementing a private collective model at Nokia (S_13), a number of mitigation strategies were adopted. Nokia had the evidence of their competitors using their source code, therefore, they partially revealed their source code to retain control and information, and future plans leakage was protected through non-disclosure agreements. Moreover, the development control was compromised by involving communities, hiring key developers and upstream participation, which resulted in no single vendor being able to control the platform. Besides that, Nokia opened up and communicated the structure of its internal processes.

Dahlander and Magnusson (S_15) highlight that in order to address the emerging challenges of the public-private development model, such as attracting outsiders to work in their community, companies are releasing the code under open source licenses and in this way are establishing new communities or using existing communities. At the same time, companies often adopt licensing practices that clarify ownership, devoting resources to evaluate source code and give feedback on source code to communities.

One of the main conclusions of Grøtnes’ study (S_29) is that the open innovation takes place in neutral arenas like standardization, and outside-in, inside-out and coupled processes are used to create new technological platforms. A more restricted membership gives a separate outside-in and inside-out process while open membership leads to a coupled process. A key difference can be explained by the example of Android that was available for invited firms only, while open membership is open for all. Open membership creates a modular innovation that embeds new radical innovations like mobile TV, while Android creates an architectural innovation with possibilities for further radical innovations.

Similarly, Deutsche Telekom (S_25) used Foresight workshops, executive forums, Customer integration, Endowed chairs (opening doors to academia world), Consortia projects (cost sharing of complex projects), Corporate Venture Capitalist (window to innovation in the start-up community and technology sourcing through co-investing), Internet platforms, Joined development, strategic alliances, spin-outs (external commercialization of internal R&D results in technologies, products or services) and test market (equipping a city with next generation infrastructure) to take advantage of open innovation, see Figure 5.

Looking at the studies performed with less rigor, West and Gallagher (S_5) argued that companies employing strategies such as pooled R&D/product development (firms sharing the R&D), spin-outs and selling complement and attracting
donated complements, easier overcome the following challenges: 1) the generation and contribution of external knowledge (motivating), 2) incorporating the external innovation into firms resources and capabilities (incorporating), 3) diversifying the exploitation of intellectual property (IP) resources (maximizing).

The most noted example of pooled R&D is the Mozilla project, initiated by Netscape in response to the competitive pressure from Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE). Vendors such as IBM, HP, and Sun needed a Unix-based browser to increase sales of Internet-connected workstations and therefore donated some of their IPs to the open source development lab (OSDL), while exploiting the common advantages of all the contributors to expedite the sale of related products. Similarly, spin-out (shared R&D between firms and a community) can also release the potential IP from the firm that is not creating the value anymore. Thereby, the firms transform internal development projects to externally visible open source projects.

Consequently, the donated IP generates demands for other products and services that the (donor) firms continued to sell. An example of a spin-out is when IBM promotes the Java programming language, developed by Sun Microsystems, to compete with Microsoft. IBM was still able to generate revenue from sales of hardware and supporting services in the Java world. Selling complements is used by firms to build upon the already existing products and succeed through differentiation strategy and in contrast, donating complements are more feasible when selling to technically professional buyers, capable of making modifications and improvements, such as hobbyist programmers or corporate engineers.

In addition, Dittrich and Duysters (S_19) also addressed the difference between exploration (seeking radical innovation) and exploitation (seeking incremental innovation) strategies adopted by firms to sustain their position in rapidly changing technological environments. Exploration networks make use of flexible legal organizational structures, whereas exploitation alliances are associated with legal structures that enable long-term collaboration. Nokia followed an exploitation (incremental innovation) strategy in the development of the first two generations of mobile telephony devices, and an exploration (radical) strategy in the development of technologies for the third generation. Such inter-firm networks seem to offer flexibility, speed, innovation, and the ability to adjust smoothly to changing market conditions and new strategic opportunities.

While studying the case of embedded Linux (S_26) Henkel found that hobbyists and developers in universities reveal nearly all of the code in contrast to companies. In particular, the more important it is to obtain external development support, the more code the respective firms reveal.

**Challenges**

This theme highlights business and process-related challenges (S_4, S_9, S_12, S_14, S_15, S_21, S_24, S_13) faced when firms try to adopt open innovation, summarized in Table 4. Business related challenges refer to business strategy...
(S_9, S_13, S_14), entry barriers (S_15, S_21) and governance (S_12, S_24). Governance refers to establishing measurement and control mechanisms to enable project managers and software developers within the communities as well as others within a software development organization, to carry out their roles and responsibilities [33]. Process related challenges consider hinders in strategy realization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business strategy</td>
<td>• Unclear content and contribution strategy (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Contribution time-line unclear (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minimize modifications to the open source code (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Unclear relationship between the benefits from contributions in terms of strategy and business goals (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Be strategic when adopting innovative features (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Balancing the interests of those participants against those of the ecosystem leader (S_9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulty to differentiate (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Guarding business secrets (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Definition of core competencies (S_21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Legal and property rights issues concerning the external knowledge (S_21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic OI entry barrier</td>
<td>• Accessing communities to extend the resource (S_15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reducing community entry barriers base (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aligning firm strategies with the community (S_15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Community build-up and management (S_21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Achieving a common vision (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Finding staff/ Competencies (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of expertise (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>• Expectation management of community (S_21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increasing knowledge sharing and exchange (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Achieving a high level of commitment (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Giving up control (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of support (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of ownership (S_24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: OI challenges categorized in business and process themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agile processes</td>
<td>• The new approach caused significant problems in terms of transferring the ideas outside the team (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visibility as to what the new [agile] team were doing dropped quickly. The introduction of agile coincided with a rapid drop in the number of developers from that team attending the overall R&amp;D meetings. (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The use of short iterations, a feature backlog and stand-up meetings reduced the amount of time you can spend playing around or sharing ideas outside your team (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Motivating the generation and contribution of external knowledge (Motivating) (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incorporating external innovation into firms resources and capabilities (Incorporating) (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Diversifying the exploitation of intellectual property (IP) resources (Maximizing) (S_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between process and innovation</td>
<td>• Augmenting the requirements management process (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manage innovative features in a separate process (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Top-down or bottom-up open innovation (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release planning and prioritization</td>
<td>• Prioritization process needs modification (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Challenging acceptance criteria kills innovative features (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Need for special flow for innovative features to evolve to meet acceptance criteria (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Release planning even more challenging (S_14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prioritizing the conflicting needs of heterogeneous ecosystem participants (S_9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assimilating communities in order to integrate and share results (S_15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficient process management (S_21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lack of Road-maps with OSS Products (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Overcoming Not Invented Here (S_21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 4, business and process level challenges are considered to be major hindering factors for the adoption of OI. Finding the right balance
between contributing to community and reaping benefits is tough, and thus results in unclear business strategies (S_14). One of the biggest concerns is the difficulty in differentiation if a firm indulge itself in an OSS solution and guard its business secrets because its competitors have the same solution available for their products (S_14). Other challenges are: managing the conflicting needs (S_9) of all players involved in the process, aligning the firm’s strategy with community (S_15) and achieving a common vision (S_12). Even if a firm has a clear business strategy to resolve the often conflicting stakeholders’ needs, the challenge of community build up and survival remains (S_21). Therefore, firms and communities need to find the right balance of governance (S_13).

On the other hand, process related challenges are negatively impacting OI. For instance, Conboy and Morgan (S_4) suggest that agile and OI do not get along well, especially when dealing with the management of innovative requirements and release planning. Agile requirements backlogs do not have room for innovative requirements since short iterations, a feature backlog and stand up meetings make it extremely tough to play around or share ideas outside your team. The lack of control over release planning was also pointed out as a challenge in a study (S_11), for example, sometimes it is a better business decision to adopt the open source code, perform minimum changes, and sell it instead of spending time on developing differentiation features. This raises a question whether or not firms should have a separate requirements management process for innovative features (S_11), but nevertheless there is an inherent complexity in requirement management process while managing innovative features. Further process challenges include the lack of clear roadmaps for product highly dependent on OSS platforms and overcoming the “not invented here” mentality.

The majority of the primary studies highlighting the challenges lie in categories A (S_13, S_14, S_15, S_24) and C (S_4, S_9, S_12) suggesting that results are highly relevant to industry Only one study (S_21) lie in category D.

Benefits

This category highlights the OI adoption benefits in terms of positive impacts associated with the inside-out, outside-in, coupled processes and the private collective model (S_10, S_12, S_13, S_20, S_23, S_24, S_26, S_31). The benefits are summarized in Table 5. As far as the strength of evidence is concerned, five papers (S_10, S_13, S_23, S_24, S_31) lie in category A and two studies (S_12, S_26) fall into category C. The fact that only one study (S_20) has low rigor and relevance suggests that the identified OI adaption benefits are highly relevant for industry.
## Open Innovation in Software Engineering: A Systematic Mapping Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Knowledge building and exchange** | - Knowledge sharing and exchange (S_12)  
- Low knowledge protection costs (S_13)  
- Easy access to all information (S_12)  
- Increases organizational learning (S_12)  
- Improves collaboration with groups in Europe, USA, India (S_12)  
- Customer demand for source code has a significant (5%), positive effect on the decision to reveal at all (S_31) |
| **Platform and reuse**   | - Improves platform use (S_12)  
- Promotes software reuse (S_12)  
- Increases trust in platform (S_12) |
| **Communication**       | - Direct communications (S_12)  
- Supporting OI in an existing social network site lowers the hurdles for expressing and communicating ideas (S_20) |
| **Involvement and innovation support** | - Improves involvement of product teams (S_12)  
- Improves feedback by being open (S_12)  
- Avoidance of duplicate work (S_12)  
- Empowers developers and project leaders (S_12)  
- Introduces diverse people to each other, adding more heterogeneous viewpoints to ideas (S_20)  
- The process acts as a catalyst for ideas: while it does not help with the initial conception of an idea, it makes all following steps easier (S_20)  
- Executing the OI might result in the realization of ideas and broadening companies offering (S_20)  
- Developer/Tester Base (S_24)  
- Flexibility of use (S_24) |
## Results and analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time to market, cost, maintenance and efficiency</strong></td>
<td>• Reduces time to market (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost savings (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increases efficiency in development (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced maintenance effort (S_26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bug fixes by others (S_26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small firms reveal significantly more due to resource scarcity (S_26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Further development by others (S_26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increases innovative capacity and speed (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adoption of innovation (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increased innovation at lower costs (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Encourages innovation (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The OI technology scouting is positively associated to the SME’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>innovative performance (S_10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communities provide SME’s a rich of free-of-charge (S_23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increases collaboration (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improved competitiveness and other business gains</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extra business functionality (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improves adoption rate of the platform (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New competitive weapon for managers in non market leaders firms (S_31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reputation gain (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Revealing good code improves our company technical reputation (S_26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Distribute ownership and control (S_12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning effects (S_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• De-facto standards (S_24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture change</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public success stories might create a culture of innovation (S_20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Firm reveals all of its drivers is positively related to the impor-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tance of technical benefits (S_31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• External factors are less, and firm characteristics more important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for selective revealing. (S_31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The benefits are divided into the process and business related, see Table 5. OI allows firms to find a pool of skilled labor outside their boundaries without a significant cost. This external labor provides feedback and enables knowledge exchange between the community and the firms (S_12). Organizational learning is another important benefit, where OI often gathers diverse people with similar interests, adding more heterogeneous viewpoints to ideas (S_12). However, it is to be noticed that OI does not help with initial conception of an idea; rather it acts as a catalyst for ideas, and might also result in the idea realization. Consequently, OI provides opportunities to offer more choices to consumers and possibly broaden the firms’ offerings. Furthermore, knowledge sharing and exchange lead to avoidance of duplicate work and encourages software reuse. Analyzing behavior of firms unveil that one third of the firms reveal no source code at all, and another one third of the firms reveal an amount between 0 to 100 %, while the remaining firms reveal all their source code. Customer demands are reported as the key factor that causes the firms to reveal the source code (S_31).

OI also brings business advantages, outlined in Table 5. OI involvement enables efficient development processes (S_12), reduces development cost (S_12), and increases innovation capacity (S_12). OI can also help to reduce time to market and can permit firms to build and maintain a good reputation from code revealing (S_13), public success stories and innovation culture (S_20). Finally, findings suggest that by being open, companies can significantly increase their competitive advantage and managers from the companies that are not market leaders may consider it as the competitive weapon against their competitors (S_12).

Enabling OI communities

This theme refers to communities as distributed groups of individuals, aiming at solving a general problem and/or developing a new solution supported by computer mediated communication. The solutions developed in the community can be used in conjunction with the firms’ internal capability to develop competitive services and products. In particular, this theme uncovers strategies adopted by firms to use communities as complementary assets, positive impacts of the community on firms’ innovation and challenges associated with it (S_1, S_6, S_8, S_21, S_33), see summary in Table 6.

As can be seen in Table 6, firms exploiting communities in their innovation process not only gain a good reputation but also influence the direction of development and legitimate the use of projects (S_1, S_6). Having an employee in the community seems to be the key to enabler of these advantages. Thus, companies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Positive Impacts</th>
<th>Negative findings</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| S_1 | • Creates good reputation  
     • Legitimizes the use of the project  
     • Companies can influence the development direction for these communities | • No clear evidence that firmsponsored individuals are able to orchestrate or stimulate debate within these communities  
     • Individuals with affiliations with large incumbents in the software industry have no significant effect in the community  
     • Other software companies may not devote their best employees to working in the community or may only passively screen developments | • A man on the inside to be able to gain access to communities |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Positive Impacts</th>
<th>Negative findings</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_6</td>
<td>• A more positive attitude towards revealing will enable firms to better share in the benefits of open innovation processes</td>
<td>• Too open behavior by firms programmers would be commercially harmful</td>
<td>• Sponsor provides monetary rewards to contributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Management is not always informed about this sharing and has broad, but nonetheless limited means of monitoring it</td>
<td>• Employee referrals to attract contributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Management may overestimate the risk of critical code leaking out</td>
<td>• The focal firm might consider launching its own public OSS project in order to attract pragmatic OSS developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_8</td>
<td>• Feature gifts (new features instead of extension of existing features)</td>
<td>• N/A</td>
<td>• Participants having an activity (i.e. report bugs, offer bugs fix etc.) are more likely to be granted access to the developer community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Positive Impacts</td>
<td>Negative findings</td>
<td>Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_21</td>
<td>• Increase of ideators and therefore ideas</td>
<td>• Community build-up and management</td>
<td>• N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong customer orientation since users can articulate wishes directly</td>
<td>• Overcoming Not Invented Here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Possibility to use wisdom of the crowds to handle high number of ideas</td>
<td>• Technical realization of external interfaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New forms of evaluation with better results</td>
<td>• Legal and property rights issues concerning the external knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More and better ideas, concepts and products</td>
<td>• Expectation management of community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase in efficiency and effectiveness</td>
<td>• Definition of core competencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficient process management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>Positive Impacts</td>
<td>Negative findings</td>
<td>Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| S_33 | • OI communities produce complementary assets that are of significant value to firms  
• Provide firms with the tacit knowledge to address some of the tensions that arise in firm-community interaction  
• Limited resource base of small firms exerts a ceiling-effect on the optimal level of community involvement  
• Above-average levels of technical community participation limit the financial performance of small OSS firms  
• for small firms, initial increases in involvement in the communities has a positive impact on their financial performance | • Contributing entails significant costs in terms of resource investments and loss of strategic assets that may result in decreasing returns | • internal and external sources of innovation are complements rather than substitutes |

Table 6: Studies in the OI community theme
use employee referrals or offer individuals monetary rewards to exploit communities. Besides, initiating OSS projects is an alternative way for attracting pragmatic OSS developers (S.6).

Using the wisdom of crowds, and direct articulation of user wishes (S.8, S.21) help organizations receive new features from communities instead of extensions of already existing features. Albeit claimed that OI can bring benefits to both small and large companies, small firms with limited resources exert a ceiling effect on community involvement. OI should, in those cases, be used as a complementary asset to accelerate internal innovation and R&D processes of the organization (S.33). On the other hand, OI does have its cost when companies might procure the outcome of the community participation, but at the same time not be willing to devote their best resources to work in the communities (S.1, S.6). In addition, it remains unclear how to orchestrate or stimulate debates within communities, thereby making it hard for firms to achieve their goals. Consequently, too open behavior might be potentially harmful and contributions without selective revealing strategy could entail significant cost in terms of programming resources and loss of strategic assets that may result in decreasing returns (S.21, S.33). As far as the trustworthiness of results of these studies is concerned based on rigor and relevance (see Figure 6), 5 studies (S.1, S.6, S.8, S.33) lie in category A except for one study (S.21) in category D.

Managerial implications

This category includes six studies that focus on the recommendations for managers how and when to indulge in open innovation, in order to increase firms innovative performance (S.7, S.15, S.17, S.22, S.32, S.33), see Figure 4. The primary study (S.17) suggests that firms working in open source settings can pursue differentiation strategies to achieve openness, without really distancing their developers from the communities. The openness is most realized at the component level and differs significantly between software and hardware components. Openness of software seems to be more important to the community than openness of hardware. Thus, companies may get involved in open source software initiatives and secure their competitive position by capturing more value or differentiation in hardware. Managers could enhance the degree of innovation and performance of their firms in a number of ways. Among them, firms should consider getting access to skilled resources, and learning by encouraging their employees to participate in the communities, instead of free riding (S.33).

Moreover, firms operating in hostile environments, motivate managers to draw knowledge out of end users and communities (S.32). However, most often it is not a straightforward decision for managers to participate in communities or draw knowledge from end users. A survey conducted in Dutch software industry revealed that managers are confronted with too little available time, resources, lack of commitment, and often the wrong strategy to indulge themselves in the commu-
nities (S_22). Furthermore, firms need to develop sufficient absorptive capacity to benefit from external knowledge and to find interesting tasks for community participants to keep them motivated (S_15). To underline the strengths of the evidence, Figure 6 depicts four studies (S_17, S_33, S_32, S_15) classified in category A with high rigor and relevance, while two studies (S_7, S_22) fall in category C that have high industry relevance but relatively low rigor.

**OI Models/Framework**

This theme includes the models or frameworks (S_7, S_11, S_13, S_20, S_27). Two studies (S_27, S_13) lie in category A and three studies (S_7, S_11, S_20) fall into category C, B and D respectively, see Figure 6. Jansen et al. presents an open software enterprise model (OSE) for determining the openness of a software producing organization (S_27). An organization can choose to be open on both supply and demand sides of the supply chain. This happens typically by opening up development on the side of software developers and contributors, or opening up service delivery on the side of service partners who deploy, configure, and service the software platform produced by the organization. However, the paper lacks clear guidelines how to execute these activities using software engineering techniques or processes.

Stuermer et al. (S_13) focuses on the private-collective innovation model which proposes incentives for individuals and firms to privately invest resources to create public goods innovations. Such innovations are characterized by non-exclusivity and non-rivalry in consumption. Stuermer et al. examined Nokia’s Internet Tablet development and identified five hidden costs: difficulty to differentiate, guarding business secrets, reducing community entry barriers, giving up control, and organizational inertia.

Ebner et al. (S_7) highlight the idea of competition as a method to nurture a virtual community for innovations. Similarly, Wnuk et al. (S_11) proposed a software engineering framework, designed to foster open innovation by designing and tailoring appropriate software engineering methods and tools. The framework is divided into the technical (e.g. requirements engineering, software design, development and testing techniques etc.) and methodological dimensions. Singer et al. (S_20) envisions a 7 step innovation process as a conceptual solution. The process covers an idea life-cycle from its creation to its realization and is exemplified on an IT-related example.

**Degree of openness**

Openness of a software producing organization is explicated by revealing the proprietary information. Existing and potential intellectual property rights are voluntarily given up to the interested parties in order to make them accessible. This theme comprises three studies that not only contain different forms of open strategies (S_16, S_17), but also presents an open enterprise software (OSE) model
developed in order to assess the openness of organizations (S.27). West (S.16) claims that proprietary platforms are more suitable for market leaders and open standards are more feasible when propriety strategies fail. Besides, differentiation can be achieved through opening some parts, by disclosing technology under such conditions that it will only provide value to customers, without really giving away the advantage to competitors. Open source provides direct benefits to many users who lack the requisite technical skills to do their own development.

Balka et al. (S.17) state that transparency, accessibility and replicability are important to open design communities. They present an open software enterprise model that suggests that openness can quickly create critical mass of developers or partners around the software product if the surrounding partners are prepared to enter in the ecosystem in any of roles, such as developers, values added resellers, service partners or customers. However, Balka et al. also suggest that openness is not always beneficial to the organization and mention the role of partnerships in software producing organizations as a form of openness (S.17). It is also noticed that openness often leads to creation of new business models. All above mentioned results carry more industry relevance, since two studies (S.17, S.27) lie in category A, and one study (S.16) in category C with high relevance and low rigor.

**Intellectual property (IP) strategies**

This theme refers to strategies used by firms to share IP among stakeholders in the OI context. Rayna and Striukova (S.18) investigated open source vs. patent pools as innovation structures, however the study has low relevance according to Figure 6. Patent pools are comprised of multi-party ownership and include not only current patents, but may also include future changes to these patents. Typically, all patents in a patent pool are available to each member of the pool. In contrast, the open source structure is based on the copy-left paradigm instead of intellectual monopoly rent paradigm, where the source code as well as any subsequent modifications and improvements are released, not only to the members of the project, but to the whole community. This study (S.18) compares two OI structures in terms of risks, cooperation, financial/non-financial benefits, standards and their feasibility.

Rayna and Striukova (S.18) argue that patent pools and open source have common risks and benefits. For instance, the key risks are associated with intellectual property right (IPR) infringement, bad publicity and discouraged further investment. On the other hand, benefits can be reaped in terms of decreased R&D expenditure and transaction cost, access to skilled resources and increased future business opportunities and reputation. Besides that, open source is exclusive in application but universal in access while patent pools are universal in application but exclusive in access. Therefore, it is more suitable for large companies to initiate or adopt patent pools compared to small companies or start-ups. Small companies may find additional benefits in terms of having a chance to set a standard in
open source and give them access to highly skilled work force, and thereby reduce the development cost. Finally, patent pools are often formed based on prior knowledge unlike open source that generates new knowledge based on skills and competences.

**OI toolkits**

This theme includes the toolkits developed in order to involve end users into firms’ internal innovation process. Given that international firms often operate in hostile environments, limited evidence (S_2, S_28, S_32) was found related to the use of user innovation toolkits and its impacts on firms innovative performance. As far as the strength of evidence is concerned, one study (S_32) was found in category A and remaining two studies (S_2, S_28) fall into category C, see Figure 6. Wang et al. concluded that innovation toolkits improve the innovation outcome and productivity for users with knowledge and experience. We identified only one toolkit, namely INOVEX (S_28), that is used by software producing organizations to extract knowledge from end users. When it comes to utilizing the end user knowledge, evidence suggests that larger firms seem to exploit end users online less than the smaller firms (S_32). This could be due to the fact that smaller firms are having more open search strategies caused by a lack of skilled resources and the need to reduce the development cost.

## 5 Discussion

The synthesized evidence in this study suggests that smaller companies (start-ups) have higher tendency to adopt OI compared to incumbents. This trend makes sense when we consider start-ups engaging themselves in OSS solution in order to quickly acquire knowledge and R&D capabilities. OI provides initial financial gains for small companies, but also limits their financial performance when the level of participation increases above the average. Thus, in order to reap the financial benefits, it seems important to have high absorptive capacity to properly catch the technical know-how from the available knowledge. Large companies should encourage their developers to participate in communities for improved knowledge sharing and for obtaining heterogeneous viewpoints on ideas.

The primary studies classified in the OI strategies category (Section 4.3) indicate that both small and large companies explore the OI potential, but in different ways. For smaller companies, adapting OSS solutions seems to provide the most benefits, while larger companies also benefit from adapting their code ownership strategies and internally adapt OSS practices via so called inner-sourcing [82]. Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that larger companies should dedicate more effort into the OI strategies and options analysis. Moreover, companies that own implemented assets have more possibilities to capitalize their innovative potential via OI strategies, than companies that have no implemented assets. Still, for
companies owning only intangible innovations, there exist strategies to share these assets via, for example, pooled IPR forums.

The primary studies summarized in the enabling communities for open innovation category (Section 4.3) lead to an interpretation that communities offer significant benefits that companies should exploit. In particular, it seems that initiating OSS projects is equally important from the OI perspective as joining or governing an OSS project or the entire ecosystem. It remains an important aspect to further explore what strategy is optimal, given the company’s size, domain and product characteristics. Furthermore, our results suggest that firms are able to influence the direction of development (governance) in communities to some extent, with one exception. Companies that sponsor individuals in their involvement in OSS projects were not able to effectively stimulate or orchestrate debates in these projects, mainly because communities believe that companies have their vested interests in participation. This could explain the difference between OSS and OI well, where in OI organizations decide to open up when they see a potential benefit in opening up, while in OSS the community contributes with the mind set of free software ideology without expecting any benefits in return.

The results regarding the interplay between OI and agile methods provide interesting interpretations. It seems that openness is often compromised due to lack of transparency between competitors, and even business units within an organization. Combining agile and OI seems to create barriers in transferring the ideas outside the team’s boundaries, primarily due to the use of short iterations, minimum documentation, stand-up meeting, and a feature backlog that reduces the amount of time you can spend trying new things or sharing ideas outside your team. The resulting lack of overall R&D group overview disables the innovation opportunities when using agile practices (S_4). Further, the introduction of agile with OI caused a rapid decline in teams attending R&D meetings, due to the lack of tolerance for prolonged meetings as stated by senior anonymous developers, using the old plan-driven approach we would have been going to meeting after meeting, but since going to agile, every minute you spend in one of these meetings you just think about all of the work not being done (S_4).

To further demonstrate the challenges of OI in the agile context, developers quoted that on-site customer practice seem to be the most telling barrier since you feel accountable to person there at all time and its harder to justify taking a half day out to sit with folks in other projects for benefits of other customers. At the same time, managers experienced lower quality of ideas due to focus on daily work.

Managers can enhance the financial situation and innovativeness of their firms, by encouraging their employees to participate in communities. To gain further advantage, managers can consider the learning and resource advantages attached to community participation, instead of just free riding. The identified evidence suggests that participation is more strongly related to the performance of those firms that exhibit high level of social participation. However, the literature also
underlines the inherent complexity for organization to initiate, build and nurture an external community as a complementary asset to their internal R&D process. To be more specific, managers have too few resources available in order to indulge them in communities. This may lead to too much time and commitment to make significant contributions in these communities.

Business strategies also play an important role in embracing open innovation, thus companies can pursue differentiation strategies with the controlled degree of openness towards communities. Nonetheless, transparency and accessibility are important factors when talking about openness of firms. Consequently, from the firms’ point of view, OI does not substitute the already existing R&D process, but it complements the existing internal innovation processes.

Regarding OI models or frameworks, fostering competing ideas seems to be promising. At the same time, companies may use social networks to lower the hurdle of sharing ideas, but since the primary study (S_20) presents preliminary work and therefore lacks rigor and relevance, more empirical research is needed to ensure that. Similarly, the framework presented by Wnuk and Runeson (S_11) is preliminary and lacks specific guidelines about which SE techniques are applicable for which contexts.

When it comes to the benefits and challenges of applying a collective innovation model (S_20) there is a need for further studies that directly connect benefits and challenges with SE techniques, as the current evidence is incomplete and largely anecdotal. Similarly, Jansen et al. (S_27) describe in great detail what to do rather than how to do it, especially on the operational level, where appropriate SE techniques can provide great support. To summarize, there seems to be a lot of interesting techniques or processes that foster OI, but the ways how to operationalize them remain unspecified and requires further research.

When looking at the results in the IP strategies theme, it appears that patent pools is an alternative solution for the companies that may not necessary have innovation implemented in software (S_18). Both patent pools, and OSS share many benefits and challenges, but differ in that OSS provide universal access but is exclusive in application, while patent pools restrict the access but enable application. Thus, large companies should use their IPR capital for enabling OI via patent pools.

The results indicate little research focus on the OI toolkits since only one toolkit was found among the primary studies. Moreover, primary studies suggest that extensive experience is required to unlock the full potential of these toolkits. Therefore, it remains to be explored how to enable less experienced practitioners to be more innovative and in this way to leverage their innovative potential. We believe that enabling newcomers is important to fully benefit from OI, since many OI contexts are characterized with high turnover for contributors that often contribute once in a project.
6 Implications for research and practice

6.1 Research Agenda for Open Innovation in Software Engineering

In line with the advice by Kitchenham et al. [100], we use the systematic mapping study to derive an agenda for further research. We interpret the increased scholarly interest in OI since the launch of Chesbrough’s book in 2003 as a sign of increased importance of OI. Still the number of publications that focus on OI in SE remain small and therefore we believe that focusing on OI in SE should be highlighted on the research agenda in SE. In particular, based on the results our interpretation, the following areas should be put on the research agenda:

- Further exploring suitable software development methodologies that foster OI. The results outlined in Section 4.3 suggest that combining agile and OI provides additional challenges that may have a ceiling effect on the potential benefits from OI. Thus, it is important to direct research efforts into better understanding of which development methods or processes best suits OI and what changes need to be implemented to unlock OI’s full potential.

- Providing clear managerial guidelines on how to adapt OI depending on the context factors, with a special focus on which SE techniques, processes and methods can be applied depending on the selected managerial strategy. In this way the findings reported in Sections 4.3 and 4.3 will be complemented by guidelines on the operational level to form more complete solutions for adapting to OI.

- Exploring the balance between community involvement and in-house SE activities. This study identified several benefits from OI and OSS community involvement, see Section 4.3. However, the process-related benefits should be further explored, with a focus on uncovering where involvement brings most benefits. In particular, the role of OI involvement in improved testing remains unexplored, where we believe that OI provides not only significant reduction of the test effort but also can be a source of innovation. We base this assumption on a premise that testing uncovers unexpected behavior of software, which could be inspirational in the innovation process.

- Focusing on the role of requirements engineering in OI both during and beyond innovation discovery. OI offers access to a wide and heterogeneous communities of potential stakeholders which puts pressure on the current techniques for key stakeholder identification and domain understanding. Advances in current techniques are required for supporting the identification of commodity and competitive advantage requirements sources. Beyond innovation discovery, there is a need for a decision making support that can
combine both strategic and operational levels and provide run-time requirements triage support for capturing and incorporating OI potential into product planning and requirements decision making. Despite that, researching if unimplemented requirements that represent valuable IPRs, can be shared with others in a similar way as for example patents, and what benefits this approach brings is important.

- We encourage researchers to develop and publish more solution and validation research in OI as these remain underrepresented, see Figure 3. The large number of evaluation research is definitely positive but, at the same time, highlights the immaturity of the OI in SE research area. Thus, more solutions in terms of tool proposals or frameworks and their validations are needed to advance to the next maturity level.

### 6.2 Implications for industry practice

Although we summarize the empirical evidence in the field of OI in SE being scarce, there is some evidence that may be used to guide software companies in their innovation strategies:

- The identified conflict between agile and OI principles should be given special attention. Agile principles focus developers attention and communication in order to meet specific project goals. However, the innovation process benefits from the noise of leaks in the information flow from multiple sources, internal as well as external. Companies should make sure that this information flow is regained, using other practices.

- Open innovation strategies seem to be more beneficial for smaller and newer actors in a market. They may apply OI and thus can gain significant competitive advantage against competitors by more quickly absorbing potential innovation. However, there are also examples of major corporations that manage a software ecosystem, based on open or semi-open innovation. The take-away for companies is that they need to define and monitor their OI strategy to make sure their actions are relevant, given their current and future expected market position.

- An implication for industry, based on the literature findings, is that OSS and OI is not free. In order to gain the full and long term benefits from OI, companies must invest in the open communities, and since these are complex networks with a multitude of actors, these companies must have a clear resources investment plan, just as they need for closed innovations.

- IPR management is different for OI. The studied research recommend large companies using patent pools to manage their IPR capital in relation to the open innovation community.
Open innovation (OI) becomes significantly important for companies developing software-intensive products and services. It provides several benefits that force these companies to re-think and often significantly change their current innovation strategies. The external availability of innovations combined with the flexibility of their realization generate new opportunities for providing value to the customers. OI pushes software industry into a new ground where well-known and checked software development and management strategies need to be revisited. At the same time, OI remains greatly unexplored in the SE literature, focusing greatly on exploring OSS, resulting in a lack of systematic efforts to summarize OI literature in relation to software engineering.

We conducted a systematic mapping study on OI in software engineering with the aim to identify the existing themes in the literature and evaluate them based on the rigor and relevance analysis.

Answering research question RQ1 we identified nine themes. The dominant themes are related to OI strategies, OI challenges and benefits, enabling OI communities, managerial implications of adaptation OI and OI models or frameworks. The degree of openness, OI toolkits and IP strategies are less frequently represented in the surveyed papers.

Our findings for RQ2 suggest that the majority of the studies is conducted with high rigor and high relevance (17 out of 33) and as many as 29 out of 33 were considered industry relevant. This strongly indicates that OI in SE is industry practice oriented. Further, 27/33 studies are of evaluation type, which is unusually high for a mapping topic. Therefore, we encourage more solution and validation research, see Table 1. The high rigor and relevance scores also imply generalizability of the results derived from thematic analysis in answer to RQ1.

This mapping study leads to a proposal to further explore SE in OI in terms of development methodologies that interplay with OI, situated managerial guidelines for OI adaptation, as well as exploring the balance between open community involvement and in-house development. Specifically, the roles of testing and requirements engineering in OI remain unexplored.
APPENDIX A

RIGOR AND RELEVANCE CRITERIA

1 Rigor

*Context (C)*

1. **Strong description:** The context is described to the extent where it becomes comparable to other settings [85]. In particular, we emphasized subject type (graduate, undergraduate, professionals, researcher), development experience, development methodology, duration of the observation. If all these aforementioned factors are highlighted, then C is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description:** If any of the above mentioned factors is missing in the study, then C is evaluated to 0.5.

3. **Weak description:** If no description of context is provided in the study, then C is evaluated to 0.

*Design (D)*

1. **Strong description:** The research design is described to the extent where it becomes transparent and detailed enough for the reader to understand the design [85]. To be specific, if the study underlined the outcome variables, measurement criteria, treatments, number of subjects, and sampling, then D is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description:** If a study is missing out on any of the factors related to design and data collection is missing (see above), then D evaluates to 0.5.

3. **Weak description:** If no design description is provided at all then, D is evaluated to 0.

*Validity threats (V)*
1. **Strong description:** If different types of validity (i.e., internal, external, conclusion and construct validity) are evaluated and reflected upon then, \( V \) is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description:** If a study only highlights the subset of the relevant threat categories then, \( V \) is evaluated to 0.5.

3. **Weak description:** If a study is missing out on validity discussion completely, then \( V \) is evaluated to 0.

## 2 Relevance

### Users/Subjects (\( U \))

1. **Contribute to relevance:** If the subjects used in the study are from industry (professionals) then, \( U \) is evaluated to 1 for industry.

2. **Partially contribute to relevance:** The subjects are partially representative, i.e., they are master(Msc.) or graduated students then, \( U \) is evaluated to 0.5.

3. **Does not contribute to relevance:** If the subjects are bachelor/undergrad students or the information is missing then, \( U \) is evaluated to 0.

### Scale (\( S \))

1. **Contribute to relevance:** If an industrial size application is used in the study then, \( S \) is evaluated to 1.

2. **Does not contribute to relevance:** The application is down-scaled or a toy example hence, \( S \) is evaluated to 0.

### Research Methodology (\( RM \))

1. **Contribute to relevance:** The chosen research methodology is suitable to scrutinize real world contexts and situations with relevance for practitioners (action research, case study, industry interviews, experiment investigating a real situation, and surveys/interviews). If study belongs to any of the aforementioned research methodologies then, \( RM \) is evaluated to 1.

2. **Does not contribute to relevance:** If a Study is using Lab experiment (human subjects/software) or missing information then, \( RM \) is evaluated to 0.

### Context (\( C \))

1. **Contribute to relevance:** If a study is executed in a setting that matches real industrial usage (industrial setting) then, \( C \) is evaluated to 1.

2. **Does not contribute to relevance:** If a study is investigated under artificial setting (e.g., lab) or others that do not represent a context matching real world situations, or not reported then, \( C \) is evaluated to 0.
Table 1: Rigor and relevance scores with category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study_ID</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Rig. Sum</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>RM</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Rel. SUM</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_1</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_2</td>
<td>[183]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_3</td>
<td>[74]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_4</td>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_5</td>
<td>[187]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_6</td>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_7</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_8</td>
<td>[182]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_9</td>
<td>[190]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_10</td>
<td>[145]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_11</td>
<td>[196]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_12</td>
<td>[130]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_13</td>
<td>[176]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_14</td>
<td>[194]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_15</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_16</td>
<td>[185]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_17</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_18</td>
<td>[153]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_19</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_20</td>
<td>[168]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_21</td>
<td>[84]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_22</td>
<td>[179]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_23</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_24</td>
<td>[131]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_25</td>
<td>[156]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_26</td>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_27</td>
<td>[88]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_28</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_29</td>
<td>[73]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_30</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_31</td>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_32</td>
<td>[106]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_33</td>
<td>[173]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

DATABASE SEARCH STRINGS

Search string used for the Compendex and Inspect database (years 1969 to 2013):

(((Open Innovation WN KY OR Open-Innovation OR OI WN KY OR innovation WN KY OR innovation management WN KY) AND (software WN KY OR software ecosystem WN KY OR product line WN KY OR requirement* engineer* WN KY OR requirement* management WN KY OR open source WN KY) AND (exploratory study WN KY OR lesson* learn* WN KY OR challenge* WN KY OR guideline* WN KY OR Empirical investigation WN KY OR case study WN KY OR survey WN KY OR literature study WN KY OR literature review WN KY OR interview* WN KY OR experiment* WN KY OR questionnaire WN KY OR observation* WN KY OR quantitative study WN KY OR factor* WN KY ) AND (ENGLISH) WN LA)))

Search string used for the ACM Digital Library database (years 1969 to 2013):

(((((((((((((((((("Title":"Open Innovation" OR "Title":"Open-innovation" OR "Title":OI OR "Title":innovation OR "Title":innovation management) AND ("Abstract": software OR "Abstract": software ecosystem OR "Abstract": requirement* engineer* OR "Abstract": open source OR "Abstract": product line) AND ("Abstract":exploratory study OR "Abstract": challenge* OR "Abstract": guideline* OR "Abstract": Empirical investigation OR "Abstract": case study OR "Abstract": survey OR "Abstract": literature study OR "Abstract": literature review OR "Abstract": interview* OR "Abstract": experiment* OR "Abstract": questionnaire OR "Abstract": observation* OR "Abstract": quantitative study OR "Abstract":factor*)) )))) and (FtFlag:yes))) and (FtFlag:yes)) and (PublishedAs:journal OR PublishedAs:proceeding OR PublishedAs:transaction) and (FtFlag:yes))))) and (PublishedAs:journal OR PublishedAs:proceeding OR PublishedAs:transaction) and (FtFlag:yes))))))

Search string used for the IEEE Explore database (years 1969 to 2013):

((("Index Terms":"Open Innovation" OR "Index Terms": "Open-Innovation" OR "Index Terms":OI OR "Index Terms": innovation management OR "Index Terms": innovation) AND (Search_Index_Terms: software OR "Index Terms": software OR "Index Terms": software ecosystem OR "Index Terms": product line OR "Index Terms": requirement* OR "Index Terms": requirement* management OR "Index Terms": open source OR "Index Terms": case study OR "Index Terms": survey OR "Index Terms": literature study OR "Index Terms": literature review OR "Index Terms": interview* OR "Index Terms": experiment* OR "Index Terms": questionnaire OR "Index Terms": observation* OR "Index Terms": quantitative study OR "Index Terms":factor*))))) and (FtFlag:yes))))) and (FtFlag:yes)))))
Database search strings

ecosystem OR "Index Terms": product line OR "Index Terms": requirement* engineer* OR "Index Terms": requirement* management* OR "Index Terms": open source) AND (p_Abstract:case study OR "Abstract": exploratory study OR "Abstract": lessons learn* OR "Abstract": survey OR "Abstract": Empirical investigation OR "Abstract": guidelines "Abstract": literature study OR "Abstract": interview OR "Abstract": experiment OR "Abstract": factors OR "Abstract": questionnaire))

Search string used for the ISI Web of Science database (years 1969 to 2013):
(((TI="Open Innovation" OR "Open-Innovation" OR OI OR innovation OR innovation management) AND TS=(software OR software ecosystem OR product line OR requirement* engineer* OR requirement* management OR open source) AND TS=(exploratory study OR lesson* learn* OR challenge* OR guideline* OR Empirical investigation OR case study OR survey OR literature study OR literature review OR interview* OR experiment* OR questionnaire OR observation* OR quantitative study OR factor*))) AND Language=(English) Refined by: Web of Science Categories=( COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ) Timespan=1969-2013. Databases=SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH

Search string used for the Science Direct database (years 1969 to 2013):
(open innovation OR open-innovation OR OI OR innovation OR innovation management) AND (software OR software ecosystem OR product line OR requirement* engineer* OR requirement* management OR open source) AND (exploratory study OR lesson* learn* OR challenge* OR guideline* OR Empirical investigation OR case study OR literature study OR literature review OR interview* OR experiment* OR case study OR questionnaire OR observation* OR quantitative study OR factor*)[All Sources(Computer Science)]
CHAPTER II

OPEN INNOVATION THROUGH THE LENS OF OPEN SOURCE TOOLS: AN EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY AT SONY MOBILE

Abstract

Background. Despite growing interest of Open Innovation (OI) in Software Engineering (SE), little is known about what triggers software organizations to adopt it and how this affects SE practices. OI can be realized in numerous of ways, including Open Source Software (OSS) involvement. Outcomes from OI are not restricted to product innovation but also include process innovation, e.g. improved SE practices and methods.

Aim. This study explores the involvement of a software organization (Sony Mobile) in OSS communities from an OI perspective and what SE practices (requirements engineering and testing) have been adapted in relation to OI. It also highlights the innovative outcomes resulting from OI.

Method. An exploratory embedded case study investigates how Sony Mobile use and contribute to Jenkins and Gerrit; the two central OSS tools in their continuous integration tool chain. Quantitative analysis was performed on change log data from source code repositories in order to identify the top contributors and triangulated with the results from five semi-structured interviews to explore the nature of the commits.

Results. The findings of the case study include five major themes: i) The process of opening up towards the tool communities correlates in time with a general adoption of OSS in the organization. ii) Assets not seen as competitive advantage
nor a source of revenue are made open to OSS communities, and gradually, the organization turns more open. iii) The requirements engineering process towards the community is informal and based on engagement. iv) The need for systematic and automated testing is still in its infancy, but the needs are identified. v) The innovation outcomes included free features and maintenance, and were believed to increase speed and quality in development.

**Conclusion.** Adopting OI was a result of a paradigm shift of moving from Windows to Linux. This shift enabled Sony Mobile to utilize the Jenkins and Gerrit communities to make their internal development process better for its software developers and testers.

1 Introduction

Software organizations have recently been exposed to new facets of openness that go beyond their experience and provide opportunities outside their organizational walls. Chesbrough [31] explains the term *Open Innovation* (OI) as “a paradigm that assumes that organizations can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as they look to advance their technology”. OI is based on outside-in and inside-out knowledge flows that help to advance technology and spark innovation. Some classical examples of inside-out are selling intellectual property while outside-in correspond to start-up acquisition and integration. There are also coupled processes [54] where companies give and take during co-creation by making alliances and joint-ventures. OI is fuelled by increased mobility of workers and knowledge, more capable universities, greater knowledge access and sharing capabilities that World Wide Web offers [30] and easier access to venture capital for start-ups.

Open Source Software (OSS) was widely used by software organizations before the OI model became popular [112] and nowadays provides a common example of OI [141]. OSS leverages external resources and knowledge to increase innovation, product quality and to shorter time-to-market. OSS offers not only potential product innovation (e.g. by using an OSS platform of commodity parts to build differentiation parts), but potential process innovations in terms of an implementation of new or significantly improved production or delivery methods [117].

IBM’s engagement in the Linux community in terms of patent and monetary contributions exemplifies how a firm can leverage OSS from an OI perspective. Risks and costs of development were in this case shared among other stakeholders such as Intel, Nokia, and Hitachi, which also have made significant investments in the Linux community [110]. Thanks to Linux involvement, IBM can strengthen its own business model in selling proprietary solutions for its clients running on top of Linux. Additionally, the openness of Linux also gave IBM more freedom to co-develop products with its customers [30].
Software organizations that want to benefit from OI via OSS engagement need to adapt and innovate their internal software development strategies and processes. For example, influence on feature selection and road-mapping may be gained through a more active participation, as many OSS communities are based on meritocracy principles [91]. Also, some benefits may first be fully utilized after contributing back certain parts to the OSS community [180]. For example, by correcting bugs, actively participating in discussions and contributing new features, a software organization might reduce maintenance cost compared to proprietary software development [176]. Hence, in order for a firm to gain the expected benefits of products, OI process innovations may be a required step on the way forward [108, 157, 194]. Existing literature does not particularly focus on how these internal SE process adaptations should be structured or executed [141]. Further, little is known about how OSS involvement may be utilized as an enabler and support for further innovation spread inside an organization, e.g. process, tools, or organizational innovations.

In this study, we focus on identifying when, why and how a software organization adopts OI through the use of OSS, and what innovative outcomes can be
Open Innovation through the Lens of Open Source Tools: An... gained (see Fig. 1). We investigate these aspects through a case study at Sony Mobile and how it actively participate and contribute to the communities of the two OSS tools Jenkins and Gerrit. These two tools are the basis of Sony Mobile’s internal continuous integration tool chain. The study further investigates how external knowledge and innovation captured through the active development of these OSS tools may be transferred into the product development teams of Sony Mobile. More explicitly, this study contributes by studying how OSS may be used, not only for leveraging product innovation [117] in the tools themselves, but also how these tools can be used as enablers for process innovation in the form of improved SE practices and product quality.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 highlights the related work and Section 3 outlines the research methodology. In Sections 4 and 5 results from the quantitative and qualitative analysis are presented, respectively. Finally, Section 6 discussed the results, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related work

In this section, we summarize related work in OI strategies, OI challenges in SE and open source development practices inside software organizations. This section is partly based on the systematic mapping study by Munir et al. [138].

The increased openness that OI implies poses significant challenges to software organizations in terms of securing their competitive advantage [141] and understanding what to contribute, when and how to maintain differentiation towards competitors that may also be involved in the OSS community [76, 89, 120]. Related to that is the challenge of what requirements should be selected, when these should be released and how an internal roadmap should be synchronized with the OSS project’s roadmap [119, 194]. These challenges highlight the need for a clear contribution strategy that software organizations should create to focus their internal resources on value-creating activities, rather than contributing unnecessary patches or differentiating features [194].

Extensive involvement in OSS communities may also bring significant challenges. Among these challenges, Daniel et al. [44] suggested that the conflict between organizational and OSS standards reduces developers’ organizational commitment and it is strongly dependent on the degree to which developers associate themselves with organizations or OSS communities. Investing in OSS may also be costly and create differentiation and property right protection challenges, as indicated by Stuermer et al. [176] who studied the Nokia Internet Tablet, which was based on a hybrid of OSS and proprietary software development.

West et al. [190] examined the complex ecosystem surrounding Symbian Ltd. and identified three inherent difficulties for organizations leading an OI ecosystem: 1) prioritizing the conflicting needs of heterogeneous ecosystem participants, 2)
knowing the ecosystem requirements for a product that has yet to be created, and 3) balancing the interests of those participants against those of the ecosystem leader.

Looking at OI strategies, Dahlander & Magnusson [40] show how organizations may access OSS communities in order to extend the firm’s resource base, align the organization’s strategy with that of the OSS community, and/or assimilate the community in order to integrate and share results with them. The same authors explained that depending on how open a firm chooses to be in regards to their business model, different strategies may be enforced, e.g. symbiotically giving back result to the community, or as a free-rider keeping modifications and new functionality to oneself [41]. Some strategies include:

- selectively revealing - differentiating parts are kept internal while commodity parts are made open [76, 185]. This requires continuous assessment of what parts are to be considered commodity as opposed to differentiating value.

- licensing schemas (cf. Dual-licensing [32]), technology may be fully disclosed, but under a restrictive license [185]. Alternatively, everything may be disclosed under open and transparent conditions [32].

Henkel [76] reports how small organizations reveal more, as they are likely to benefit from the external development support. Component manufacturers also reported to contribute a lot as they have a good protection of the hardware they sell; software is seen as a complementary asset. In a follow-up study, Henkel [78] further reported how openness had become a competitive edge, as customers had started to request even more revealing.

Dahlander & Wallin [42] show how having an employee in the community can be an enabler for the organizations to not only gain a good reputation but also to influence the direction of the development towards the organizations’ own interests. However, to gain the roles needed to commit or review code written by community developers, individuals need to contribute and become an active part of the communities as these are often based on the principles of meritocracy [91].

Inner Source [174] has gained interest among researchers and practitioners as a way to adapt OSS practices at software organizations. Such hybrids of commercial and OSS practices [127] could include using the OSS style project structure, where a core team of recognized experts has the power to commit code to an official release, and a much larger group contributes voluntarily in many ways.

Summary. Research has shown a lot of interest for OI and its different applications [186], including leveraging OSS for OI [141]. However, the focus is mostly limited to management and strategic aspects, e.g., [40, 176, 191], with some exception of inner sourcing [130, 174]. Little is still known about what triggers software organizations to adopt OSS from an OI perspective and how this affects SE practices [141].

This paper adds to existing knowledge by focusing on the use of OSS from an OI perspective in an organization that seek to complement its internal product de-
Table 1: Research questions with description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: How and to what extent is Sony Mobile involved in the communities of Jenkins and Gerrit?</td>
<td>To characterize Sony Mobile’s involvement and identify potential interviewees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: What is the motivation for Sony Mobile to adopt OI?</td>
<td>To explore the transition from a closed innovation process to an OI process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3: How does Sony Mobile take a decision to make a project or feature open source?</td>
<td>To investigate what factors affect the decision process when determining whether or not Sony Mobile should contribute functionality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4: What are the innovation outcomes as a result of OI participation?</td>
<td>To explore the vested interest of Sony Mobile as they moved from a closed innovation model to an OI model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ5: How do the requirements engineering and testing processes interplay with the OI adoption?</td>
<td>To investigate the requirements engineering and testing processes and how they deal with the special complexities and challenges involved due to OI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Open Innovation through the Lens of Open Source Tools: An... development and process innovation [117] with the use of external knowledge from OSS communities. Furthermore, this study aims to improve our understanding of what and how a software organization can open up and how SE practices are adapted to deal with the openness to OSS communities.

3 Case study design

Below we describe the research design of this study. We explain the research questions, the structure of the case study design, and the methodologies used for data collection as well as for the quantitative and qualitative analysis.

3.1 Research questions

The focus of this study is on how software organizations use OSS projects from an OI perspective, what triggers them to open up and how this impacts the organiza-
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factions’ innovative performance and their SE practices (see Fig. 2). We investigate these aspects through a case study at Sony Mobile, and how they actively participate and contribute to the communities of the two OSS tools Jenkins [2] and Gerrit [3]. Both tools constitute pivotal parts in Sony Mobile’s internal continuous integration tool chain.

The study further investigates how external knowledge and innovation captured through the development of these OSS tools, may be transferred into the product development teams of Sony Mobile. More explicitly, this study contributes by studying how OSS may be used, not only for leveraging product innovation [117] in the tools themselves, but also how these tools can be used as enablers for process innovation in the form of improved SE practices and tools within the organization.

1. Jenkins is an open source build server that runs on a standard servlet container e.g. Apache Tomcat. It can handle Maven and Ant instructions, as well as execute custom batch and bash scripts. It was forked from the Hudson build server in 2010 due to a dispute between Oracle and the rest of the community.

2. Gerrit code review is an OSS code review tool created by Google in connection with the Android project in 2007. It is tightly integrated with the software configuration management tool GIT, working as a gatekeeper, i.e. a commit needs to be reviewed and verified before it is allowed to be merged into the main branch.

Based on this background, and the research gap identified in earlier work [141], we formulate our research questions to study the OI in Sony Mobile in an exploratory manner (see Table 1). RQ1 addresses the extent to which Sony Mobile is involved in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities and its key contribution areas (i.e. bug fixes, new features, documentation etc.). RQ2 and RQ3 explore the rationale behind Sony Mobile’s transition from closed innovation to OI. RQ4 highlights the key innovation outcomes realized as a result of openness. Finally, RQ5 aims at understanding whether or not the existing requirements engineering and testing processes have the capacity to deal with the OI challenges in SE. RQ1 is answered with the help of quantitative analysis of repository data, while the remaining four research questions (RQ2, RQ3, RQ4, RQ5) are investigated using qualitative analysis of interview data.

3.2 Case Selection and Units of Analysis

Sony Mobile is a multinational corporation with roughly 5,000 employees, developing embedded devices. The studied branch focuses on developing Android-based phones and tablets and has 1600 employees, of which 900 are directly involved in software development. Sony Mobile develops software in an agile fash-
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Figure 2: The Jenkins and Gerrit OSS communities surrounded by Sony Mobile and other members. Arrows represent knowledge transfer in and out of the community members such as other software organizations, non profit organizations (NPO) and individuals, which in turn are illustrated by funnels, commonly used in OI literature [31].
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Figure 2: The Jenkins and Gerrit OSS communities surrounded by Sony Mobile and other members. Arrows represent knowledge transfer in and out of the community members such as other software organizations, non profit organizations (NPO) and individuals, which in turn are illustrated by funnels, commonly used in OI literature [31].

However, in order to work with OSS communities, namely Jenkins and Gerrit Sony Mobile created a designated tools department to acquire and integrate the external knowledge to improve the internal continuous integration process. The continuous integration tool chain used by Sony Mobile is developed, maintained and supported by an internal tools department. The teams working on phones and tablets are thereby relieved of this technical overhead. During the recent years, Sony Mobile has transitioned from passive usage of the Android codebase into active involvement and community contribution with many code commits to Jenkins and Gerrit. This maturity resulted in a transition from closed innovation to OI [31], assuming that business values are created or captured as an effect.

From an OI perspective, there are interactions between the Tools department and the Jenkins and Gerrit communities (see Fig. 2). The in- and outgoing transactions, visualized by the arrows in Fig. 2, are data and information flows, e.g. ideas, support and commits, can be termed as a coupled innovation process [54]. The exchange is continuous and bi-directional, and brings product innovation into the Tools department in the form of new features and bug fixes to Jenkins and Gerrit.

The Tools department can, in turn, be seen as a gate between external knowledge and the other parts of Sony Mobile (see Fig. 2). The Tools department accesses, adapts and integrates the externally obtained knowledge from the Jenkins and Gerrit communities into the product development teams of Sony Mobile.
This creates additional transactions inside Sony Mobile which can be labeled as process innovation [4] in the sense that new tools and ways of working improve development efficiency and quality. This relates to the internal complementary assets need that is mentioned as an area for future research by Chesbrough et al. [29].

We conducted a case study design with Jenkins and Gerrit as units of analysis [159] as these are the products in which the exchange of data and information enable further innovation inside Sony Mobile.

### 3.3 Case study procedure

We performed the following steps.

1. Preliminary investigation of Jenkins and Gerrit repositories.
2. Mine the identified project repositories.
3. Extract the change log data from the source code repositories.
4. Analyze the change log data (i.e. stakeholders, commits etc).
5. Summarize the findings from the change log data to answer RQ1.
6. Prepare and conduct semi-structured interviews to answer RQ2–RQ5.
7. Synthesize data.
8. Answer the research questions RQ1–RQ5.

### 3.4 Methods for quantitative analysis

To understand Sony Mobile’s involvement in the OSS tools (RQ1), we conducted quantitative analysis of commit data in the source code repositories of Jenkins and Gerrit.

**Preliminary Investigation of Jenkins and Gerrit Commits**

A commit is a snapshot of a developer’s files after reaching a code base state. The number of lines of code in a commit may vary depending upon the nature of the commit (e.g. new implementation, update etc.) [75]. The comment of a commit refers to a textual message related to the activity that generates the updated new piece of code. It ranges from a simple note to a detailed description, depending on the project’s conventions. In this study, we used the keywords provided by Hattori [75] in his study as a reference point to classify the commit messages (see Table 2).

We mined the source code repositories of Jenkins and Gerrit to extract the commit id, date, committer name, committer email and commit description message.
for each commit, with the help of the tool CVSAnlY [1]. The extracted data was stored locally in a relational database with a standard data scheme, independent of the analyzed code repository. The structure of the database allows a quantitative analysis to be done by writing SQL queries. The number of commits per committer were added together with the name and email of the committer as keys.

We extracted the affiliations of the committers from their email addresses by filtering them on the domain, e.g., john.doe@sonymobile.com was classified with a Sony Mobile affiliation. It is recognized that committers may not use their corporate email addresses when contributing their work, since parts of their work could be contributed privately or under the umbrella of other organizations than their employer. To triangulate and complement this approach, a number of additional sources were used, as suggested by earlier research [19, 70]. First, social media sites as LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook were queried with keywords from the committer, such as the name, variations of the username and e-mail domain. Second, unstructured sources such as blogs, community communication (e.g., comment-history, mailing-lists, IRC logs), web articles and firm websites were consulted.

Sony Mobile turned out to be one of the main organizational affiliations among the committers to Gerrit while no evidence of commits to the Jenkins core community was identified. The reason for this was that Jenkins is a plug-in-based community, i.e. there is a core component surrounded by approximately 1,000 plug-ins of which each has a separate source code repository and community. Our initial screening had only covered the core Jenkins component. After analyzing forum postings, blog posts and reviewing previously identified committers, a set of Jenkins plug-ins, as well as two Gerrit plug-ins, were identified, which then were also included in our analysis. The following Open Source projects were included for further analysis:

- Gerrit\(^1\)
- PyGerrit (Gerrit plug-in)\(^2\)
- Gerrit-events (Gerrit plug-in)\(^3\)
- Gerrit-trigger (Jenkins plug-in)\(^4\)
- Build-failure-analyzer (Jenkins plug-in)\(^5\)
- External-resource-viewer (Jenkins plug-in)\(^6\)

\(^1\)https://www.openhub.net/p/gerrit
\(^2\)https://www.openhub.net/p/pygerrit
\(^3\)https://www.openhub.net/p/gerrit-events
\(^4\)https://github.com/jenkinsci/gerrit-trigger-plugin
\(^5\)https://www.openhub.net/p/build-failure-analyzer-plugin
\(^6\)https://github.com/jenkinsci/external-resource-dispatcher-plugin
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- Team-views (Jenkins plug-in)^7

**Classification of commit messages**

Further analysis included creating the list of top committers combined with their yearly activity (number of commits) in order to see how Sony Mobile’s involvement evolved over time. Next, we characterized and classified the commits made by Sony Mobile to the corresponding communities by following the criteria defined by Hattori et al. [75]. This was done manually by analyzing the description messages of the commits and searching for keywords (see Table 2), and then classifying the commits in one of the following categories:

- **Forward engineering** activities refer to the incorporation of new features and implementation of new requirements including the writing new test cases to verify the requirements.
- **Re-engineering** activities deal with re-factoring, redesign and other actions to enhance the quality of the code without adding new features.
- **Corrective engineering** activities refer to fixing defects in the software.
- **Management activities** are related to code formatting, configuration management, cleaning up code and updating the documentation of the project.

Multiple researchers were involved in the commit message classification process. After defining the classification categories, Kappa analysis was performed to calculate the inter-rater agreement level. First, a random sample of 34% of the total commit messages were taken to classify the commit messages and Kappa was calculated to be 0.29. Consequently, disagreement was discussed and resolved since the inter-rater agreement level was below substantial agreement range. Afterwards, Kappa was calculated again and found to be 0.94.

3.5 Methods for qualitative analysis

The quantitative analysis had laid a foundation to understand the relation between Sony Mobile, and the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. Therefore, in the next step we added a qualitative view by interviewing relevant people inside Sony Mobile in order to address RQ2–RQ5. Interview questions are listed in the Appendix.

**Interviewee selection**

The selection of interviewees was based on the committers identified in the initial screening of the projects. Three candidates were identified and contacted by e-mail (Interviewees 1, 2 and 3, see Table 3). Interviewees 4 and 5 were proposed during the initial three interviews. The first three are top committers to the Jenkins and Gerrit communities, giving the view of Sony Mobile’s active participation and involvement with the communities. It should be noted that interviewee I3, when

[^7]: https://github.com/jenkinsci/team-views-plugin
Table 2: Keywords used to classify commits taken from Hattori [75].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward Engineering</th>
<th>Re-engineering</th>
<th>Corrective Engineering</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPLEMENT</td>
<td>OPTIMIZ</td>
<td>BUG</td>
<td>CLEAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>ADJUST</td>
<td>ISSUE</td>
<td>LICENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST</td>
<td>UPDATE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>MERGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>DELET</td>
<td>CORRECT</td>
<td>RELEASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>REMOV</td>
<td>PROPER</td>
<td>STRUCTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>CHANG</td>
<td>DEPRAC</td>
<td>INTEGRAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCLUD</td>
<td>REFACTOR</td>
<td>BROKE</td>
<td>COPYRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INITIAL</td>
<td>REPLAC</td>
<td>DOCUMENTATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTRODUC</td>
<td>MODIF</td>
<td>MANUAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREAT</td>
<td>ENHANCE</td>
<td>JAVADOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCREAS</td>
<td>IMPROV</td>
<td>COMMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESIGN</td>
<td>MIGRAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
<td>REPOSITORY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RENAM</td>
<td>ELIMINAT</td>
<td>RE-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELIMINAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>VIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEUPPLICAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>POLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTRUCTUR</td>
<td></td>
<td>UPGRADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIMPLIF</td>
<td></td>
<td>STYLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBSOLETE</td>
<td></td>
<td>FORMATTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REARRANG</td>
<td></td>
<td>ORGANIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MISS</td>
<td></td>
<td>TODO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENHANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMPROV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

he was contacted, had just left Sony Mobile for a smaller organization dedicated to Jenkins development. His responsibilities as the tools manager for Jenkins at Sony Mobile were taken over by interviewee I4. Interviewee I4 is a Software Architect in the Tools department involved further down in Sony Mobile’s continuous integration tool chain and gives an alternative perspective on the OSS involvement of the Tools department as well as a higher, more architectural view on the tools. Interviewee I5 is an upper-level manager responsible for Sony Mobile’s overall OSS strategy, which could contribute with a top-down perspective to the qualitative analysis.

The interviews were semi-structured, meaning that interview questions were developed in advance and used as a frame for the interviews, but still allowing the interviewers to explore other relevant findings during the interview wherever needed. The two first authors were present during all five interviews, with the
addition of the third author during the first and fifth ones. Each interviewer took
turns asking questions, whilst the others observed and took notes. Each interview
was recorded and transcribed. A summary was also compiled and sent back to
the interviewees for a review. Any misunderstandings or corrections could then be
sorted out. The duration of the interviews varied from 45 to 50 minutes.

### 3.6 Validity threats

This section highlights the validity threats related to the case study. Four types of
validity threats [159] are addressed with their mitigation strategies.

**Internal validity**

This concerns causal relationships and the introduction of potential confounding factors.

*Confounding factors.* To mitigate the risk of introducing confounding factors, the
study was performed on the tools level instead of an organizational level to ensure that the innovation outcomes are merely the result of adopting OI. Performing the study on an organization level introduces the risk of confounding the
innovation outcomes as a result of a product promotion or financial investment etc. instead of the use of external knowledge from OSS communities. Therefore, a more fine-grained analysis on the OSS tools level was chosen to minimize the threat of introducing confounding factors.

Subjectivity. It was found in the study that Sony Mobile does not use any general innovation metrics to measure the impact of OI. Therefore, researchers had to rely on qualitative data. This leads to the risk of introducing subjectivity while inferring innovation outcomes as a result of OI adoption. In order to minimize this risk, the first two authors independently performed the analysis and the remaining authors reviewed it to make the synthesis more objective. Moreover, findings were sent back to interviewees for validation. Furthermore, subjectivity was minimized by applying the commit messages classification criteria proposed by Hattori et al. [75]. During the analysis, the disagreements were identified using Kappa analysis and resolved to achieve a substantial agreement.

Triangulation. In order to mitigate the risk of identifying the wrong innovation outcomes, we used multiple data sources by mining the Jenkins and Gerrit source code repositories prior to conducting interviews. Furthermore, we also performed observer triangulation during the whole course of the study to mitigate the risk of introducing researcher bias.

External validity
This refers to the extent it is possible to generalize the study findings to other contexts. The scope of this study is limited to a software organization utilizing the notion of OI to accelerate its innovation process. The selected case organization is a large-scale organization with an intense focus on software development for embedded devices. Moreover, Sony Mobile is a direct competitor of all the main stream organizations making Android phones. The involvements by other stakeholders in the units of analysis (Jenkins and Gerrit) indicate their adoption of Google’s tool chain to improve their continuous integration process. Therefore, the findings of this study may be generalized to major stakeholders identified for their commits to Jenkins and Gerrit, and other OSS tools used in the tool chain development. Our findings may also be relevant to software organizations with similar context, domain and size as Sony Mobile.

Construct validity
This refers to what extent the operational measures that are studied really represent what researcher has in mind, and what is investigated according to the research questions [159]. We took the following actions to minimize construct validity threats.

Selection of interviewees. We conducted a preliminary quantitative analysis of the Jenkins and Gerrit repositories to identify the top committers and to select
the relevant interviewees. The selection was performed based on the individuals’ commits to Jenkins or Gerrit. Moreover, recommendations were taken from interviewees for suitable further candidates to attain the required information on OI. Process knowledge, role, and visible presence in the community were the key selection factors.

Reactive bias. Researchers presence might limit or influence the interviewees and causing them to hide facts or respond after assumed expectations. This threat was limited by the presence of a researcher that has a long research collaboration record with Sony Mobile and explained confidentiality rules. Furthermore, interviewees were ensured anonymity both within the organization and externally in the OSS community.

Design of the interviews. All authors validated the interview questionnaire followed by a pilot interview with an OSS Jenkins community member in order to avoid misinterpretation of the interview questions.

Reliability

The reliability deals with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researcher, and the ability to replicate the study.

Member checking. To mitigate this risk, multiple researchers individually transcribed and analyzed the interviews to make the findings more reliable. In addition, multiple data sources (qualitative and quantitative) were considered to ensure the correctness of the findings and cross-validate them. All interviews were recorded, transcribed and sent back to interviewees for validation. The commit database analysis was performed and validated by multiple researchers.

Audit trail. Researchers kept track of all the mined data from OSS code repositories as well as interview transcripts in a systematic way to go back for validation if required. Finally, this study was not ordered by Sony Mobile to bring supporting evidence for OI adoption. Instead the idea was to keep the study design and findings as transparent as possible without making any adjustments in the data except for the anonymizing the interviewees. The results were shared with Sony Mobile prior to submitting the study for publication.

4 Quantitative analysis

This section presents a quantitative analysis of commits made to eight OSS projects, namely: Gerrit, pyGerrit, Gerrit-events, Gerrit-trigger, Build-failure-analyzer, External-resource-viewer and Team-views as depicted in section 3.4. It should be noted that the seven latter projects are plugins to Gerrit and Jenkins, i.e., not part of the core projects. In the analysis we investigated the types of commits made (see Section 3.4), and in what proportion these were made by Sony Mobile over time, as well as compared to other major organizations.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commits classification</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward Engineering</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-engineering</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective engineering</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>2358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Sony Mobile’s commits to Gerrit analyzed per year.

4.1 Gerrit

The two largest categories of commits for Gerrit are forward engineering (953 commits) and re-engineering (869 commits), followed by management commits (367 commits) and corrective engineering commits (169 commits), see Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Forward Engineering</th>
<th>Re-Engineering</th>
<th>Corrective Engineering</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyGerrit</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit-events</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit-trigger</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-failure-analyzer</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External-resource-viewer</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-views</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Classification of Sony Mobile’s commits to OSS tools based on hattori’s criteria [75]

This dominance of forward and re-engineering commits remained stable between 2010 and 2014, see Table 4. Sony Mobile presented the first Android-based mobile phone in March 2010 and as can be seen from the analysis also became active in contributions to Gerrit with a total of 125 contributions in 2010. From 2012 the number of forward and re-engineering commits became more equal each year suggesting that Sony Mobile was not only contributing new features but also actively helping in increasing the quality of the current features and re-factoring.
The number of forward engineering and re-engineering commits remained high and we notice a substantial decrease of corrective engineering and management commits. The decrease of management commits may suggest that Sony Mobile reached a high level of compatibility of its code review processes and therefore requires fewer commits in this area. This data shows an interesting pattern in joining an OSS community. Since Sony Mobile is a large organization with several complex processes, their joining of the Gerrit community had to be associated with a substantial number of forward engineering and re-engineering commits. This entry to the community lowered the transition time and enabled faster synchronization of the code review processes between the Android community players and Sony Mobile. At the same time, Sony Mobile contributed several substantial features from the first year of participation which is positive for the community. Figure 3 shows the progression of commits made by Sony Mobile to all OSS tools between year 2009 and 2014.

![Figure 3: Sony Mobile’s commits for all OSS tools per year](image)

**PyGerrit**

PyGerrit is a Python library that provides a way for clients to interact with Gerrit. As can be seen in Table 6, Sony Mobile initiated this plug-in and is the biggest committer to it, representing 97.5% of the commits. Management commits are the most frequent category, followed by forward engineering commits. This suggests that some code formatting changes, cleaning up code and documentation commits were delivered by Sony Mobile after opening up this plug-in to the community. Sony Mobile’s yearly contribution analysis shows a steady growth since its introduction in 2011 (see Fig. 3).
Table 6: Percentage of Sony Mobile’s contribution compared to other Software organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Sony</th>
<th>Google</th>
<th>Ericsson</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>SAP</th>
<th>Intel</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyGerrit</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit-event</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerrit-trigger</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-views</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External-resource-reviewer</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-failure-analyzer</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion:** This indicates that companies that want the communities to accept their plug-ins should be prepared to dedicate effort on management type of commits to increase the code’s quality and documentation and therefore enable other players to contribute.

**Gerrit-event**

Gerrit-event is a Java library used primarily to listen to stream-events from Gerrit Code Review and to send reviews via the SSH CLI or the REST API. It was originally a module in the Jenkins Gerrit-trigger plug-in and is now broken out to be used in other tools without the dependency to Jenkins. Table 6 shows that apart from Sony Mobile(66.1%), HP(4.1%), SAP(0.2%), Ericsson(3.3%) and Intel(2%) commits reveal that they are also using Gerrit-event in their continuous integration process. Sony Mobile started contributing to Gerrit-event in 2009 and since then seem to be the largest committer along with its competitors (see Table 6). Similarly, to the PyGerrit plug-in, management and forward engineering commits dominate and Sony Mobile is the main driver of features to this community.

**Conclusion:** Sony Mobile turns out to be the biggest contributor in Gerrit-event where the focus is mostly on adding new features (forward engineering) based on the internal organizational needs.

4.2 **Jenkins**

Commits from Sony Mobile to Jenkins could not be identified in the core product but to a various set of plug-ins (see Table 6). The ones identified are:
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- Gerrit-trigger
- Build-failure-analyzer
- External resource-reviewer
- Team-views

Gerrit-trigger

This plug-in triggers builds on events from the Gerrit code review system by retrieving events from the Gerrit command stream-events, so the trigger is pushed from Gerrit instead of pulled as scm-triggers usually are. Multiple builds can be triggered by one change-event, and one consolidated report is sent back to Gerrit. This plug-in (see Table 6) seems to attract the most number of commits with the percentage of 65.2% from Sony Mobile. 135 commits were classified as management and 76 as corrective engineering. In this case, the majority of the commits were not forward or re-engineering, which may suggest that Sony Mobile was more interested in increasing the code quality and fixing the bugs rather than extending it. It seems logical as for the Jenkins community new functionality can be realized in the form of a new plug-in rather than extending the current plug-ins.

Conclusion: Adding plug-ins allows greater flexibility but increases the total number of parallel projects to manage and maintain by the community.

Build-failure-analyzer

This plug-in scans build logs and other files in the workspace for recognized patterns of known causes to build failures and displays them on the build page for quicker recognition of why the build failed. As can be seen in see Table 6, Sony Mobile came out as the largest committer (85.5%) to the Build-failure-analyzer. One possible explanation for the lack of contribution from the other software organizations is that this plug-in might be very specific to the needs of Sony Mobile, but they made it open to see if the community shows interest in contributing to further development efforts.

Forward engineering and management commits are the two most common categories. Moreover, the number of commits have declined after 2012 and Table 5 shows a relatively low numbers of corrective engineering (17) and re-engineering (19) commits, which seem to indicate the maturity of this plug-in in terms of quality and functionality.

Conclusion: We hypothesize that after creating and contributing the core functionality for a given plug-in, the number of forward commits declines and further advances are realized in a form of a new plug-in.
External-resource-viewer

This plug-in adds support for external resources in Jenkins. An external resource is something attached to a Jenkins slave and can be locked by a build, to get exclusive access to it, then released after the build is done. Examples of external resources are phones, printers and USB devices. Like Build-failure-analyzer, Sony Mobile’s is the top committer with the largest contribution percentage of 89.6% compared to Google (1.48%) and Ericsson (4.8%). Moreover, the majority of the commits are classified as forward engineering, suggesting that Sony Mobile has come up with the majority of the functionality to this plug-in. As the number of corrective engineering and re-engineering commits remained low (8 commits in each category), we can assume that the contributed code was high quality.

**Conclusion:** This data suggest a hypothesis that companies that frequently interact with OSS communities learn to contribute high quality code and possibly keep the same quality standards for other development initiatives.

Team-views

This plug-in provides teams, sharing one Jenkins master, to have their own area with team-specific views. Sony Mobile turned out to be the only committer for this tool (see Table 6), which implies that Team-views is tailored for the needs of Sony Mobile. Only forward engineering and management commits were identified in the data, suggesting that high quality code was contributed and no major refactoring was required for this plug-in. This result also supports our previous hypothesis that modular plug-in based OSS communities provide an efficient way for proprietary companies to participate and contribute with new functionality as new plug-ins.

**Conclusion:** Decoupling of plug-ins helps in targeting contributions and quality improvement suggestions and simplifies the collaboration networks for discussions on bugs and future improvements.

5 Qualitative analysis

We conducted thematic analysis [37, 38] to find recurring patterns in the collected qualitative data. The following steps were performed in the process.

1. Transcribe the interviewed data from the five interviewee (see Table 3).
2. Identify and define five distinct themes in the data (see Table 7).
3. Classify the interview statements based on the defined themes.
4. Summarize the findings and answers to the RQs.
Table 7: Themes emerging from the thematic analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening up</td>
<td>Sony Mobile’s transition process from closed innovation model to OI model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determinants of openness</td>
<td>Factors that Sony Mobile considers before indulging themselves into OI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements engineering</td>
<td>How Sony Mobile manages their requirements while working in OI context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>How Sony Mobile manages their testing process while working in OI context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation outcome</td>
<td>The outcomes for Sony Mobile as a consequence of adopting OI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Opening up

The process of opening up for external collaboration and maturing as an open source organization, can be compared to moving from a closed innovation model to an OI model [29]. The data suggest that the trigger for this process was a paradigm shift around 2010 when Sony Mobile moved from the Symbian platform (developed in a joint venture), to Google’s open source Android platform in their products [191]. Switching to Android correlates to a general shift in the development environment, moving from Windows to Linux. This concerned the tools used in the product development as well. A transition was made from existing proprietary solutions, e.g. the build-server Electric commander, to the tools used by Google in their Android development, e.g. GIT and Gerrit. As stated by I2, “. . . suddenly we were almost running pretty much everything, at least anything that touches our phone development, we were running on Linux and open source”. This was not a conscious decision from management but rather something that grew bottom-up from the engineers. The engineers further felt the need for easing off the old and complex chain of integration and building process.

At the same time, a conscious decision was made regarding to what extent Sony Mobile should invest in the open source tool chain. As stated by I5, “. . . not only should [the tool chain] be based on OSS, but we should behave like an active committer in the ways we can control, understand and even steer it up to the way we want to have it”. The biggest hurdle concerned the notion of giving away internally developed intellectual property rights, which could represent competitive advantage. The legal department needed some time to understanding the benefits and license aspects, which caused the initial contribution process to be extra troublesome. In this case, Sony Mobile benefited from having an internal champion and OSS evangelist (I5). He helped to drive the initiative from the
management side, explained the issues and clarified concerns from different functions and levels inside Sony Mobile. Another success factor was the creation of an OSS review board, which included different stakeholders such as legal department representatives, User Experience (UX) design, product development and product owners. This allowed for management, legal, and technology representatives to meet and discuss OSS related issues. The OSS contribution process now includes submitting a form for review, which promotes it further after successful initial screening. Next, the OSS review board gives it a go or no-go decision. As this would prove bureaucratic if it would be needed for each and every contribution to an OSS community, frame-agreements are created for open source projects with a high-intensity involvement, e.g. Jenkins and Gerrit. This creates a simplified and more sustainable process allowing for a day to day interaction between developers in the Tools department and the communities surrounding Jenkins and Gerrit. Sony Mobile’s involvement in OSS communities is in-line with the findings of governance in OSS communities by Jensen [92].

**Conclusion:** Adopting OI was a result of a paradigm shift moving from Windows to Linux environment to stay as close as possible to Google’s tool chain. Furthermore, Sony Mobile saw a great potential in contributing to OSS communities (Jenkins and Gerrit) and steering them towards its own organizational interests, as opposed to buying costly proprietary tools.

5.2 Determinants of openness

Several factors interplay in the decision process of whether or not a feature or a new project should be made open. Jenkins and Gerrit are neither seen as a part of Sony Mobile’s competitive advantage nor as a source of revenue. This is the main reason why developers in the Tools department can meet with competitors, go to conferences, give away free work etc. This, in turn, builds a general attitude that when something is about to be created, the question asked beforehand is if it can be made open source. There is also a follow-up question, whether Sony Mobile would benefit anything from it, for example maintenance, support and development from an active community. If a feature or a project is too specific and it is deemed that it will not gain any traction, the cost of generalizing the project for open use is not motivated. Another factor is whether there is an existing community for a feature or a project. By contributing a plug-in to the Jenkins community or a feature to Gerrit there is a chance that an active workforce is ready to adopt the contribution, whilst for new projects this has to be created from scratch which may be cumbersome.

Another strategic factor concerns having a first-mover advantage. Contributing a new feature or a project first means that Sony Mobile as the maintainer gets a higher influence and a greater possibility to steer it in their own strategic interest. If a competitor or the community publishes the project, Sony Mobile may have less influence and will have to adapt to the governance and requirements from
the others. A good example here is the Gerrit-trigger. The functionality was requested internally at Sony Mobile and therefore undergone development by the Tools department during the same period it became known that there was a similar development ongoing in the community. As stated by I3, ‘‘…we saw a big risk of the community going one way and us going a very different route’’. This led to the release of the internal Gerrit-trigger as an open source plug-in to Jenkins, which ended up being the version with gained acceptance in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. The initial thought was however to keep it closed according to I3, ‘‘…We saw the Gerrit-trigger plug-in as a differentiating feature meaning that it was something that we shouldn’t contribute because it gave us a competitive edge towards our competitors [in regards to our continuous integration process]’’. It should be noted that this was in the beginning of the process of opening up in Sony Mobile and a positive attitude was rising. A quote from I3 explains the positive attitude of the organization which might hint about future directions, ‘‘…in 5 years’ time probably everything that Sony Mobile does would become open’’.

Conclusion: One of the key determinants of making a project open is that it is not seen as a main source of revenue. In other words, there is no competitive advantage gained by Sony Mobile by retaining the project in-house. By maintaining an internal fork, the project incurs more maintenance cost compared to making it open source. Therefore, all the all projects with no competitive advantage are seen as good candidates to become open source.

5.3 Requirements engineering

This theme provides insights about requirements engineering practices in an example OI context. The requirements process in the Tools department towards the Jenkins and Gerrit communities does not seem very rigid, which is a common characteristic for OSS [163]. The product development teams in Sony Mobile are the main customers of the Tools department. The teams are, however, quite silent with the exception of one or two power users. There is an open backlog for internal use inside Sony Mobile where anyone from the product development may post feature requests. However, a majority of the feature requests are submitted via e-mail. The developers in the Tools department started arranging monthly workshops where they invited the power users and the personnel from different functional roles in the product development organization. An open discussion is encouraged allowing for people to express their wishes and issues. An example of an idea sprung out from this forum is the Build-failure-analyzer plug-in. Most of the requirements are, however, elicited internally within the Tools department in a dialogue between managers, architects and developers. They are seen to have the subject matter expertise in regards to the tool functionality. According to I2, there are ‘‘…architect groups which investigate and collaborate with managers about how we could take the tool environment further’’. This is formulated as

\[\text{https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/BuildFailureAnalyzer}\]
focus areas, and “...typical examples of these requirements are sync times, push times, build times and apart from that everything needs to be faster and faster”. These requirements are high level and later delegated to the development team for refinement.

The Tools team works in an agile Scrum-like manner with influences from Kanban for simpler planning. The planning board contains a speed lane which is dedicated for severe issues that need immediate attention. The importance of being agile is highlighted by I2, “... We need to be agile because issues can come from anywhere and we need to be able to react”.

The internal prioritization is managed by the development team itself, on delegation from the upper manager, and lead by two developers which have the assigned role of tool managers for Jenkins and Gerrit respectively. The focus areas frame the areas which need extra attention. Every new feature is prioritized against existing issues and feature requests in the backlog. External feature requests to OSS projects managed by the Tools department (e.g. the Gerrit-trigger plug-in) are viewed in a similar manner as when deciding whether to make an internal feature or project open or not. If it is deemed to benefit Sony Mobile enough, it will be put in the backlog and it will be prioritized in regards to everything else. As stated by I3, “... We almost never implemented any feature requests from outside unless we think that it is a good idea [for Sony Mobile]”. If it is not interesting enough but still a good idea, they are open for commits from the community.

An example regards the Gerrit-trigger plug-in and the implementation of different trigger styles. Pressing issues in the Tools department’s backlog kept them from working on the new features. At the same time, another software intense organization with interest in the plug-in contacted the Tools department about features they wanted to implement. These features and the trigger style functionality required a larger architectural reconstruction. It was agreed that the external organization would perform the architectural changes with a continuous discussion with the Tools department. This allowed for a smaller workload and the possibility to implement this feature earlier. This feature-by-feature collaboration is a commonly occurring practice as highlighted by I1, “It’s mostly feature per feature. It could be an organization that wants this feature and then they work on it and we work on it”. But we don’t have any long standing collaborations”. I3 elaborates on this further and states that “...it is quite common for these types of collaboration to happen just between plug-in maintainer and someone else. They emailed us and we emailed back” as was the case in the previous example.

In the projects where the Tools department is not a maintainer, community governance needs more care. In the Gerrit community, new features are usually discussed via mailing lists. However, large features are managed at hackathons by the Tools department where they can communicate directly with the community to avoid getting stuck in tiny details [130]. As brought up by I2, “...with the community you need to get people to look at it the same way as you do and get an agreement, otherwise it will be just discussions forever”. This is extra problematic
in the Gerrit community as the inner core team with the merge rights consists of only six people, of which one is from Sony Mobile. One of the key features received from the community was the tagging support for patch sets. I2 stated, "...When developers upload a change which can have several revisions, it enabled us to tag meta-data like what is the issue in our issues handling system and changes in priorities as a result of that change. This tagging feature allows the developers to handle their work flow in a better way". This whole feature was proposed and integrated during a hackathon, and contained more than 40 shared patch sets. Prior to implementing this feature together with the community (I3 quoted) "...we tried to do it with the help of external consultants but we could not get it in, but meeting core developer in the community did the job for us".

As hackathons may not always be available, an alternative way to communicate feature suggestions more efficiently is by mock-ups and prototypes. I3 described how important it is to sell your features and get people excited about it. Screenshots is one way to visualize it and show how it can help end-users. In the Jenkins community, this has been taken further by hosting official webcasts where everyone is invited to present and show new development ideas. Apart from using mailing lists and existing communication channels, Sony Mobile creates their own channels, e.g. with public blogs aimed at developers and the open source communities.

This close collaboration with the community is important as Sony Mobile does not want to end up with an internal fork of any tool. An I2 quoted, "If we start diverging from the original software we can’t really put an issue in their issue tracker because we can’t know for sure if it’s our fault or their system and we would loose the whole way of getting help from community to fix stuff and collaborate on issues". Another risk would be that "...all of a sudden everybody is dependent on stuff that is taken away from the major version of Gerrit. We cannot afford to re-work everything". Due to these reasons, the Tools department is keen on not keeping stuff for themselves, but contributing everything [180, 194]. An issue in Jenkins is that there exist numerous combinations and settings of plug-ins. Therefore, it is very important to have backward compatibility when updating a plug-in and planning new features.

**Conclusion:** The requirements engineering process does not seem to be very rigid, and a majority of the features requests are submitted through e-mails, and monthly workshops with the power users (e.g. internal developers and testers). However, large features are discussed directly with the community at hackathons by the Sony Mobile’s Tools department to avoid communication bottlenecks. Furthermore, the prioritization of features is based on the internal needs of Sony Mobile.
5.4 Testing

Similar to the requirements process, the testing process does not seem very rigid either. I3 quoted, "...When we fix something we try to write tests for that so we know it doesn’t happen again in another way. But that’s mostly our testing process I think. I mean, we write JUnit and Hudson test cases for bugs that we fix".

Bugs and issues are, similarly to feature requests, reported internally either via e-mail or an open backlog. Externally, bugs or issues are reported via the issue trackers available in the community platforms. The content of the issue trackers is based on the most current pressing needs in the Tools department. Critical issues are prioritized via the Kanban speed lane which refers to a prioritized list of requirements/bugs based on the urgent needs of Sony Mobile. If a bug or an issue has low priority, it is reported to the community. This self-focused view correlates with the mentality of how the organization would benefit from making a certain contribution, which is described to apply externally as well, "...Organizations take the issues that affect them the most". However, it is important to show to the community that the organization wants to contribute to the project as a whole and not just to its parts, as mentioned by Dahlander [42]. In order to do so, the Tools department continuously stays updated about the current bugs and their status. It is a collaborative work with giving and taking. "Sometimes, if we have a big issue, someone else may have it too and we can focus on fixing other bugs so we try to forward as many issues as possible".

In Gerrit, the Tools department is struggling with an old manual testing framework. Openness has lead them to think about switching from the manual to an automated testing process. I2 stated, "...It is one of my personal goals this year to figure out how we can structure our Gerrit testing in collaboration with the community. Acceptance tests are introduced greatly in Gerrit too but we need to look into and see how we can integrate our tests with the community so that the whole testing becomes automated". In Jenkins, one of the biggest challenges in regards to test is to have a complete coverage as there are many different configurations and setups available due to the open plug-in architecture. However, Gerrit still has some to catch up as stated by I2, "it is complex to write stable acceptance tests in Gerrit as we are not mature enough compared to Jenkins". A further issue is that the test suites are getting bigger and therefore urges the need for automated testing.

Jenkins is considered more mature since the community has an automated test suite which is run every week when a new version of the core is released. This test automation uses Selenium9, which is an external OSS test framework used to facilitate the automated acceptance tests. It did not get any traction until recently because it was written in Ruby, while the Jenkins community is mainly Java-oriented. This came up after a discussion at a hackathon where the core members in the community gathered, including representatives from the Tools de-

9http://www.seleniumhq.org/
department. It was decided to rework the framework to a Java-based version, which has helped the testing to take off although there still remains a lot to be done.

I3 highlighted that Sony Mobile played an important role in the Selenium Java transition process, “The idea of an acceptance test harness came from the community but [Sony Mobile] was the biggest committer to actually getting traction on it”. From Sony Mobile’s perspective, it can contribute its internal acceptance tests to the community and have the community execute what Sony Mobile tests when setting up the next stable version. Consequently, it requires less work of Sony Mobile when it is time to test a new stable version. From the community perspective I3 stated, “an Acceptance Test Harness also helps the community and other Organizations to understand what problems that big or small organizations have in terms of features or in terms other requirements on the system. So it's a tool where everyone helps each other”.

Conclusion: Like the requirements engineering process, the testing process is also very informal, and Sony Mobile prioritizes the issues that affect them the most. One of the biggest challenges faced by the community and organizations is to have complete test coverage due to the open plug-in architecture. The introduction of an acceptance test harness was an important step to make the whole testing process automated for organizations, and the Jenkins and Gerrit communities.

5.5 Innovation outcomes

The word innovation has a connotation of newness [8] and can be classified as either things (products and services), or changes in the way we create and deliver products, services and processes. Assink [8] classified innovation into disruptive and incremental. Disruptive innovations change the game by attacking an existing business and offering great opportunities for new profits and growth. Incremental innovations remain within the boundaries of the existing technology, market and technology of an organization. The innovation outcomes found in this study are related to incremental innovations.

Sony Mobile does not have any metrics for measuring process and product innovation outcomes. However, valuable insights were found during the interviews regarding what Sony Mobile has gained from the Jenkins and Gerrit community involvement. During the analysis, the following innovation outcomes have been identified:

1. Free features.
2. Free maintenance.
3. Freed-up time.
4. Knowledge retention.
5. Flexibility in implementing new features and fixing bugs.
6. Increased turnaround speed.
7. Increased quality assurance.
8. Improved new product releases and upgrades.
9. Inner source initiative.

The most distinct innovation outcome is the notion of obtaining free features from the community, which have different facets [40, 176]. For projects maintained by Sony Mobile, such as the Gerrit-trigger plug-in, a noticeable amount of external commits can be accounted for. Similarly, in communities where Sony Mobile is not a maintainer, they can still account for free work, but it requires a higher effort in lobbying and actively steering the community in order to maximize the benefits for the organization. Along also comes, the free maintenance and quality assurance work, which renders better quality in the tools. Furthermore, the use of tools (Jenkins and Gerrit) helped software developers and testers to better manage their work-flow. Consequently, it freed-up time for the developers and testers that could be used to spent on other innovation activities. The observed innovation example in this case was the developers working with OSS communities, acquiring and integrating the external knowledge into internal product development.

Correlated to the free work is the acknowledgement that the development team of six people in the Tools department will have a hard time keeping up with the external workforce, if they were to work in a closed environment. “...I mean Gerrit has like let us say we have 50 active developers, it's hard for the tech organization to compete with that kind of workforce and these developers at Gerrit are really smart guys. It is hard to compete for commercial Organizations”. Further on, “...We are mature enough to know that we lose the competitive edge if we do not open up because we cannot keep up with hundreds of developers in the community that develops the same thing”.

An organizational innovation outcome of opening up is the knowledge retention which comes from having a movable workforce. People in the community may move around geographically, socially and professionally but can still be part of the community and continue to contribute. I3, who took part in the initiation of many projects, recently left Sony Mobile but is still involved in development and reviewing code for his former colleagues which is in line with the findings of previous studies [130,176]. Otherwise, the knowledge tied to I3 would have risked being lost for Sony Mobile.

Sony Mobile had many proprietary tools before opening up. Adapting these tools, such as the build server Electric commander, was cumbersome and it took long time before even a small fix would be implemented and delivered by the supplier. This created a stiffness whereas open source brought flexibility. I2 quoted, “...Say you just want a small fix, and you can fix that yourself very easily but putting a requirement on another organization, I mean it can take years. Nothing says that they have to do it”. This increase in the turnaround speed was besides
the absence of license fees, a main argument in the discussions when looking at Jenkins as an alternative to Electric commander. This was despite the required extra involvement and cost of more internal man-hours. As a result, the continuous integration tool chain could be tailored specifically to the needs of the product development team. I1 stated that “…Jenkins and Gerrit have been set up for testers and developers in a way that they can have their own projects that build code and make changes. Developers can handle all those parts by themselves and get to know in less than 3 minutes whether or not their change had introduced any bugs or errors to the system”. Ultimately, it provides quality assurance and performance gains by making the work flow easier for software developers and testers. Prior to the introduction of these tools there was one engineer who was managing the builds for all developers. In the current practice everybody is free to extend on what is given to them from tools department. It offers more scalability and flexibility [131].

I1 stated that besides the flexibility, the Tools department is currently able to make a “…more stable tools environment [at Sony Mobile] and that sort of makes our customers of the tools department, the testers and the engineers, to have an environment that actually works and does not collapse while trying to use it”. I2 mentioned that “…I think it is due to the part of open source and we are trying to embrace all these changes to our advantage. I think we can make high quality products in less time and in the end it lets us make better products. I think we never made an as good product as we are doing today”. Further exploration of this statement revealed the background context where Sony Mobile has improved in terms of handling all the new releases and upgrades in their phones compared to their competitors and part of its credit is given to the flexibility offered by the open source tools Jenkins and Gerrit.

The obtained external knowledge about the different parts of the continuous integration tool chain enabled better product development. However, the Tools department has to take the responsibility for the whole tool chain and not just its different parts, e.g. Jenkins and Gerrit, described by I5 as the next step in the maturity process. The tool chain has the potential to function as an enabler in other contexts as well, seeing Sony Mobile as a diversified organization with multiple product branches. By opening up in the way that the Tools department has done, effects from the coupled OI processes with Jenkins and Gerrit may spread even further into other product branches, possibly rendering in further innovations on different abstraction levels [117]. A way of facilitating this spread is the creation of an inner source initiative which will allow for knowledge sharing across the different borders inside Sony Mobile, comparable to an internal OSS community, or as a bazaar inside a cathedral [184]. The tool chain is even seen as the foundation for a platform which is supposed to facilitate this sharing [116]. The Tools department is considered more mature in terms of contributing and controlling the OSS communities. Hence, the Tools department can be used as an example of how other parts of the organization could open up and work with OSS communities. I5
uses this when evangelizing and working on further opening up the organization at large, and describes how “…they’ve been spearheading the culture of being active or in engaging something with communities”.

Conclusion: Some of the innovation outcomes attached to Sony Mobile’s openness entail more freed-up time for developers, better quality assurance, improved product releases and upgrades, inner source initiatives and faster time to market.

6 Results and discussion

Results from the quantitative and qualitative analysis are discussed below, of which the latter is addressed per theme, and connected to the research questions defined in Table 1. Table 8 presents the mapping of research questions to answers with section numbers. Furthermore, a brief summary of answers to research questions is highlighted in section 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8: Mapping of answers to RQs with section numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Involvement of Sony Mobile in OSS Communities

Addressing RQ1 in Table 1, the quantitative analysis showed that Sony Mobile has an active role in numerous OSS projects. In most of the analysed projects, Sony Mobile is the initiator and maintainer. An exception is Gerrit where they entered an already established project. However, with 8.2 % (see Table 6) of the commits during the investigated time-span, they have established themselves in the community and been able to contribute the necessary adaptations for Gerrit to function as a part of the continuous integration tool-chain used inside Sony Mobile. This shows that Sony Mobile has an open mindset to creating their own OSS projects, as well as getting involved and contributing back in existing ones. In the projects which Sony Mobile has released themselves, they further show that they are open for contributions by others. In the Gerrit-trigger plug-in for example, they only represent 65% of the total commits. This also gives a clear picture of the help
gained by the external workforce as highlighted by OI. By opening up the Gerrit-trigger plugin and making it a part of the Jenkins community, they earn benefits such as shared feature development, maintenance and quality assurance. A reason why some of the other projects have fewer external commits (e.g., PyGerrit, Build-failure-analyzer and Team-views) may be that they are not as established and attractive for others outside Sony Mobile. A further explanation could be that Sony Mobile has not invested the time and attention needed in order to build successful communities around these projects.

6.2 Opening Up

In relation to RQ2, the move to Android took Sony Mobile from a closed context to an external arena for OI, recalls the description provided by Grotnes [73]. With this, the R&D was moved from a structured joint venture and an internal vertical hierarchy to an OI community. This novel way of using pooled R&D [188] can be further found on the operational level of the Tools department, which freely cooperates with both known and unknown partners in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. From the OI perspective, these activities can be seen as a number of outside-in and inside-out transactions.

The Tools department’s involvement in Jenkins and Gerrit and the associated contribution process are repetitive and bidirectional. Thus, this interaction can be classified as a coupled innovation process [66]. This also complies with Grotnes’ description of how an open membership renders in a coupled process, as Jenkins and Gerrit communities both are free for anyone to join, in contrast to the Android platform and its Open Handset Alliance, which is invite-only [73].

The quantitative results provide further support for the hypothesis that both established, larger corporations and small scale software organizations are involved in the development of Jenkins and Gerrit (see Table 6). Some of the small organizations are Garmin, Ostrovsky, Luksza, Codeaurora, Quelltextlich etc. This confirms findings from the existing OI literature, e.g. [77, 173] that other community players also can use these communities as external R&D resources and complimentary assets to internal R&D processes. One possible motivation for start-ups or small scale organizations to utilize external R&D is their lack of in-house R&D capabilities. Large scale software organizations exploit communities to influence not only the development direction, but also to gain a good reputation in the community as underlined by prior studies [42, 77].

Gaining a good reputation requires more than just being an active committer. Stam [173] separates between technical (e.g. commits) and social activities (e.g. organizing conferences and actively promoting the community), where the latter is needed as complementary in order to maximize the benefits gained from the former. Sony Mobile and the Tools department have evolved in this vein as they are continuously present at conferences, hackathons and in online discussions. Focused on technical activities, the Tools department have progressively moved from
making small to more substantial commits. Along with the growth of commits, they have also matured in their commit strategy. As described in Section 5.2, the intent was originally to keep the Gerrit-trigger plug-in enclosed. This form of selective revealing [76] has however been minimized due to a more open mindset. As a consequence of the openness more plug-ins were initiated and the development time was reduced.

Although the adoption of Jenkins and Gerrit came along with an adaption to the Android development, it was also driven bottom-up by the engineers since they felt the need for easing off the complex integration tool chain and building process as mentioned by Wnuk et al. [194]. As described in Section 5.1, this process was not free of hurdles, one being the cultural and managerial aspect of giving away internally developed intellectual property [84]. The fear to reveal intellectual property was resolved thanks to the introduction of an OSS review board that involved both legal and technical aspects. Having an internal champion to give leverage to the needed organizational and process changes, convince skeptical managers [77], and evangelism of open source was a great success factor, also identified in the inner source literature [121].

6.3 Determinants of openness

When discussing if something should be made open or closed (RQ3) in Table 1, an initial distinction within the Tools department regarding the possible four cases is made:

1. New projects created internally (e.g. Gerrit-trigger).
2. New features to non-maintained projects (e.g. Gerrit).
3. External feature requirement requests to maintained projects (e.g. Gerrit-trigger).
4. External bug reports to already maintained projects (e.g. Gerrit-trigger).

The first two may be seen as an inside-out transaction, whilst the two latter are of an outside-in character. All have their distinct considerations, but one they have in common, as described in Section 5.2, is whether Sony Mobile will benefit from it or not. Even though the transaction cost is relative low, it still needs to be prioritized against the current needs. In the case of the two former, if a feature is too specific for Sony Mobile’s case it will not gain any traction, and it will be a lost opportunity cost [113].

The fact that Sony Mobile considers their supportive tools, e.g. Jenkins and Gerrit, as a non-competitive advantage is interesting as they constitute an essential part of their continuous integration process, and hence the development process. As stated in regards to the initial intent to keep Gerrit-trigger internally, they saw a greater benefit in releasing it to the OSS community and having others adopt
it than keeping it closed. The fear that the community was moving in another direction, rendering a costly need of patch-sets and possible risk of an internal fork, was one reason for giving the plug-in to the community [180]. Wnuk et al. [194] reason in a similar manner in their study where they differentiate between contributing early or late to the community in regards to specific features. By going with the former strategy, one may risk losing the competitive edge, however the latter creates potentially high maintenance costs.

Sony Mobile is aware that increased mobility [29] poses a threat to the Tools department as it is not possible for them to work in the OSS communities’ pace due to the limited amount of resources [29]. Consequently, it may end up damaging the originally perceived competitive advantage by lagging behind. On the other hand, openness gives Sony Mobile an opportunity to have an access to pragmatic software development workforce and also, Sony Mobile does not have to compete against the community. Additionally, by adopting a first mover strategy [115] Sony Mobile can use their contributions to steer and influence the direction of the community.

6.4 Requirements engineering

Tracing back to RQ5 in Table 1, the Tools department may be viewed as both a developer and an end-user, making up a source of requirements as can often be seen in Open Source Software Development (OSSD) [163]. This applies both internally (as a supplier and an administrator of the tools), and externally (as a member of the communities). From an RE perspective, they are their own stakeholder, competing with other stakeholders (members) in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. These are important characteristics as stakeholders who are not developers are often neither identified nor considered [7]. A consequence otherwise could be that certain areas are forgotten or neglected which stands in contrast to Wnuk et al. [194] who state that adoption of OI makes identifying stakeholders’ needs more manageable. Further, this brings an interesting contrast to traditional RE where non-technical stakeholders often need considerable help in expressing themselves. The RE in OI applied through OSS can be seen as quicker, light-weight and more technically oriented than traditional RE [163].

In OSSD, one often needs to have a high authority level or have a group of stakeholders backing up the intent. Sony Mobile has been very successful in this respect due to the Tools department involvement inside these communities [42]. Due to their high commitment and good track record, Sony Mobile employees have reached a high level in the governance organization. The Tools department combines these positions in the communities together with openness in terms of helping competitors and interacting in social activities [173] (e.g. developer conferences [102]). One reason for this is to attract quiet stakeholders, both in terms of influencing the community [40], but also to get access to others’ knowledge which could be relevant for Sony Mobile. An example of this is the introduced
focus on scalability in both the Jenkins and Gerrit communities, where the Tools department needed to find stakeholders with similar issues to raise awareness and create traction to the topic. Communication in this requirements value chain [61] between the different stakeholders, as well as with grouping can be deemed very ad-hoc, similar to OSS RE in general [163]. This correlates to the power structure and how influence may move between different stakeholders.

Social interaction between the stakeholders is stressed by Panjer et al. [144] as an important aspect to resolve conflicts and to coordinate dependencies in distributed software development projects. The Tools department’s preference for live meetings over the otherwise available electronic options such as mailing lists, issue trackers and discussion boards, is due to time differences and lag in discussions that complicate implementation of larger features. Open source hackathons [164] is the preferable choice as it brings the core stakeholders together which allows for informal negotiations [61] and a live just-in-time requirements process [57], meaning that requirements are captured in a less formal matter and first fully elaborated during implementation. As highlighted in Section 5.3, feature-by-feature collaborations is also a common practice. This is also due to the ease of communication as it may be performed between two single parties. Hence, it may be concluded that communication in this type of distributed development is a critical challenge, and in this case overcome by live meetings and keeping the number of collaborators per feature low.

This use of live-meetings and social events for requirements communication and discussion, highlights the importance of being socially present in a community other than just online if a stakeholder wants to stay aware of important decisions and implementations. Another reason for the individual stakeholder is to maintain or grow its influence and position in the governance ladder. Hence, organizations might need to revise their community involvement strategy and value what their intents are in contrast to if an online presence is enough.

Another interesting reflection on the feature-by-feature collaborations is that these may be performed with different stakeholders, i.e. relations between stakeholders fluctuate depending on their respective interests. This objective and short-term way of looking at collaborations imply a need of standardized practices in a community for it to be effective.

6.5 Testing

Addressing the RQ5 in Table 1, we noticed during interviews that both Jenkins and Gerrit focus on manual test cases. At the same time, the communities started the transformation journey towards automated testing, with the Jenkins community leading. The openness of the Tools department led them to participate in the testing part of Jenkins community and to use its influence to rally the traction towards it amongst the other stakeholders in the community. This is especially important for the Jenkins community due to the rich number of settings offered by the plug-ins.
The Gerrit community is currently following the Jenkins’ community patch, as stressed by interviewee I2. With this move towards automated testing, quality assurance will hopefully become better and enable more stable releases. These are important aspects and business drivers for the Tools department as Jenkins and Gerrit constitute the critical parts in Sony Mobile’s continuous integration tool chain. From this perspective, a trend may be seen in how the different communities are becoming more professionalized in the sense that the tools make up business critical assets for many of the stakeholders in the communities, which motivates a continuous effort in risk-reduction [76, 136].

The move towards automated testing also allowed for the Tools department to contribute their internal test cases. This may be viewed as profitable from two angles. First, it reduces the internal workload and second, it secures that settings and cases specific for Sony Mobile are addressed and cared for. The test cases may to some extent be viewed as a set of informal requirements, which secure quality aspects in regards to scalability for example which is important for Sony Mobile [21]. Similar practices, but much more formal, are commonly used in more traditional (closed) software development environments. From a community perspective, other stakeholders benefit from this as they get the view and settings from a large environment which enable them to grow as well.

As can be noted in Table 5, the focus is on forward and re-engineering. An interesting concern is when and how much one should contribute to bug fixes and what should be left for the community, because some bug fixes are very specific to Sony Mobile and the community will not gain anything from them. As discussed earlier, Sony Mobile has the strategy of focusing on issues which are self-beneficiary. Therefore, to be able to keep the influence and strategic position in the communities, the work still has to be done in this area as well.

6.6 Innovation outcomes

In relation to RQ4 in Table 1, the focal point of the OI theory is value creation and capture [31]. In the studied case, the value is created and captured through their involvement in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities. However, measuring that value using key performance indicators is a daunting challenge. Edison et al. [50] confirmed a limited number of measurement models, and that the existing ones neither model all innovation aspects, nor say what metric can be used to measure a certain aspect. Furthermore, existing literature is scarce in regards to how data should be gathered and used for the metrics proposed in the literature. As expected, we found that Sony Mobile does not have established mechanisms in place to measure their performance before and after the Jenkins and Gerrit introduction. However, from the qualitative data collected from the interviews we specifically looked for two types of innovations: product innovations in the tools Jenkins and Gerrit, and process innovation in Sony Mobile’s product development. Other types, specifically market and organizational innovation were considered but not identified.
By taking an active part in the knowledge sharing and exchange process with communities [40, 176], the Tools department enjoys the benefits of contributions extending the functionality of their continuous integration tools. Another benefit is the free maintenance and bug corrections and the test cases extension for further quality assurance. By extension, these software improvements may be labeled as product innovations depending on what definition to be used [50]. This may also be viewed from the process innovation perspective [4] as Sony Mobile gets access to extra work force and a broad variety of competencies, which are internally unavailable [40]. The interviewees admit to that even a large scale software organization cannot keep up the technical work force beyond the organization’s borders and there is a huge risk of losing the competitive edge by not being open. This is an acknowledgement to Joy’s law [107] “No matter who you are, not all smart people work for you”. Hence, it is vital to reach work force beyond organizational boundaries when innovating [31], and knowledge is still retained even if people move around inside the community.

Furthermore, these software improvements and product innovations affect the performance and quality of the continuous integration process used by Sony Mobile’s product development. Continuous integration as an agile practice [15] enables early identification of integration issues as well as increases the developers’ productivity and release frequency [172]. With this reasoning, as reported elsewhere [117], we deem that the product innovations captured in Jenkins and Gerrit transfer on as process innovation to Sony Mobile’s product development. The main reason behind this connection is the possibility to tailor and be flexible that OSS development permits. By adapting the tool chain to the specific needs of the product development the mentioned benefits (e.g. increased build quality and performance) are achieved and waste is reduced in the form of freed up hours, which product developers and testers may spend on alternative tasks, as confirmed by Moller [128]. Reduced time to market and increased quality of products are among the visible business outcomes. However, these outcomes cannot be confirmed due to a lack of objective metrics and came up as a result of interviews.

Another process innovation, which could also be classified as an organizational innovation outcome [4] is the inner source initiative. This initiative not only helps Sony Mobile to spread the tool chain, but also to build a platform (i.e. software forge [116]) for sharing built on the tool within the other business units of Sony Mobile. This may be seen as an intra-organizational level OI as described by Morgan et al. [130]. By integrating the knowledge from other domains, as well as opening up for development and commits, this allows a broader adoption and a higher innovation outcome for Sony Mobile and neighboring business units, as well as for communities. Organizational change in regards to processes and structures and related governance issues, would however be one of many challenges [130]. Since Sony Mobile is a multinational corporation with a wide spread of internal culture, organizational changes are context and challenging.
6.7 Openness of tools software vs. Proprietary software

A specific aspect of RQ2 in Table 1 is that Sony Mobile only opens up its non-competitive tools that are not a part of the revenue stream. I3 stated that “...Sony Mobile has learnt that even collaborating with its worst competitors does not take away their competitive advantage, rather they bring help for Sony Mobile and becomes better and better”. This raises a discussion point of why Sony Mobile limits its openness to noncompetitive tools, despite knowing that opening up creates a win-win situation for all stakeholders involved. Furthermore, it remains an open question why the research activity related to OI in SE is low, as confirmed by the results of a mapping study performed on the area [141].

In the light of the mapping study, it would be fair to state that the SE literature lacks studies on OI [141]. Organizations have a tendency to open proprietary products when they lose their value, and spinning off is a one way of re-capturing the value by creating a community around it [120]. This implication paves the way for future studies using proprietary solutions as units of analysis. Moreover, it will lead to contextualization of OI practices, which may or may not work under different circumstances. Therefore, the findings could also be used to address the lack of contextualization weakness of OI mentioned by Mowery [133]. It is also important to note that this study focuses on OI via OSS participation, which is significantly different from the situation where OI is based on open source code for the product itself (like Android or Linux). In future work we plan to explore that situation to see if there are other patterns in these OI processes.

7 Conclusions

This study focuses on OI in SE at two levels: 1) innovation incorporated into Jenkins and Gerrit as software products, and 2) how these software improvements affect process and product innovation of Sony Mobile. By keeping the development of the tools open, the in- and out-flows of knowledge between the Tools department and the OSS communities bring improvement to Sony Mobile and innovate the way how products are developed. This type of openness should be separated from the cases where OSS is used as a basis for the organization’s product or service offering, e.g. as a platform, component or full product [180]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has yet focused on the former version, which highlights the contribution of this study and the need for future research of the area.

Our findings suggest that both incumbents and many small scale organizations are involved in the development of Jenkins and Gerrit (RQ1). Sony Mobile may be considered as one of the top committers in the development of the two tools. The main trigger behind adopting OI turned out to be a paradigm shift, moving to an open source product platform (RQ2). Sony Mobile’s opening up process is limited to the tools that are non-competitive and non-pecuniary. Furthermore,
Sony Mobile makes projects or features open source, which are neither seen as a main source of revenue nor as a competitive advantage (RQ3).

In relation to the main innovation outcomes from OI participation (RQ4), we discovered that Sony Mobile lacks quantitative indicators to measure its innovative capacity before and after the introduction of OSS at the Tools department. However, the qualitative findings suggest that it has made the development environment more stable and flexible. One key reason, other than commits from communities, regards the possibility of tailoring the tools to internal needs. Still, it is left for future research efforts to further investigate in how OI adoption affects product quality and time to market.

When looking at the impact of OI adoption on requirements and testing processes (RQ5), Sony Mobile uses dedicated internal resources to gain influence, which together with an openness toward direct competitors and communities is used to draw attention to issues relevant for Sony Mobile, e.g., scalability of tools to large production environments. Social presence outside of online channels is highly valued in order to manage communication challenges related to distributed development. Another way of tackling such challenges regards co-creation on a feature-by-feature basis between two single parties. Choice of partner fluctuates and depends on the feature in question and individual needs of the respective parties. Further, prioritization is made in regards to how an issue or feature may be seen as beneficial, in contrast to the pressing needs of the moment. Regarding testing, much focus is directed towards automating test activities in order to raise quality standards and professionalize communities to organizational standards.

The scope of the study findings is limited to software organizations with similar context, domain and size as Sony Mobile. It is also worth mentioning that the involvement of stakeholders in the Jenkins and Gerrit OSS communities suggests that the continuous integration processes of these OSS projects are comparable to the corresponding process at Sony Mobile. Thus, we believe that findings of this study may also be applicable to incumbents as well as small software organizations identified in this study.

Future work includes investigation of other contexts and cases where companies use OSS aiming to leverage OI, and to cross-analyze the presented findings in this paper with findings from future case studies.
SUPPLEMENTARY INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Demographics

- Where do you work?
- What is your job title?
- Which department do you work for in the organization?
- How many years of experience do you have?
- Could you, in short, describe your daily work and responsibilities?

General involvement
• Are you, or have been, in any way actively involved in any open source community in your daily work? (Gerrit, Jenkins, any other?)

• Could you describe your involvement?

• What is/was the reasons for your involvement in these open source communities? (Volunteered or tasked by management?)

• How much time are you allowed to spend on community interaction?

• How is your involvement with these community in your spare time, outside of your daily work?

• What development process/methodology do you use and how does it interact with the community? (process of working)

Requirements

• What are the sources (internal and external) behind the requirements/features? (by tool developers, tool users, pm’s, others)

• How do you manage and implement the requirements/features?

• How are the requirements approved and prioritized? (By developers alone, pm’s, community)

• How is your involvement perceived from the community? Positive or negative? How come? (competitors)

• Are there any internal (organizational) obstacles in contributing to the community? (Time, IP, management)

• Are there any external obstacles related to the involvement in the community related to the addition of new requirements/features?

• How did you overcome these?

Testing
• How does your internal process of reporting bugs differ from the community’s? (tools for reporting bugs in community)

• How do you manage traceability between tests and requirements?

• Who is responsible for fixing those bugs? (Process behind, consequence on quality and resolution time)

• How does your internal process for correcting bugs or issues, differ from the community’s?

• Are there any obstacles related to the involvement in the community related to the testing process? How did you overcome these? (Communication, synchronized level of quality/tests between contributors)

**Business/strategy**

• What motivates your organization to contribute to open source project(s)? (Beyond lower cost, improved quality?)

• What is the strategy behind these commits?

• Did you consider alternate strategies such as buying proprietary tools (COTS) or hiring people/outsourcing for the development these tools? Why?

• How are these strategies supported by your internal procedures (IP department)?

• Is it a local strategy or global strategy? Who are the sponsors?

• How has the commits effected the relation with other (corporate) stakeholders in the communities? (Free-riding, governance structure, constraints, Sony Authority, collaboration, balance between community and Sony’s needs, community buildup)

• How has the commits effected the relation with other competitors? (Free-riding, governance structure, collaboration)

**Perception on innovation and outcome**
• How has the usage/development of these tools effected the Sony Mobile’s product development? (Developers, testers)

• How has the usage of these tools effected the products?

• Is innovativeness of a requirement/issue/bug considered, and if so, what effect does it have on the requirements and contribution process?

• How has the involvement in the communities implicated on innovation in your: 1) Processes? 2) Products 3) Organization 4) Business strategies

• How do you measure the impact from the development/usage of these tools on Sony Mobile’s product development? Metrics etc.

• Is the knowledge gained from the OSS tool development transferred and exploited outside of the tools development? (Absorptive capacity â发布时间 Firm level, individual level)

Ending remarks
A THEORY OF OPENNESS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS IN SOFTWARE ORGANIZATIONS

Abstract

Context. The increased use of Open Source Software (OSS) affects how software-intensive product development organizations (SIPDO) innovate and compete, moving them towards Open Innovation (OI). Specifically, software engineering tools have the potential for OI, but require better understanding regarding what to develop internally and what to acquire from outside the organization, and how to cooperate with potential competitors.

Aim. This paper aims at synthesizing a theory of openness for software engineering tools in SIPDOs, that can be utilized by managers in defining more efficient strategies towards OSS communities.

Method. We synthesize empirical evidence from a systematic mapping study, a case study, and a survey, using a narrative method. The synthesis method entails four steps: (1) Developing a preliminary synthesis, (2) Exploring the relationship between studies, (3) Assessing the validity of the synthesis, and (4) Theory formation.

Result. We present a theory of openness for OSS tools in software engineering in relation to four constructs: (1) Strategy, (2) Triggers, (3) Outcomes, and (4) Level of openness.

Conclusion. The theory reasons that openness provides opportunities to reduce the development cost and development time. Furthermore, OI positively impacts on the process and product innovation, but it requires investment by organizations in OSS communities. By betting on openness, organizations may be able to significantly increase their competitiveness.
# A Theory of Openness for Software Engineering Tools in Software...

**Table 1:** Definition of terms used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term(s)</th>
<th>Definition(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pecuniary</td>
<td>Pecuniary resources refer to competitive assets, which are revealed against financial rewards, for example licensing proprietary software tools [30, 39].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-pecuniary</td>
<td>Non-pecuniary resources refer to non-competitive assets, which are revealed without immediate financial rewards for a company [30, 39], for example, OSS tools (e.g., Jenkins and Gerrit) used in the development of proprietary products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside-In (or In-bound) innovation</td>
<td>The inward flow of knowledge from outside the boundaries of an organization to inside [39, 66, 189], for example, the extraction of knowledge from OSS communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside-out (or Out-bound) innovation</td>
<td>The outward flow of knowledge from inside the boundaries of an organization to outside [39, 66, 189], for example, sharing the internal knowledge of an organization to OSS communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupled Innovation</td>
<td>The outward and inward flow of knowledge from the boundaries of an organization [39, 66, 189], for example, acquiring and sharing the knowledge to OSS communities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 1 Introduction

The introduction of Open Source Software (OSS) in commercial settings have opened new possibilities for innovation in software-intensive product development organizations (SIPDOs)\(^1\). This shift implies that the internal research and development (R&D) is no longer the only strategic asset for the companies in creating products and services. Access to, and interplay with, external sources and actors provide new opportunities but also create new challenges.

One specific type of OSS is software engineering tools used in the development of software-intensive products. The tools themselves are not the core business of the SIPDOs, but they rely heavily on them to be efficient in their software development. Further, the costs of improving the tools and keeping them up to date may be significant, and thus SIPDOs may want to share the costs with other organizations.

---

\(^1\)SIPDO refers to organizations developing products or services with a substantial amount of software defining the product/service behavior, mostly embedded in physical products.
Table 2: Huizingh’s classification of openness [83]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation Process</th>
<th>Innovation Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Private Open Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Source Innovation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2003, Chesbrough proposed the term Open Innovation (OI), later defined as “a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business model” [30]. Chesbrough’s definition of openness hints at valuable ideas that can emerge and commercialize from inside and outside the organization. OI entails various activities, e.g., inbound (also called inside-out), outbound (also called outside-in) and coupled activities [66], and each of these activities can be more or less open. Dahlander and Gann [39] defined inbound versus outbound OI, and pecuniary versus non-pecuniary interactions. Researchers have used the term inside-out/outbound and outside-in/inbound synonymously in the OI literature. The terms used in this paper are defined in Table 1.

This paper uses the openness classification by Huizingh [83] who categorized processes and outcomes as closed or open, see Table 2. Open processes deal with either using the input from outside the organizations, or by externally exploiting an internally developed innovation. This is in contrast to closed processes, where the innovation process is kept in-house [83]. On the other hand, open outcomes entail devoting the scarce resources to innovation, and then giving away the outcome (e.g., proprietary solutions) for free to OSS communities, in contrast to closed outcomes where organizations keep their solution in-house.

OI has two important implications on the organizational structures [39]: 1) globalization enables increased division of labor, and 2) introduction of OSS enables professionals to seek for portfolio careers instead of working for a single employer. Therefore, SIPDOs need to find alternate ways of finding talented workers that might not be interested in exclusive or direct employments. Furthermore, intellectual property rights (IPR) utilization, technology standards, and venture capital allow software organizations to trade ideas.

Bosch [23] claims that speed, data and ecosystems are the main factors that impact SIPDOs in their software engineering practices. At the same time, the size of software-intensive products continues to grow. This growth incurs the need for faster and better adoption of applications, technologies, components, services, and ecosystem partners. In order to address this challenge, SIPDOs may utilize OSS communities to find more resources to increase the speed and reduce the development and maintenance costs. Linäker et al. [118] presented a Contribution
Acceptance Process (CAP) model, which provides operational guidelines for SIP-DOs regarding when and what features to contribute to OSS communities. CAP underlines four objectives for OI adaption: cost saving, time-to-market, control in the ecosystem, and strategic alliances and investments.

However, we have found no guidelines for SIPDOs in order to make strategic decisions regarding OSS tools, i.e. what role in Huizing’s taxonomy to choose in the open innovation (i.e. open processes, open outcomes), for OSS tools which are not the core business (non-pecuniary) for the organization (e.g., OSS tools like Jenkins and Gerrit) but are vital to support the internal product development.

We present a theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations that complements and expands our previous research efforts [137,141] and provides the necessary organizational aspects that support SIPDOs in their transformation towards OI. The scope of this study covers the use of non-pecuniary OSS tools in organizations’ proprietary software development for outside-in and inside-out innovation (i.e. coupled innovation). This study focuses on the strategic role of OSS tools in an organization, where we use software build tools as cases, due to their strategic role in the build chain [137] [App D].

We synthesize the theory from two previous empirical studies [137,141], complemented by a survey in the Git, Gerrit and Jenkins communities [App D]. The theory provides strategic guidelines and helps SIPDOs to adopt OI tools in relation to reduced development cost, shorter time-to-market and process, and product innovation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work for this study, section 3 provides an overview of the research methodology, and section 4 shows the research synthesis process. Section 4 describes the narrative synthesis process, followed by section 5, which explains the theory of openness for tools in software engineering. We conclude the paper in section 5.

2 Background studies and related work

This work is conducted in the context of OI and OSS, which is explored in section 2.1. We define theory for software engineering, and summarize thus related work on theory in SE in section 2.2. Our recent systematic mapping study [141] and the case study on OI using OSS tools [137], as well as the validating survey presented in Appendix D are summarized in section 2.3.

2.1 Open innovation using OSS

SIPDOs get involved in OSS communities to leverage their internal development resources, to steer the communities towards organizations’ interest, to reduce time-to-market and development costs [137, 141]. Increased openness towards OSS communities constitutes a challenge of keeping companies’ competitive advantage while contributing software to OSS communities.
Our systematic mapping study [141] identified some of the OSS contribution strategies, such as engaging in OSS communities [41], open business models [27], and adopting selective revealing [76]. Furthermore, the knowledge acquired from OSS communities helps organizations to improve internal development processes, e.g., adopting continuous integration, leading to faster releases etc, which leads to product innovation [117].

However, it should be pointed out that OSS is not OI by definition. In order for an OSS project to be a representative example of OI, it is necessary that OSS is incorporated into the organization’s business model and contributes to value creation in the organization’s product development [137]. Thereby, OSS can be used to implement an OI strategy.

2.2 Theory building in SE

Theories offer common conceptual frameworks for more precise and structured organization of facts and knowledge. Theories also facilitate communication of ideas and knowledge through analytical generalization [165, 198]. Many authors in the SE research community have raised concerns about lack of theories in SE [14, 20, 53, 80, 162, 169, 177] and pointed on the limited nature of the work about SE theories.

The theory of distances by Bjarnason et al. [20] is an example creating a theory in SE [175]. Like their study, we also follow the guidelines provided by Sjøberg [169] defining four theory constituents: the constructs (basic elements), propositions (interaction of constructs), explanation (reasons for propositions specification) and scope (application of the theory).

2.3 Background studies

Three studies constitute the background for the theory creation: a systematic mapping study (S1), a case study (S2), and a survey study (S3).

S1 – A systematic mapping study was conducted to investigate OI in software engineering [141]. The findings suggest that a large majority of the studies have industry relevance. Therefore, we conclude that OI in software engineering is oriented towards industry practice. At the same time, the majority of studies were evaluation studies. This indicates a research gap in terms of conducting more solution and validation research.

Furthermore, the mapping study indicates that managers have too little time and resources to invest in significant contributions to OSS communities, even when an organization has a well defined OSS contribution strategy. Another important hurdle for organizations in embracing openness is the risk of losing intellectual property rights to competitors. In order to deal with it, business strategies are important to reveal a competitive asset and to avoid committing extra resources to
commodity parts of the software. Thus, organizations can pursue a differentiation strategy with a controlled degree of openness.

The key message of the systematic mapping study is that the OI does not replace the existing R&D capabilities of an organization. Rather, it complements or boosts the existing R&D activities of an organization to accelerate the innovation process.

**S2 – The Gerrit/Jenkins case study** was conducted to explore Sony Mobile’s participation in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities and to highlight the innovation outcomes attached to coupled (inside-out and outside-in) OI processes [137]. The study describes the shift of Sony Mobile from using a closed innovation model to an open innovation model. This shift allowed Sony Mobile to utilize the Jenkins and Gerrit communities and improve their internal software development processes. We discovered that both small and large scale organizations are involved in the Jenkins and Gerrit communities along with Sony Mobile. However, Sony Mobile is the largest contributor in the development of aforementioned tools.

The key trigger that embraced openness at Sony Mobile was the paradigm shift from Windows to Linux development environments. However, this openness was limited to the tools that are not considered a direct source of revenue. Furthermore, they used dedicated internal resources (within the tools department), to gain influence and steer OSS communities towards its own business interests.

The study also underlines the lack of quantitative metrics to measure the effect of OI adaption on Sony Mobile’s innovation capacity, but the qualitative data suggests more stability and flexibility in the internal development environment.

**S3 – The survey in Jenkins, Gerrit and Git communities** was designed to validate the findings from the case study, especially with respect to generalization to other SIPDOs. A questionnaire was distributed in the Jenkins, Gerrit and Git communities. Respondents include employees working in SIPDOs and OSS communities simultaneously and were classified as either users or contributors to OSS communities.

The results show that SIPDOs participate in OSS communities to bring in innovative ideas, save development costs, get the latest patches, gain control and influence communities for the organization’s own process and product innovation. However, 62% of the respondents spent less than ten hours per week to work with OSS communities, which indicates that software organizations may not have fully understood the benefits of openness yet. The details from the survey are presented in Appendix D.

### 3 Research design

Most research in software engineering related to OI focuses on exploration of the OI notion [S1]. We identified a need to synthesize the existing knowledge in order to propose a solution to the problems faced by software organizations due to the
3 Research design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Study name</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Open innovation in Software Engineering: A Systematic Mapping Study [141]</td>
<td>[24,40,42,46, 49,76,84,106, 130, 131, 145, 156, 168, 173, 176, 182, 187, 194]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Open Innovation using Open Source Tools: A Case Study at Sony Mobile</td>
<td>[137]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Survey on OI</td>
<td>[App D]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

adoption of OI using OSS tools. This study aims to find common themes among the three background studies [S1, S2 and S3], using a synthesis method adapted from Popay et al. [152] and Cruzes et al. [38].

3.1 Research goals

The scope of the research encompasses the use and impact of OSS tools on the internal software development of SIPDOs. First, we focus on the synthesis of factors associated with OI for OSS tools in SE literature. Second, we derived the theoretical constructs for OSS tools in SIPDOs from the synthesis. The first research goal is addressed in Sections 4.2 to 4.2, while the second research goal is addressed in Sections 4.2 and 5.

3.2 Narrative synthesis design

We performed narrative synthesis [37, 152], as summarized in Figure 1. The synthesis integrates the systematic mapping study [S1], the Sony Mobile case study [S2], and the Git, Jenkins and Gerrit survey [S3], see Table 3. Furthermore, the findings of S1 were taken into account to design S2 and S3. The details of each step in Figure 1 are explained in Section 4.

It is to be noted that S1 is a mapping study which contains 33 primary studies, addressing open innovation in SE. However, only 18 studies were selected from S1 for this work, which pertains to the scope of this study, and thereafter included in the synthesis process. The selected studies are listed in Table 3 next to S1. The selection criteria of the studies from S1 are as follows.

- Studies pertaining to the scope of OSS communities used by SIPDOs.
Figure 1: Synthesis method and theory formulation

- **Systematic mapping study [S1]**
  - 18/33 studies selected

- **Case study at Sony Mobile [S2]**
  - 5 Interviews + Jenkins and Gerrit commits analysis

- **Survey in OSS communities**
  - (See Appendix A)
  - [S3] 57 responses

### 4.1 Develop a preliminary synthesis

- **4.1.1 Tabulation**
- **4.1.2 Develop a common rubric**

### 4.2 Exploring the relationship between studies (see Fig. 2)

- **4.2.1 Organizational characteristics**
- **4.2.2 Why and When**
- **4.2.3 Quality Assurance**
- **4.2.4 OI Measurement**
- **4.2.5 Hinders**

- a. Rigor and relevance scores
- b. Multiple authors validation

### 4.3 Assessing the validity of the synthesis

### 5. Theory formulation (see Fig. 5)
• Studies addressing the integration of external knowledge with internal knowledge (outside-in) in organization’s software product development.

• Studies highlighting selective revealing (inside-out) of the internal knowledge to OSS communities by SIPDOs.

• Studies discussing the investment of organization’s internal resources in OSS communities.

• Studies reporting the factors that encourage SIPDOs to choose openness in terms of processes and outcomes in relation to Huizing’s classification (Table 2).

4 Narrative synthesis

The empirical evidence on OI for SE tools is synthesized according to the research design steps presented in Figure 1.

4.1 Developing a preliminary synthesis

We developed preliminary synthesis based on the identified data. We performed an initial data assessment and concluded that the data is predominantly qualitative [152]. The pre-synthesis qualitative data comes from the systematic mapping study [S1] and the case study [S2]. Furthermore, a mix of quantitative and qualitative data is extracted from the survey study [S3]. The survey was distributed using Google forms and thus responses were stored in a Google sheet, which was downloaded to analyze the responses.

Tabulating the data

The first author extracted the data related to the first research goal, presented in Section 3.1. The data was stored from S1, S2 and S3 into a separate spreadsheet. The preliminary data extraction criteria include the organizations, the rationale behind adopting OI in software organizations, strategies, and the challenges faced by the organizations while working with OI. In 1, Table 3 shows a part of raw data collected from S1, S2 and S3.

Outcome: The outcome of this step is a table of raw data extracted from S1, S2 and S3.

Developing a common rubric

The first author defined a common rubric for all three studies. Next, the first author repeated the data extraction process from S1, S2 and S3 to ensure correctness and look for additional evidence. Initially, we did not find all the themes mentioned in
Table 4: Definition of the joint rubrics for the three studies (S1–S3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Who</td>
<td>What characterizes the organizations involved in open innovation using OSS tools e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit, Git?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Why</td>
<td>Key factors considered by software organization before adopting openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When</td>
<td>What are the strategies used by software organizations to be open?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Quality assurance</td>
<td>What are the tools used to automated test execution and the key challenges attached to software quality assurance in open innovation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. OI measurement</td>
<td>What metrics are used by software organization to measure the impact of Open innovation on development process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hinders</td>
<td>Challenges faced by organizations to adopt OI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. For example, the quality assurance and and OI measurement themes were not obvious, but after collecting the data, these two new recurring patterns were identified.

**Outcome:** The result of this step leads to Table 4, which highlights the six joint rubrics from the preliminary data extraction process.

### 4.2 Exploring the relationships between the studies

We used the common rubrics outlined in Table 4 to identify the common characteristics between the systematic mapping study [S1], the case study [S2] and the survey in OSS communities [S3]. We wrote a short summary for each of the rubrics (tabular textual description) of each study [S1,S2,S3]. This allows accuracy and consistency checks with previous steps and helps to draw aspects from individual studies that may not have seemed relevant at the start of synthesis, but have become of interest during the subsequent stages of the synthesis.

**Outcome:** This step leads to the mind map presented in Figure 2. Each of the categories mentioned in the mind map is discussed below.
Organizational characteristics (Who)

Both small and large companies use OSS tools as a means for OI. Figure 3 shows the distribution of companies in S2 and S3 contributing or using OSS tools in their internal product development. The contextual details of the organizations such as name, product type, size and OSS tools can be found in F. From the contextual details of the studies in S1, it is not obvious whether they are contributors or non contributors. Therefore, the companies included in this study are extracted from S2 and S3 only.

Figure 3 shows that 16 software organizations are not only involved in using but also contributing back to OSS communities, such as Jenkins, Gerrit and Git. Out of the 16 contributing software organizations, 13 have more than 200 employees, see Figure 2. This confirms that not only small software organizations are using OI but also larger organizations realize the importance of contributing to OSS communities to improve their internal development process. This observation is in line with the concept of process innovation [117] and the coupled open innovation process (inside-out and outside-in [54]).

Why – When

We explore the relation between the two themes entitled Why and When by creating a 2x2 matrix depicted in Figure 4, which is referred as a visual representation of Why and When.
The horizontal axis of the model shows the two main driving forces related to the motivations for adapting OI: 1) Cost saving and 2) Inspiration. Firstly, the cost saving driving force refers to the aim of reducing the product development cost. Examples of cost saving entail incorporating an OSS solution instead of making it in-house, or spending more resources on differentiating features instead of on commodity features. The inspirational driving force refers to software engineers taking initiatives on their own to optimize the daily software engineering workflow by embracing openness. A typical example of inspiration is the employees working for SIPDOs that develop proprietary solutions, but also actively contribute to seek better solutions to OSS communities using the outside-in OI principle [54].

The vertical axis in Figure 4, distinguishes between reactive and proactive OI adoption strategies. The reactive OI adoption strategy considers reacting to events rather than taking the leading role. In other words, the reactive strategy prevents software organizations from taking initiatives and they mostly adopt the wait-and-see strategy. On the contrary, the proactive OI adoption strategy enables organizations to anticipate what the future will be, and to react accordingly before a threat actually happens.

Empirical evidence of the aforementioned strategies is combined with the cost factor in Figure 4. Each attribute in Figure 4 can be traced back to its original study S1, S2 or S3, and each quadrant is described in detail below.

Reactive strategy – Cost saving. The reactive strategy in relation to cost saving entails cost reduction of the development activities. The following are the
### Figure 4: Visual representation of Why and When

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When</th>
<th>WHY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A9   - Reputation and steering existing communities [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td>A14 - New community building [S1, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10  - Platform and software reuse [S1]</td>
<td>A15 - Better technologies [S1, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11  - Access to workforce [S1, S3]</td>
<td>A16 - Innovation support [S1, S2, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12  - Knowledge building and exchange [S1]</td>
<td>A17 - Culture change i.e. hackathon, openness [S1, S2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13  - Time to market [S1, S2]</td>
<td>A18 - Improved competitiveness [S1, S2, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14  - New community building [S1, S3]</td>
<td>A19 - Exchanging innovative ideas [S1, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15  - Better technologies [S1, S3]</td>
<td>A20 - Customer satisfaction [S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16  - Innovation support [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td>A21 - Fun way of working [S2, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17  - Culture change i.e. hackathon, openness [S1, S2]</td>
<td>A22 - Upto date with tools/frameworks out side of the Company i.e. inner source [S1, S3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18  - Improved competitiveness [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td>A23 - Easier to find a solution to an issue [S1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A1 – A paradigm shift [S2]: Refers to the switch from Windows based software development environment to Linux [137].

A2 – Cheaper OSS solutions [S2, S3]: It is more cost effective for software organizations to adopt OSS code (even when integration efforts are substantial) instead of developing an in-house solution from scratch [137], [App D].

A3 – Ease off the complex integration and building processes [S2, S3]: The introduction of OSS tools (Jenkins, Gerrit etc.) made the continuous integration process easier for software developers and testers [137], [App D].

A4 – Cost of maintaining forks of the OSS code [S1, S2, S3]: To fork off the OSS code and its internal maintenance only makes sense if it adds significant value. In case of commodity software, it does not give any business advantage. Therefore, contributing commodity parts of the products alleviates software organizations from patching the code [137, 156], [App D].

A5 – When the product loses competitiveness [S2, S3]: Refers to making the project OSS in order to attract interest from the community and receive contributions as well. Making a product that loses competitiveness OSS also opens up for...
alternative revenue sources. Keeping the software closed only causes additional maintenance costs with no business benefits [137], [App D].

A6 – Get the latest patches [S3]: This is also connected to costs of maintaining forks of OSS code. Organizations make the commodity code open to share the patching cost with the OSS community instead of spending unnecessary resources to maintain it internally [App D].

A7 – Difficult to compete with the community’s pace due to lack of resources [S1, S2, S3]: OSS communities are often comprised of skilled development workforces from around the world. It is difficult for software organizations to find such resources and hire them all [40, 137], [App D].

A8 – Free new features and bug corrections [S1, S2, S3]: Refers to software organizations actively participating in OSS communities and in return receiving new features and free bug corrections to facilitate the development process [46, 76, 137, 182, 194], [App D].

Summary. A factor that leads organizations to adopt the reactive cost saving strategy, is the substantial costs of proprietary tools vs. the much lower cost of using OSS tools. Therefore, many software organizations choose to switch from Windows to Linux development environments to ease off the complex source code integration and building processes [137]. Factors that motivate organizations to adopt reactive cost saving strategies include patching cost, products losing their competitive advantages, to get new features, licenses that demand organization to contribute back, and difficulty to keep up with ever-growing OSS communities [Appendix D]. Forking an OSS solution leads to internal maintenance of commodity software. As the core of the reactive strategy is to save maintenance costs, organizations choose to open up commodity solutions and share the maintenance cost with all stakeholders in the community.

Proactive strategy – Cost saving. The following attributes are extracted in relation to the proactive cost saving strategy.

A9 – Reputation and steering existing communities [S1, S2, S3]: Refers to becoming an active contributor in OSS communities and influence or steer these communities towards organizational interests [42, 137, 176], [App D].

A10 – Platform and software reuse [S1]: Refers to reusable software components used together with proprietary software in the products [130].

A11 – Access to workforce [S1, S3]: Refers to the utilization of smart development workforce, which does not work directly for an organization, but possible to utilize through OSS communities [42, 76] [App D].

A12 – Knowledge building and exchange [S1]: Refers to in-flows and out-flows of knowledge in software organizations [24, 40, 84, 106, 130, 173, 176, 187].

A13 – Time to market [S1, S2, S3]: Adopting the commodity code from OSS communities is not only cheaper but also reduces the time it would require to develop that code in-house [130, 137, 176] [App D].
Summary. The proactive cost saving strategy allows SIPDOs to engage in OSS communities and become their trustworthy member to steer communities toward their own business models and use the community developers for organizational focused development. This, in turn, makes it possible for organizations to access all the software developers, that exist beyond the organizational borders, without hiring them. Organizations are required to invest in existing communities to reduce the time-to-market and development costs by utilizing developers from OSS communities.

Proactive strategy – Inspirational. The following attributes are extracted in relation to the proactive inspirational strategy.

A14 - New community building [S1, S3]: This is one of the ways to further enhance the organization’s internal innovative capacity. It is desired by organizations when existing communities are not fulfilling the expectations of the organizational needs [40, 42, 84, 131] [App D].

A15 - Better technologies [S1, S3]: Refers to building new features with the help of, or suggestions from, hundreds of developers in the community in relation to a handful of developers inside the organization [130, 131, 173, 176] [App D].

A16 - Innovation support [S1, S2, S3]: Refers to complementing the organization’s internal R&D process by indulging organizational resources into OSS communities and using this knowledge to improve the organizations’ innovative capacity [84, 130, 137, 145, 176] [App D].

A17 - Culture change [S1, S2]: Deals with promoting the embracing of an openness culture in product and process development, without the fear of losing competitive advantage and being able to solve problems using hackathons [137, 168].

A18 - Improved competitiveness [S1, S2, S3]: This is primarily in relation to decreased time-to-market. Using OSS code helps organizations to get their products out in the market faster and thus increase competitiveness [130, 137, 176], [App D].

Summary. The proactive inspirational strategy driven by the managers provide inspiration to create new communication channels between developers belonging to different organizations. The objective is to build new OSS communities if the existing communities are not supporting the organization’s internal innovation processes. Software development teams empowered by proactive strategies, search for innovative solutions and embrace an openness culture (e.g., hackathons) for the shared knowledge building. Consequently, the exploration of the proactive strategy frees up time for development teams to focus on differentiating tasks, which improves competitiveness and supports internal innovation.

Reactive strategy – Inspirational. The following are the definitions of factors relevant to inspire developers in an organizations by working with OSS communities.
A19 – Exchanging innovative ideas [S1, S3]: Refers to utilizing OSS communities as a forum for exchanging ideas and helping each other [40, 49, 130] [App D].

A20 – Improved customer satisfaction [S3]: Continuous development and software updates lead to improved customer satisfaction [App D].

A21 – Fun way of working [S2, S3]: Software developers involved in OSS communities find it a fun way of working. Furthermore, organizations also use communities to keep their workforce motivated by finding new ways of working [137], [App D].

A22 – Up-to-date with tools/frameworks [S1, S3]: Allows software developers to stay up-to-date with the new tools/frameworks outside the organizational border, using OSS communities. In addition, it allows developers to acquire knowledge from OSS communities and integrate that across different units of an organization [130], [App D].

A23 – Easier to find a solution to an issue [S1]: Gives software developers in organizations the possibility to look for solutions to their problems beyond organizational borders [130].

Summary. The reactive inspirational strategy leads organizations to use OSS communities for the exchange of ideas and helps developers to find better solutions. To keep the motivation and to be up-to-date with the tools, organizations encourage their developers to engage in OSS communities. Furthermore, developers find it easier to find a solution to their problems by being open.

Quality Assurance

Quality assurance in relation to OI is an under-researched area, while there are several challenges in testing the OSS tools. For organizations who have to test OSS tools together with OSS communities (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit), they identify the need of automated testing. However, it is still not possible to have a complete test coverage due to many configuration settings and the open nature of these tools, but automation helps developers to identify the defects quickly [139].

Out of the survey respondents [App D], 34.5% highlighted that manual testing consumes too much time, and there is a need for an automated testing framework. The Jenkins community introduced an acceptance test harness [139], which is an automated test suite to test Jenkins core and its plug-ins. However, the Gerrit community is not as mature as the Jenkins community, and the community is trying to replicate the automated testing harness from Jenkins. Further details of quality assurance from the survey can be found in 2.

OI Measurement

We identified evidence regarding the metrics used by software organizations to measure the impact of OI as reported in Table 5.
Table 5: Metrics to measure Open Innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OI Measurement</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count measures</td>
<td>Number of users [S3]</td>
<td>Number of users using OSS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time to market [S2, S3]</td>
<td>Measure the time difference with and without OSS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality assurance [S3]</td>
<td>Frequency of bugs using with or without using OSS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process measures</td>
<td>Ball park estimates [S2]</td>
<td>How much development up-time lost if the organization is not able to quickly fix the show stopper bugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spared development time [S2, S3]</td>
<td>Time required for own developed solution vs OSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction [S3]</td>
<td>Five point Likert scale from Not at all satisfied to somewhat satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue/Cost based</td>
<td>Money [S2, S3]</td>
<td>Licensing cost of OSS vs non-OSS tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We categorized these measures based on the criteria provided by Edison et al. [50] and divided them into the three categories: 1) count measures (number of users, time taken to introduce new products in the market, etc.), 2) process measures (assess the innovation capability of an organization), 3) revenue and cost measures (money, licensing cost). It must be mentioned that these metrics came up as suggestions from interviewees [S2] and survey respondents [S3].

Hinders

Embracing openness is also associated with barriers. The lack of time, resources and understanding of OSS communities hinders organizations to commit the resources dedicated for OSS communities [S1, S3]. Although, software organizations recognize the benefits of participating in or creating a strong community, there are a few limitations associated with it. Those limitations entails management constraints due to the lack of funding, understanding, contributor agreements lawyers/significant internal paperwork, unfamiliarity, distrust with regards to OI contribution strategies of working [137][App D].
Executives and R&D legal experts need to evaluate OSS contributions for licensing, protecting organization’s IP rights and patent infringements [S2]. The value of being in control of an OSS community is not well understood [S3]. Moreover, a slow approval process [S2] for contributions also leads to lack of motivation among employees to contribute to OSS communities. This is also connected to working with the development methodology (Scrum) since there is no room in the sprints to prioritize OSS contributions [36, 137, 194].

### 4.3 Assessing the validity of the synthesis

We used the rigor and relevance criteria followed by multiple authors validation in which all authors were involved in validating the synthesis process to test the validity of the synthesis.

We applied the criteria, previously used by Munir et al [138] to the case study [S2] and survey [S3] underpinning this work, see Table 6. The rigor and relevance criteria used for [S2] and [S3] are available in 2.1 and 2.2. Scores between (0–1.5) are considered as low rigor, while high rigor entail scores of 2 or above. On the other hand, studies with the score from (0–2) have low relevance, while scores from 2.5 or above are seen as high relevance. The systematic mapping study [S1] was not scored based on the criteria because the criteria are not meant for literature reviews. However, the study S1 itself used the rigor and relevance criteria to rate all the primary study used in the synthesis process.

Below, the four types of validity threats [155, 159] related to the synthesis are addressed with their mitigation strategies.

#### Internal Validity

Internal validity refers to causal relationships and the introduction of potential confounding factors [159].

**Peer examination.** The objective behind conducting the synthesis study was to generate theoretical guidelines based on the three studies that explored OI in software engineering. Since the data synthesis process entails qualitative data, this introduces the risk of subjectivity. In order to minimize this risk, the second and third authors were involved in validating the synthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Rigor Sum</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>RM</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Rel. SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2 [137]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 [App D]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The theoretical foundation for the theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organization included studies S1, S2 and S3. However, S1 comprised of studies where the scope of the few studies was not limited to OSS tools only, while the theory of Openness is limited to OSS non-competitive tools. The underlying phenomena may be different and thus present a validity threat to the theory.

**External Validity**

External validity deals with the extent to which it is possible to generalize the study findings to other contexts [159]. Merriam [125] viewed external validity from the perspective of assumptions underlying qualitative research and proposed several reformulations of generalizations such as working hypothesis, concrete universals and readers or user generalizations.

In this study concrete universals [56] seems more applicable where a particular context is applied to similar contexts subsequently encountered. The context in this study refers to SIPDOs using OSS tools in their internal software development. To be specific, S2 presents a case study at Sony Mobile using OSS tools (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit, Git) in their proprietary software development and S3 contains 26 organizations either using or contributing to OSS communities. The contextual details of each organization are presented in F. The broad representation of organizations that support the findings of this study, indicate generalizability to organizations using OSS tools for their internal software product development.

**Construct Validity**

This deals with choosing the suitable measures for the concepts under study. This study used two primary and 18 secondary studies from S1 for narrative synthesis. Although, it is possible to use secondary studies for narrative synthesis, the difficulty in achieving the abstraction of results at the same level presents a validity threat. In order to minimize this risk, studies S2 and S3 were conducted by taking inputs from the findings of S1, which enables researchers to find common relationships among studies for the comparison (see Table 4).

The survey study is susceptible to the threat of subjects trying to guess the intent of the study and altering their behavior. Further, we use the survey in OSS communities to understand whether or not openness helps organizations to accelerate the organization’s internal development process. This introduces the risk of respondents guessing the hypothesis correctly and start responding from community’s view point to be more open. Consequently, the respondents may completely ignore the organizational interest to affect the results, which can be used to convince software organizations to be open even when it is not desirable for an organization to be open. To mitigate this risk, all respondents were clearly instructed to answer the survey questions according to their associated organizational unit instead of OSS communities.
Reliability

The reliability deals with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researcher, and the ability to replicate the study.

Member checking. All three authors analyzed the extracted data from the studies included in the related work. Furthermore, the guidelines provided by Popay et al. [152] were used to make the synthesis process objective, reliable, transparent and repeatable.

Audit trail. The first author kept track of all the data sheets created from the studies and monitored data consistency and correctness during the synthesis iterations.

5 Theory formulation

Based on the synthesized empirical evidence, summarized above, we here present the theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations, according to the theory-building framework proposed by Sjøberg et al. [169].

According to the framework, a theory consists of: 1) constructs, 2) propositions, and 3) explanation, outlined in the subsections that follow.

5.1 Defining constructs for the Theory of Openness for Tools

We derived four constructs from the visual representation of When and Why in Figure 4: Strategy, Trigger(s), Outcome(s), and Level of openness. These are abstracted during the data synthesis, as described in Figure 1. The synthesis also resulted in a further abstracted openness model, presented in Figure 5. Furthermore, the mapping of constructs from the attributes in openness model is shown in Table 7. The definitions of constructs are below.

Strategy refers to managerial decisions on when and why a software organization should only use or use and contribute to OSS tools communities (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit etc.). An example strategy is to engage software developers in OSS tools communities (A14) for knowledge building and exchange of innovative ideas to support innovation (A15, A16) in organizations’ proprietary products. Furthermore, when the product loses its competitiveness (A5), it could become a candidate to become open source to create a community around it. Consequently, it helps SIPDOs to create a good reputation in the community and steer them towards their own needs (A9, A20).

Trigger(s) highlight(s) the actors involved in either decision-making of openness or its implementation (e.g., managers and software developers). The initial trigger might come from managers as a result of paradigm shift (e.g., switch from Windows to Linux) or from software developers due to complex continuous integration process (A1, A3). For example, S2 showed a case where Sony Mobile
Table 7: Attributes (see Figure 4) mapping between constructs and proposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID (s)</th>
<th>Construct (s)</th>
<th>Proposition (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A9 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20 [S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 [S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12 [S1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14 [S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15 [S1, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1 [S2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 [S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A23 [S1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A19 [S1, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 [S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11 [S1, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13 [S1,S2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A18 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22 [S1, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6 [S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10 [S1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7 [S1, S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17 [S1, S2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21 [S2, S3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>P4 – Degree of investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P5 – Requires management approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triggers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>P3 – Process and product Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P4 – Degree of investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P5 – Requires management approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1 – Reduce development cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2 – Shorten development time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P3 – Process and product innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Openness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1 – Reduce development cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2 – Shorten development time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P3 – Process and product innovation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
switched from a proprietary tool ElectricCommander to an OSS tool Jenkins because it was easier to find solutions (A23) in OSS communities and adopt the tools according to the internal development work-flow (A19).

**Outcome(s)** deal(s) with the affect (implications) of adopting openness for tools in SIPDOs. Reduction in the development cost can be achieved by choosing open tools instead of licensed tools in SIPDOs for the internal software development (A2). It not only allows developers to stay up to date with their tool chain (A22), but also provides an opportunity for an organization’s employees to interact with the developers in the tools communities (A11) and receive free new features and bugs corrections (A8). Open tools make the internal development environment more flexible since the developers themselves can enhance the tool to better suit their needs. Consequently, it can have an impact on the reduced development time which leads to shorter time-to-market (A13).

**Level of openness** entails the extent to which an organization should be open, which may be a property of both the development process and the outcome, according to Huizingh et al. [83]. For example, an openness of the development process for a SIPDO may include arranging a hackathon with tools community developer to allow internal developers to work together to implement new functionality (A7, A17). On the outcome level, an organization may choose to release the code to OSS communities instead of maintaining an internal fork for a commodity code (A4). Forking will only lead to more patching and code maintenance every time there is a new release from the community. Therefore, choosing the right level of openness may allow the organization to share the maintenance cost with the community to free up the internal developers time by receiving the latest patches from the community (A6).

### 5.2 Propositions for the Theory of Openness for Tools

The deduction of propositions can be traced back to constructs and attributes, see figure 4) and Table 7.

**Proposition 1 (P1)** Openness of tools provides opportunities to reduce development costs.

P1 relates to two constructs: 1) Level of openness and 2) Outcome(s). Openness of tools can lead to reduced development costs for multiple reasons. First, instead of “re-inventing the wheel” software organizations can choose the OSS tools already developed (A11, A2). Second, the costs of maintaining software can be shared with OSS communities (A4, A6) as showed by S2.

**Proposition 2 (P2)** Openness of tools provides opportunities to shorten the development time.

P2 relates to two constructs: 1) Level of openness and 2) Outcome(s). Openness of tools may lead to shorter development time (A13) due to the following reasons.
First, bugs related to OSS tools (e.g., Jenkins and Gerrit) could be fixed by the organization itself since they have access to the source code of the tools or they may receive fixes (A8) from community developers (S2). Second, software reuse (A10) and free features and bug fixes from communities enable software organizations to shorten the development time. S3 [App D] shows that contributors (57%) and non-contributors (59%) to OSS communities think that openness reduces development time.

**Proposition 3 (P3)** Openness of tools complements internal processes and product innovation.

P3 links to three constructs: 1) Level of openness, 2) Outcome(s), and 3) Trigger(s). S2 shows that the use of Gerrit and Jenkins communities in Sony Mobile’s internal software development, leads to better internal development environment (e.g., continuous integration). The initial trigger of open tools came from the complex integration and building process (A3) and the shift from Windows to Linux (A1). As an outcome of this openness towards tools, it introduced a new fun way of working with tool communities for internal developers (A17, A21). Moreover, it enabled other units of Sony (e.g., Sony Entertainment) to replicate (inner source initiatives) the same development environment (A22), without having to pay for it. The better internal development process due to the openness towards Jenkins and Gerrit communities can be seen as an example of process innovation, which in-turns affects the improved competitiveness in products (A18).

**Proposition 4 (P4)** The degree of investment in OSS communities has an affect on the outcome.

P4 relates to two constructs 1) Trigger(s) and 2) Strategy. SIPDOs may need to invest in OSS tools communities to build the reputation (A9), which helps organizations to gain influence and control over the communities (S2, S3). Consequently, an organization may have a better support external support for their internal product innovation (A16, A20).

**Proposition 5 (P5)** Introducing a proactive strategy, in relation to openness of tools, requires conscious management involvement.

P5 refers to two constructs 1) Trigger(s) 2) Strategies. The idea of acquiring the external knowledge (A19) to support internal innovation (A12, A15) may require organizations to move from a closed innovation model to an open innovation model. One such example is the creation of new open tools communities (A14), if the existing communities are not in-line with the organization’s business model. This proposition is hinting that management may have to make proactive strategies to harness the power of internal employees, as well as the outside crowd in OSS communities, while still safeguarding the competitive edge (S3).
5.3 Explanation of the Theory of Openness for Tools

The synthesized model, underpinning the theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations, is presented in Figure 5. The constructs of the theory, and instances thereof, are presented in boldface in the description below.

The theory explains four categories of organizations, represented by the quadrants in Figure 5. Each category has the different levels of openness, based on their strategies (proactive or reactive) in relation to goals (cost saving or inspirational) and associated with propositions (see Table 7). The theory presents four classifications of openness with their respective focus: 1. Laggards – Routine business, 2. Leverage – Resource optimization, 3. Lucrativeness – Acting as a think-tank, and 4. Leaders – Growth through ecosystems.

Laggards (Reactive strategy – Cost saving)

The underlying assumptions for the laggards is that they respond to paradigm shifts and all strategies are reactive in order to reduce the development cost, wanting to run business as usual. Organizations that position themselves in this quadrant understand that their software tools are not competitive and that alternative options are available, often as OSS. Studies indicate [22, 118, 120] that in the absence of
intellectual property rights, there may be greater chances of commutative advancements and reduction of the patching cost, by avoiding forking of OSS.

For example, the introduction of Git made IBM’s ClearCase an expensive proposition for SIPDOs due to licensing costs. Forking an OSS tool for internal use may lead to patching costs (e.g., internal maintenance) as a result of new releases from the community. Therefore, managers and developers in organizations categorized as laggards should keep their development processes and outcomes open in order to receive all the latest updates from the community without patching it.

**Leverage (Reactive strategy – Inspiration)**

Organizations that are categorized in the leverage category, use external sources of innovation by inspiring their internal developers to participate in various OSS communities, prior to internal R&D work. The objective is to create synergy and synchronization between the organization’s own processes and externally available ideas that could be incorporated in products, thereby optimizing the resources of the organization. This is a deliberate ploy from managers to absorb the external ideas and to make them fit for internal process. Furthermore, it not only adds to product and process innovation, but also inspires developers to participate in the discussion forums and exchange ideas to develop competence. The participation of organizations in communities like Opensource.com [192], Gerrit [137], and Acceptance test harness [139] are examples of open principles of catalyzing a community and engaging people through a common platform.

**Lucrativeness (Proactive strategy – Cost saving)**

Lucrativeness deals with investing in existing OSS communities to be able to influence and steer these communities in the same direction as the organizational interests, functioning as a think-tank for the organization. The objective is to support internal innovation and reduce costs by investing in OSS communities. The use of platforms helps organizations to reduce time-to-market. The key goal for the organization is to build the capability for its employees to make independent decisions, act quickly, take initiatives, and creatively solve problems. However, this goal requires employees’ engagement, which need to be recognized by the managers. In order to make this work, managers need to ensure that processes are open for the exchange of ideas, but innovation outcomes are closed to achieve the competitive edge.

For example, CloudBees used Jenkins and added an extra layer of enterprise-grade security, scalability, manageability and expert-level support to improve the continuous integration in enterprise applications and started selling their product portfolio based on differentiation. Therefore, CloudBees utilized on Proactive – Cost saving strategy to not only reduce cost but also created a business opportunity to create revenue.
Leaders (Proactive strategy – Inspiration)

Leaders are organizations who look for emerging markets and breakout technologies by identifying the set of target areas, in order to **create growth through ecosystems**. These target areas are identified using lucrativeness. This is a top down exercise tied to strategic product planning lead by **top management**. The focus is on creating new communities and ecosystems that have the ability to disrupt business models.

For example, Sony created an ecosystem by making an Authoring Tools Framework (ATF) open source, which is used to make game development tools on Windows. It relieved PlayStation developers from contract barriers and made it quicker, easier and cheaper for developers to create development tools and game engines. By creating an ecosystem, Sony not only reduced the game development cost for its users but also strengthened the use of its PlayStation. The key is to safeguard the competitive edge by keeping the processes **open**.

5.4 Definition of scope for the Theory of Openness for Tools

The scope defines the boundaries under which the theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations holds. We follow the advice of El Eman et al. [52], to “be sure to specify as much of the industrial context as possible. In particular, clearly define the entities, attributes and measures that are capturing the contextual information”.

This information about the software organizations underpinning the theory, is addressed in Section 4.2 and reported in detail in F. It includes all software organizations, either only using or contributing as well to OSS communities, from which the empirical evidence is collected. F highlights the size, roles and OSS tools used by the software organizations that are adopting openness. Below we summarize the scope in terms of technology, actors and software systems.

**Technology**

**Scope of validity**: The use of OSS communities in the internal development of a software organization is compulsory. The organizations size may range from 1–50, 51–200 or >201 as mentioned in Figure 3.

**Scope of interest**: The knowledge extraction from OSS communities to facilitate organization’s internal process, product innovation and reduced development time.

**Actors**

**Scope of validity**: Actors include software developers and managers. Software developers are employees associated with software organizations and also active
members of OSS communities.

Scope of interest: To engage internal developers from SIPDOs in OSS tools communities for process and product innovation.

Software systems

Scope of validity: Although the case study [S2] included in the synthesis process was performed at Sony Mobile with the focus on using and contributing to specific OSS tools communities, namely Jenkins and Gerrit, the survey includes software organizations with the wide range of OSS tools mentioned in Tables 1 and 2, the column Product type.

Scope of interest: Projects that involve the use of OSS tools.

5.5 Theory evaluation

In this section, we evaluated the Theory of Openness for Tools using the criteria proposed by Sjøberg [169]. The criteria are comprised of testability, empirical support, explanatory power, parsimony, generality and utility. For each criterion, we rated Theory of Openness on the scale of low, moderate or high.

Testability

The theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations presents understandable, consistent and unambitious constructs and propositions from the viewpoint of software developers and managers. Hypotheses are derived from the propositions since the scope conditions are clearly defined in the previous section. However, the adoption of OI using OSS needs to be understood by the readers in order to understand the theory.

There are a few studies conducted on the definition of openness in OI [39, 66, 114]. However, in this study, we choose the openness classification by Huizingh [83] since it was related to the opening of processes and outcomes, and the theory of openness has the level of openness as a construct (see Section 5.1).

We intend to validate the theory by conducting a workshop in multiple companies using OSS tools for their proprietary software product development. The workshop will be performed in two steps. In the first, the participants will be asked to select a tool from their own settings and categorize the constructs given to them using a Likert scale in relation to proactive/reactive strategy and cost/inpiration. Second, the discussion will be held to identify the differences in the participant’s ratings and to verify the propositions. We thus rate the testability of this theory as high.
Empirical support

We identified three studies [131, 137, 176] highlighting the reduction in development cost \((P1)\) and two studies [130, 137] pointed out the reduced time-to-market for software organizations due to the use of OI \((P2)\). It must be mentioned that the reduced time-to-market refers to shorter development time only, and not the marketing. Furthermore, eight studies [78, 130, 131, 137, 145, 168, 173, 176] underpin the proposition on process and product innovation \((P3)\) as a result of Open Innovation. Table 8 shows that \(P1\) and \(P3\) has relatively stronger empirical evidence support compared to \(P2, P4\) and \(P5\). The interview data from studies [130, 137, 176] suggest that OI helped organizations to reduce time-to-market \((P2)\), improve innovation capacity and speed \((P3)\), and reduce the development cost \((P1)\).

Henkel et al. [78] and Parida et al. [145] conducted a case study on drivers for embedded systems and a survey in 252 IT organizations, respectively. Both studies conclude that OI needs to put on the “radar screen of the top management” \((P5)\) in order to increase competitiveness, better and faster development releases \((P3)\). In relation to \(P4\), Parida et al. [145] concluded that outside-in OI is positively associated with the organization’s radical innovation performance (products new to the world) and incremental innovation (products new to the firm) performance. Henkel et al. [78] also concluded that disruptive innovation challenges managers to look for customers’ demands and competitors implementing open models of innovation. However, it raises the question of making new proactive strategies \((P5)\) to respond to disruptive innovation challenge. For example, disruptive innovation may suggest to make a separate organizational unit tasked with this challenge as highlighted in \(S2\).

Morgan et al. [131] presented a study of 13 managers in the software sector in Europe and examined how their perceptions of the benefits and drawbacks of OSS using OI affected their decision to use OI in their organizations. The study shows benefits in terms of increased collaboration, escape from vendor lock-in and encouraging innovation, permit companies to team up with other companies, customers, and universities to overcome certain adoption factors, like technological complexity and facilitate product development.

It should be noted that neither of the aforementioned studies state whether benefits of openness were as a result of a reactive or proactive strategy. Furthermore, the scope of the studies are not limited to tools only, and therefore addressed related to the internal validity threats (Section 4.3). The proposed theory is supported or partly supported by the studies mentioned in Table 8. Therefore, we consider the empirical support for this theory to be moderate.

Explanatory power

The proposed theory is defined from the abstractions of the synthesis process [26,126,198]. The theory highlights the openness for software engineering tools in software organizations in relation to reduced development cost, reduced develop-
Table 8: Empirical evidence to support propositions. P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 represent propositions mentioned in Section 5.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 – Reduce development cost</td>
<td>[131, 137, 176]</td>
<td>E.g., reduced licensing cost, patching cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 – Shorten development time</td>
<td>[130, 137]</td>
<td>E.g., reuse of OSS, outsourcing of software testing and bug fixing and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 – Process and product innovation</td>
<td>[78, 130, 131, 137] [145, 168, 173, 176]</td>
<td>E.g., faster testing and debugging, better work-flow management for developers, free-up time, incremental innovation, better continuous integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 – Degree of investment</td>
<td>[145]</td>
<td>Positively associated with radical and incremental innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 – Requires management approval</td>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>E.g., creation of new departments working with innovation through openness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...ment time and increased product and process innovation. Furthermore, the theory highlights the motivations of why (conscious management strategy) organizations should become open. Therefore, we consider the explanatory power of this theory as moderate.

Parsimony

Parsimony deals with how economically a theory has been constructed in relation to a number of constructs and propositions. The proposed theory is derived from the rich amount of qualitative data extracted from the mapping study (S1), case study (S2) and survey (S3). However, the formulated theory of openness, uses a high level of abstraction, with clear explanation of transitions between theoretical steps. The number of constructs and propositions related to OSS tools were kept low. Therefore, we consider the parsimony of the theory as moderate.
Generality

The scope of the proposed theory is limited to software organizations using OSS tools in the internal software development, which makes the generality of the theory low.

Utility

From a software organization’s perspective, the proposed theory can be utilized for choosing the right level of openness while working with OSS communities. Most software organizations have to work with OSS communities therefore, we see utility of the theory high.

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a theory of openness for software engineering tools in software organizations, that helps SIPDOs to understand why and how organizations should capitalize the potential that OSS communities bring to leverage the internal R&D. In relation to the first research goal defined in section 3.1, the presented theory highlights which type of organizations are involved in embracing openness, and what are the possible challenges (intellectual property rights, complete test coverage, the absence of business strategy etc.) faced by these organizations in relation to openness. Furthermore, this paper highlights some of the potential metrics that could be used to measure innovation as a consequence of openness (see Figure 2).

However, there are some drivers that need to be understood by SIPDOs to be successful and open at the same time. These drivers entail cost, time-to-market, speed, process and product innovation. Based on the aforementioned objectives, the theory fulfills the second research goal by introducing the level of openness and associated strategies that should be adapted, based on objectives (e.g., cost reduction, reduced development time etc.). Further, it helps positioning an organization with respect to its strategy to act as Laggard, Leverage, Lucrativeness or Leader (see Figure 5).

Future work includes validating the theory with organizations using OSS tools in their product development to generalize the findings across a broader range of SIPDOs. The validation could possibly discover more reasons for openness depending upon the organizational context. Furthermore, the validation may lead to guidelines for managers depending upon the objectives to achieve using openness.
This appendix presents the survey design details as well as the outcomes. The questionnaire was divided into two branches, namely contributors and non-contributors. The survey questionnaire was distributed among 500 employees working for software-intensive organizations either using Gerrit, Jenkins and Git communities in their development or also, contributing to those communities. The questions were divided into the following categories.

1. Demographics
2. Involvement in OI using OSS projects
3. Operationalization of OI in software engineering
4. Quality assurance

First, five questions were common for both contributors and non-contributors related to the demographics e.g., organization, working experience with OSS, job title, work responsibilities etc. We received 57 responses including contributors and non-contributors to the communities.

We extracted the email list of Jenkins, Gerrit and Git communities from GitHub and distributed the survey among all those contributors and non-contributors having organizational affiliations in their email addresses. Contributors refer to all those employees who are contributing source code, documentation, test cases etc. to Jenkins Gerrit and Git. On the other hand, users refer to employees only using OSS software e.g. the use of Jenkins and Gerrit, in the development of their organization’s products or services.

The study aimed at responses from the perspective of employees in the context of the nearest organizational unit, using or contributing to OSS communities (Jenkins, Gerrit and Git). The underlying assumption was that the managers may know the overall strategy of the organization, but software developers/testers may only have the local knowledge of their unit. Furthermore, during the pilot survey,
Survey design

respondents highlighted that they could only respond based on their organizational unit since they do not know the OSS contribution strategy of the whole organization, and it may vary from one unit of another unit.

1 Demographics

Of the survey respondents 61% were software developers, followed by managers (14%), system architects (11%) and testers (9%) and CEOs (4%). Figure 1 represents the number of years of experience of the respondents and Figure 2 shows the association of respondents to OSS communities. 68% of the non contributors have 7 or more years of experience using OSS communities in their respective organizations. On the other hand, 79% of contributors have 7 or more years of using and contributing to OSS communities. It must be mentioned that survey was initially distributed among Gerrit, Jenkins and Git communities to reach to desired sample population, but it turns out that respondents are working for multiple OSS communities. Therefore, Figure 2 shows that a respondent may be associated with multiple OSS communities simultaneously.
Figure 2: Distribution of respondents’ association with OSS communities (%)
APPENDIX E

WHY GET ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN OI USING OSS?

Why refers to the factors considered by SIPDOs adopting OI using OSS. OI adoption is not only driven top down, but also bottom up since the majority of the respondents (72%) in the survey are either tasked by the management to take OI initiatives or volunteered (62%) to do so. Some respondents (21%) also see it as a fun way of working with communities as a part of their daily work. The others category (38%) revealed more factors considered by software organizations before opening up. These factors entail the cost of maintaining forks of OSS code, good discussions forums for exchanging innovative ideas, easier to find a solution to an issue, saves own development cost, create the base ecosystem to innovate and create innovative products that can delivered to the clients, cheaper than in-house development, to motivate/educate engineers in the organization, reduced maintenance cost, continuous development and customer satisfaction.

The survey results also highlighted that organizations see the need to build OSS communities to attract external knowledge into the organization. It is clear from the responses that software organizations make a project open if it is a non-competitive tool or a products that is not a direct source of revenue anymore. The respondents highlighted more contribution strategies (see Figure 1): 1) employees working with OSS communities encourage organizations to become open and to gain good reputation in the community, 2) when there are patches involved with the bug correction and licenses that mandate organizations to reveal code, 3) when the contributions are not only specific to the organization and have value for the community as well, 4) competitors’ pressure is also one of the main motivations for adopting Open Innovation and acquiring new features in OSS tools such as Jenkins, Gerrit etc.

Figure 1 presents the differences between contributors and non contributors in incentives to contribute to OSS communities. The incentives are rated by respondents on a likert scale from less important to very important. The majority of contributors and non contributors agreed in highlighting the importance of getting the latest patches from OSS communities (59% and 57%, respectively). However,
Why get organizations involved in OI using OSS?

Figure 1: Motivating factors to contribute to OSS communities

- Get the latest patches
- To promote your company’s solution
- To gain reputation in the community
- To leverage smart communities’ developers
- Due to the participation of competitors
- To steer the community towards my organization’s interests
- Access to the free resources

Figure 2: Factors gained by companies after contributing to OSS communities

- Inner source initiatives
- Improved product releases and upgrades
- Increased quality assurance
- Faster time to market
- Retaining knowledge through communities
- Freed up time
- Reduced maintenance
- Free features

- Inner source initiatives
- Improved product releases and upgrades
- Increased quality assurance
- Faster time to market
- Retaining knowledge through communities
- Freed up time
- Reduced maintenance
- Free features
Table 1: Time spent on OI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time spent</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 5 hours</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 10 hours</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 15 hours</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 – 20 hours</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 – 25 hours</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

there is a difference of opinion between contributors and non contributors when comparing the reputation gain in the community and steering the communities towards organizational interests. 72% of contributors think that gaining a good reputation is important to steer the community towards their organizational interests. At the same time, only 46% of non contributors think that is important to gain reputation in the community in order to steer the community towards organizational interests.

Figure 2 shows the potential gains reported by contributors and non contributors by involving themselves in OSS communities. Both contributors (57%) and non contributors (59%) agreed that the use of OSS communities reduces time to market for the development of products as it frees up developer time. However, more contributors 62% think that using and contributing to OSS communities resulted in improved product releases and upgrades as oppose to 47% of non contributors.

1 Operationalization of Open Innovation in software engineering

Table 1 shows that 63% of the respondents spent less than ten hours per week working with OI. At the same time, 31% respondents in the organizations spent their full time with OI by working with the OSS communities, which indicates that software organizations are realizing the importance of OI to extract and assimilate the external knowledge from communities in the organization’s product development.

Regarding contributions to OSS communities, engineers (69%), middle (55%) and top level management (52%) are involved in deciding whether or not to contribute organization’s internal source code to OSS communities. However, there is an extra layer of legal managers (45%) helping organizations to deal with licensing, intellectual property rights and patent infringements.
2 Quality assurance

Of the respondents 59% use OSS tools e.g., JIRA while 31% use Google’s issues tracker for bug reporting. However, bugs are reported to communities by email (28%) and weekly/monthly meetings (21%) among the contributors. One possible explanation of reporting bugs through email or meetings is that those bug could be relevant to the organizations only and contributing it to the community would not give any value.

Among the the respondents 45% reveal more than 75% of their organization’s source code to the communities. A plausible explanation of this could be that the source code is not seen as a competitive advantage, or to build a community around the non competitive tools such as Jenkins or Gerrit. On the other hand, 52% of the respondents choose to reveal less than 25% of the code to the communities, due to the risk of losing the intellectual property rights or due to lack of understanding of the OSS culture in the organization.

Out of the respondents 79% mentioned that bug fixing is prioritized based on the needs of organizations. It was also confirmed by S2 that if a bug is a make or break for the organization’s development process then the organization choose to fix it. Otherwise, bugs are pushed into the Google’s issue tracker for someone else to fix it. Furthermore, 38% of the respondents think the bugs are prioritized based on the communities needs as well in order to gain good reputation in the community.
WHO – ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN OPEN INNOVATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization names</th>
<th>Product type</th>
<th>People:(Size, Roles, experience )</th>
<th>OSS Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perten Instruments AB</td>
<td>Mechanical or Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>51-200 employees, Present in over 100 countries</td>
<td>System architect, Software developer, 7-9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web based monitoring and analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Linux, Git, jQuery, knockout, bootstrap, jcanvas, requires.js, Jenkins, Mozilla Firefox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sysart, Finland</td>
<td>Computer Software</td>
<td>51-200 employees, Software development, System architect, 4-6 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Git, MySQL, nginx, openjdk, apache httpd, postgresql</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vnomics, Inc.</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>51-200 employees, Software developer, 7-9 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Git, MySQL, Mercurial, Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henan University, China</td>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>12500 students, Software developer, &lt; 17 years</td>
<td>Jenkins; Linux; Mozilla Firefox; Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polytechnic of Milan, Italy</td>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>40,000 students, Manager, Teacher, &lt; 17 more</td>
<td>Firefox; Gitant, libreoffice Mozilla Firefox, Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirosoft</td>
<td>Expertise in both embedded systems and desktop computing.</td>
<td>1-10 employees, Software tester, Write test cases, Execution, &gt; 3</td>
<td>Mozilla Firefox, Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datenc</td>
<td>Cloud computing Cloud Solutions</td>
<td>1-10 employees, Software Designing, Development and Management, System Architect &gt; 3</td>
<td>Linux, MySQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data storage solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRID Systems Pakistan</td>
<td>E-commerce services, Software</td>
<td>1-10 employees, Software Designing, Development and Management, Software tester 4-6 years</td>
<td>Linux, MySQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development and teamwork, Clinic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSSE, USA</td>
<td>Mechanical or Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>51-200 employees, Software developer, 7-9 years</td>
<td>Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Tools and Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meltwater Information Technology and Services</td>
<td>1001-5000 employees, Software developer, NA</td>
<td>Jenkins, Linux, Git, MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilecrm and Hyd Customer Relationship Management system</td>
<td>51-200 employees, Software tester, 4-6 years</td>
<td>Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Git</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLN Audio AB, Stockholm Music software</td>
<td>11-50 employees, software developer, system architect, 10-13 years</td>
<td>Git, JUCE, juce, MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confiz, Pakistan Specialties Portal Applications, Mobility, Cloud Computing, Content Management, Cross Platform Frameworks, Android applications</td>
<td>201-500 employees, Principal Software Engineer, Software tester, Team leader, 7-9 years</td>
<td>Linux, Git, MySQL, Jenkins, Mozilla Firefox, Git, MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up System, Stockholm Information Technology and Services</td>
<td>11-50 employees, Software developer, &gt; 3 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Git, MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Telecom organization Telecommunications sector</td>
<td>10,001+ employees, System architect, 10-13 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Git, MySQL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Contributors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization names</th>
<th>Product type</th>
<th>People: (Size, Roles, experience)</th>
<th>OSS Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ericsson</td>
<td>Telecommunications Industry</td>
<td>More than 100,000 employee, More than 37,000 patents, 40% of mobile calls are made through our systems 180 countries, Manager, Software developer, &lt; 10 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Linux, Git, Sonarqube, Cassandra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Enterprise application software</td>
<td>10,001+ employees, Software developer, 7-9 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Linux, Git, BUILD, Eclipse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google, USA</td>
<td>Specialties include search, ads, mobile, android, online video, apps, machine learning, virtual reality</td>
<td>10,001+ employees, Software Engineer, 7-9 years</td>
<td>Gerrit, Linux, Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axis, Sweden</td>
<td>Specialties include Network video, IP Video surveillance, Security camera, CCTV, IP camera Industry Computer Networking</td>
<td>1,001-5000 employees, over 80,000 partners, Software developer &lt; 17 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Mobile Sweden</td>
<td>Specialties include browser, internet, software, mobile, web apps, OS, identity</td>
<td>10,001+ employees Software developer, Manager, System architect &lt; 7 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Gerrit, Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Git, Jgit, eclipse, repo, gitlab, android, Jgit, GitLab, Repo, Chromium, mainly Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla Vancouver</td>
<td>Specialties include browser, internet, software, mobile, web apps, OS, identity</td>
<td>501-1000 employees, Software developer testing, &lt; 17 or more</td>
<td>Mozilla Firefox, mercurial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Lund</td>
<td>Specialties includes semiconductor design and manufacturing</td>
<td>10,001+ employees, 63 countries, Manager Managing a team of SW engineers and managing the Intel Lund site, Manager &lt; 17 years</td>
<td>Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Specialties</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thales UK</td>
<td>Aerospace, Defence, Security, Space, Transportation, Cybersecurity</td>
<td>10,001+</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support (installation/configuration) of all software/system development tools, Linux admin, virtual data center admin, 14-16 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESO, Germany</td>
<td>Astronomical research technology and producing scientific libraries under GPL</td>
<td>501-1000</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific software development and maintenance, regression testing, &lt; 14 years,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartKompare.com Dhaka</td>
<td>Financial Technology, Information, Comparison</td>
<td>11-50</td>
<td>CEO Managing team, leading tech team, We develop modules etc, &gt; 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Hat Spain</td>
<td>Cloud computing, hybrid cloud management, Linux, open source, virtualization, storage, middleware, containers, mobile, OpenStack</td>
<td>5001-10,000</td>
<td>Continuous Integration Engineer Design, &lt; 17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flownative Gmbh, Germany</td>
<td>Flownative helps organisations creating first-class Neos websites and sophisticated Flow applications.</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5 employees, Developer and CBD Software development and testing, &gt; 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A National Laboratory, USA</td>
<td>Research and development</td>
<td>Software developer, &lt; 17 years</td>
<td>Jenkins, Linux, Mozilla Firefox, Boost C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garmin</td>
<td>Consumer Electronics, Worldwide leader in navigation &amp; communication products, Products in aviation, marine, fitness, outdoor, &amp; automotive products</td>
<td>10,001+</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lead a team, 7-9 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Specialties</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qvantel, Karlshona Sweden</td>
<td>Specialties include Cloud based Business Support Systems (BSS), Software Development Services, Offshore Software Development for small/mid size software vendors, Business Process Management (BPM) Services</td>
<td>201-500</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confiz</td>
<td>Specialties include Portal Applications, Mobility, Cloud Computing, Content Management Touch, Quality Engineering, .NET Frameworks, JS Frameworks, Windows 8, Android applications</td>
<td>201-500</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yatta Solutions Germany</td>
<td>Specialties include Eclipse, software development, software architecture, software engineering, UML</td>
<td>11-50</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Example of raw data collected from S1, S2 and S3

Table 3: Selected raw data from S1, S2, and S3. Please note that it is only a small part of raw data collected from the three studies to show an example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facets</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizations using OSS tools e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit, Git</td>
<td>Nokia, IBM, RdHat, HP</td>
<td>Sony, Google, Ericsson, HP, SAP, Intel, Latombe, BlackBuild, Redhat, Codeaurora, Quelltextlich</td>
<td>Perten, Sony, Intel, XLN Audio AB, Confiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies used by SIPDOs for openness</td>
<td>Accessing and extending the resource-base of the firm, Aligning the firm’s strategy with the community, Integrating and sharing results, Selective revealing</td>
<td>Difficult to keep up with the community’s pace due to lack of resources, More patching as result of different direction than the community, Access to pragmatic software development workforce, To influence or steer community towards company’s business model</td>
<td>To build a community around the project, When the product looses competitiveness, When the product is the main source of revenue, Because your competitors are making their projects open source, Non competitive tools only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors considered by software organization for openness</td>
<td>Knowledge building and exchange, Platform and software reuse, Innovation support, Time to market, cost, maintenance Culture change</td>
<td>To move from Windows to Linux, Proprietary solutions to OSS solutions, Ease off the complex integration and building process,</td>
<td>Fun way of working, Tasked by management, cost of maintaining forks of OSS code, good discussions forums for exchanging innovative ideas, Influence and reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges faced by organizations to adopt OI</td>
<td>Business strategy (i.e. unclear contribution strategy), Strategic OI barriers (i.e. lack of expertise), Governance (i.e. giving up control)</td>
<td>Legal issues, Intellectual property rights, Lack of OSS culture, lack of understanding, Risk of losing competitive advantage</td>
<td>Time, Protecting intellectual property Dependency towards an open source community for support, It steals focus from our main tasks, I guess the potential has not been identified by the managers, End user requirements are highest priority, Business secrets/policies, Lack of resources, Lack of developer time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Rigor and relevance criteria

2.1 Rigor

*Context (C)*

1. **Strong description**: The context is described to the extent where it becomes comparable to other settings [85]. In particular, we emphasized subject type (graduate, undergraduate, professionals, researcher), development experience, development methodology, duration of the observation. If all these aforementioned factors are highlighted, then C is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description**: If any of the above mentioned factors is missing in the study, then C is evaluated to 0.5.

3. **Weak description**: If no description of context is provided in the study, then C is evaluated to 0.

*Design (D)*

1. **Strong description**: The research design is described to the extent where it becomes transparent and detailed enough for the reader to understand the design [85]. To be specific, if the study underlined the outcome variables, measurement criteria, treatments, number of subjects, and sampling, then D is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description**: If a study is missing out on any of the factors related to design and data collection is missing (see above), then D evaluates to 0.5.

3. **Weak description**: If no design description is provided at all then, D is evaluated to 0.

*Validity threats (V)*

1. **Strong description**: If different types of validity (i.e. internal, external, conclusion and construct validity) are evaluated and reflected upon then, V is evaluated to 1.

2. **Medium description**: If a study only highlights the subset of the relevant threat categories then, V is evaluated to 0.5

3. **Weak description**: If a study is missing out on validity discussion completely, then V is evaluated to 0.
2.2 Relevance

Users/Subjects (U)

1. **Contribute to relevance**: If the subjects used in the study are from industry (professionals) then, U is evaluated to 1 for industry.

2. **Partially contribute to relevance**: The subjects are partially representative, i.e. they are master(Msc.) or graduated students then, U is evaluated to 0.5

3. **Does not contribute to relevance**: If the subjects are bachelor/undergrad students or the information is missing then, U is evaluated to 0

Scale (S)

1. **Contribute to relevance**: If an industrial size application is used in the study then, S is evaluated to 1.

2. **Does not contribute to relevance**: The application is down-scaled or a toy example hence, S is evaluated to 0.

Research Methodology (RM)

1. **Contribute to relevance**: The chosen research methodology is suitable to scrutinize real world contexts and situations with relevance for practitioners (action research, case study, industry interviews, experiment investigating a real situation, and surveys/interviews). If study belongs to any of the aforementioned research methodologies then, RM is evaluated to 1

2. **Does not contribute to relevance**: If a Study is using Lab experiment (human subjects/software) or missing information then, RM is evaluated to 0.

Context (C)

1. **Contribute to relevance**: If a study is executed in a setting that matches real industrial usage (industrial setting) then, C is evaluated to 1.

2. **Does not contribute to relevance**: If a study is investigated under artificial setting (e.g. lab) or others that do not represent a context matching real world situations, or not reported then, C is evaluated to 0.
CHAPTER IV

MOTIVATING THE CONTRIBUTIONS: AN OPEN INNOVATION PERSPECTIVE ON WHAT TO SHARE AS OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Abstract

Open Source Software (OSS) ecosystems have reshaped the ways how software-intensive firms develop products and deliver value to customers. However, firms still need support for strategic product planning in terms of what to develop internally and what to share as OSS. Existing models accurately capture commoditization in software business, but lack operational support to decide what contribution strategy to employ in terms of what and when to contribute. This study proposes a Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) model from which firms can adopt contribution strategies that align with product strategies and planning. In a design science influenced case study executed at Sony Mobile, the CAP model was iteratively developed in close collaboration with the firm’s practitioners. The CAP model helps classify artifacts according to business impact and control complexity so firms may estimate and plan whether an artifact should be contributed or not. Further, an information meta-model is proposed that helps operationalize the CAP model at the organization. The CAP model provides an operational OI perspective on what firms involved in OSS ecosystems should share, by helping them motivate contributions through the creation of contribution strategies. The goal is to help maximize return on investment and sustain needed influence in OSS ecosystems.
1 Introduction

Open Innovation (OI) has attracted scholarly interest from a wide range of disciplines since its introduction [186], but remains generally unexplored in software engineering [141]. A notable exception is that of Open Source Software (OSS) ecosystems [87, 185, 188]. Directly or indirectly adopting OSS as part of a firm’s business model [32] may help the firm to accelerate its internal innovation process [31]. One reason for this lies in the access to an external workforce, which may imply that costs can be reduced due to lower internal maintenance and higher product quality, as well as a faster time-to-market [176, 180]. A further potential benefit is the inflow of features from the OSS ecosystem. This phenomenon is explained by Joy’s law as “no matter who you are, not all smart people work for you”.

From an industry perspective, these benefits are highlighted in a recent study of 489 projects from European organizations that showed projects of organizations involving OI achieved a better financial return on investment compared to organizations that did not involve OI [48]. Further, two other studies [109, 137] have shown that organizations with more sources of external knowledge achieved better product and process innovation for organization’s proprietary products. Moreover, a recent survey study [28] in 125 large firms of EU and US showed that 78% of organizations in the survey are practicing OI and neither of them has abandoned it since the introduction of OI in the organization. This intense practicing of OI also leads 82% of the organizations to increase management support for it and 53% of the organizations to designate more than 5 employees working full-time with OI. Moreover, the evidence suggests that 61% of the organizations have increased the financial investment and 22% have increased the financial investment by 50% in OI.

To better realize the potential benefits of OI resulting from participation in OSS ecosystems, firms need to establish synchronization mechanisms between their product strategy and product planning [62], and how they participate in the ecosystems and position themselves in the ecosystem governance structures [10, 141, 173, 194]. This primarily concerns firms that either base their products on OSS or employ OSS as part of their sourcing strategy. To achieve this synchronization, these firms need to enrich their product planning and definition activities with a strategic perspective that involves what to keep closed and what to contribute as OSS. We label this type of synchronization as strategic product planning in OI. Contribution strategies [194], i.e., guidelines that explain what should be contributed, and when play a vital role here. A common strategy is to contribute parts considered as a commodity while keeping differentiating parts closed [76, 185]. The timing aspect is critical as functionality sooner or later will pass over from being differentiating to commodity due to a constantly progressing technology life-cycle [120]. This strategy is further emphasized by existing commoditization models [22, 120]. However, these models are not designed with active OSS ecosystem participation.
in mind and lack support for strategic product planning and contribution strategies.

In this paper, we occupy this research gap by presenting a Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) model. The model was developed in close collaboration with Sony Mobile. Sony Mobile is actively involved in a number of OSS ecosystems, both in regard to their products features and their internal development infrastructure\(^1\). With the consideration of OSS as an external asset, the CAP model is based on the Kraljic’s portfolio purchasing model which helps firms analyze risk and maximize profit when sourcing material for their product manufacturing [104]. The original model is adapted through an extensive investigation of Sony Mobile’s contribution processes and policies, and designed to support firms’ strategic product planning. More specifically, the model helps firms to create contribution strategies for their products and software artifacts such as features and components. Hence, the CAP model is an important step for firms that use OSS ecosystems in their product development and want to gain or increase the OI benefits, such as increased innovation and reduced time-to-market. Moreover, we help firms to operationalize the CAP model by proposing an information meta-model. The meta-model is an information support that should be integrated into the requirements management infrastructure and enables contribution strategies to be communicated and followed up on a software artifact-level throughout a firm’s development organization. As a first validation outside of Sony Mobile, the CAP model was presented to and applied in three case firms. This provided understanding of the model’s generalizability, and also input to future design cycles.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we position our study with related work and further motivate the underlying research gap. This is followed by section 3 in which we describe the research design of our study, its threats to validity and strategies used to minimize these threats. In section 4 we present our CAP model and in section 5 we present an information meta-model for how contribution decisions may be traced. In section 6, we present an example of how the CAP model and meta-model may be used together inside Sony Mobile. In section 7 we present findings from three exploratory case studies outside Sony Mobile where we focused on early validation the CAP model’s applicability and usability. Finally, in section 8 we discuss the CAP model in relation to related work, and specific considerations, while we summarize our study in section 9.

2 Related work

Below we describe the context of our research with respect to how software engineering and OSS fits into the context of OI. Further, we give a background on contribution strategies and commoditization models. Moreover, we provide a background of the sourcing model on which the CAP model is based. We than provide

\(^1\)http://developer.sonymobile.com/knowledge-base/open-source/
an overview on what we label as strategic product planning, as well as on software artifacts, and conclude by describing the research gap, that this study aims to fill.

2.1 Open Innovation in Software Engineering

OI is commonly explained by a funnel model [31] representing a firm’s R&D process, see Fig. 1. The funnel (1) is permeable, meaning that the firm can interact with the open environment surrounding it. This conceptualization fits onto many contexts, e.g., a firm that takes part in a joint-venture or start-up acquisition. In our case, we focus on ecosystems (2) and specifically those based on OSS [64, 87]. An OSS ecosystem consists of the focal firm along with other actors who jointly see to the development and maintenance of an OSS project, which may be seen as the technological platform underpinning the relationships between the actors [90, 123]. In the context of this study, the focal firm represented by the OI funnel is Sony Mobile and their internal software development process. The OSS ecosystem could, for example, be represented by that surrounding the Android Open Source Project² (AOSP). The interactions between the focal firm and the ecosystem (see Fig. 1) are represented by the arrows going in and out and can be further characterized as knowledge exchange between the firm and the OSS ecosystem (e.g., Sony Mobile and AOSP). Examples of transactions can include software artifacts (e.g., bug fixes, features, plug-ins, or complete projects), but also opinions, knowledge, and support that could affect any step of the internal or external development.

The interactions (3) may be bi-directional in the sense that they can go into the development process from the open environment (outside-in), or from the development process out to the open environment (inside-out). Coupled innovation [55] happens when outside-in and inside-out transactions occurs together (i.e., consumption of and contribution to OSS). This may be expected in co-development between a firm and other ecosystem participants in regard to specific functionality (e.g., Sony Mobile’s developer toolkits³).

How firms choose to work with and leverage these interactions with OSS ecosystems impact how they will realize the potential benefits of OI, such as increased innovation, shorter time-to-market, and better resource allocation [176, 180]. The CAP model presented in this paper provides operational and decision-making guidelines for these firms in terms what they should contribute to and source of from the OSS ecosystems. I.e., how they should interact with the open environment in an inside-out, outside-in, or coupled direction. Hence, what the CAP model brings in terms of novelty is an operational OI perspective on what firms involved in OSS ecosystems should share, by helping firms motivate the contributions through the creation of tailored contribution strategies.

²https://source.android.com/
³https://github.com/sonyxperiadev
Figure 1: The OI model illustrated with interactions between the firm (1) and its external collaborations (2,4). Adopted from Chesbrough [31].
2.2 Contribution Strategies in Open Source Software Ecosystem

Wnuk et al. [194] define a contribution strategy as a managerial practice that helps to decide what to contribute as OSS, and when. To know what to contribute, it is important for firms to understand how they participate in various OSS ecosystems in regards to their business model and product strategy from an OI perspective. Dahlander & Magnusson [40] describe how a firm may access the OSS ecosystems in order to extend its resource base and align its product strategy with ecosystems’ strategies. In another study, Dahlander & Magnusson [41] describe how a firm can adapt its relationships with the OSS ecosystems based on how much influence the firm needs, e.g., by openly contributing back to the OSS ecosystem, or by keeping new features internal. To build and regulate these relationships, a firm can apply different revealing strategies in this regard: differentiating parts are kept internal while commodity parts are contributed [76, 185]. Further, licenses may be used so that the technology can be disclosed under conditions where control is still maintained [185]. Depending on the revealing strategy the level of openness may vary from completely open, partly transparent conditions [32], to completely closed. As highlighted by Jansen et al. [89], the openness of a firm should be considered as a continuum rather than a binary choice.

2.3 Commoditization Models

With commoditization models, we refer to models that describe a software artifact’s value depreciation [97] and how it moves between a differential to a commodity state, i.e., to what extent the artifact is considered to help distinguish the focal firm’s product offering relative to its competitors. Such models can help firms better understand what they should contribute to OSS ecosystems, and when, i.e., provide a base to design contribution strategies [194]. Van der Linden et al. [120] stressed that efficient software development should focus “…on producing only the differentiating parts” and that “…preferably, firms acquire the commodity software elsewhere, through a distributed development and external software such as [commercial software] or OSS”. Firms should hence set the differentiating value of a software artifact in relation to how it should be developed, or even if it should be acquired. Commoditization is also related to the product’s life-cycle and, is more often experienced towards the end of the life cycle [101].

Van der Linden et al. [120] present a commoditization model that highlights how commoditization is a continuous and inevitable process for all software artifacts. Therefore, firms should consider whether the software or technology should be developed, acquired, or kept internally, shared with other firms, or made completely open (e.g., as OSS) [11]. Ideally, differentiating software or technology should be kept internal, but as their life-cycle progresses their value depreciates and they should be made open. This is particularly relevant for software artifacts
that have an enabling role for cross-value creation, data collection or support value creation when combined with other parts of the offering, e.g., an artifact that collects and analyzes anonymous customer data that could be offered as business intelligence to customers [97]. Bosch [22] presents a similar commoditization model, which classifies the software into three layers and describes how a software’s functionality moves from an early development stage as experimental and innovative, to a more mature stage where it provides special value to customers and advantage towards competition, then finally transitioning to stage where it is considered as commodity, hence it “…no longer adds any real value” [22].

A challenge identified by both van der Linden et al. [120] and Bosch [22] is the risk of losing Intellectual property rights (IPR) to competitors, a challenge that has also been highlighted in numerous other studies [76, 77, 188, 194]. By not contributing software and technology that are considered differentiating, firms can avoid the risk of giving away its added value to competitors. However, both van der Linden et al. [120] and Bosch [22] highlight how the acquisition of the commodity functionality may help firms to reduce the development and maintenance cost, and potentially shorten time-to-market. Instead, they can shift internal focus to differential features and better-justified R&D activities [120].

2.4 The Kraljic Portfolio Purchasing Model

From the software product planning perspective, sourcing refers to decisions of what parts of the software that should be developed internally or acquired externally, from where and how [101], and is an important part of a firm’s product strategy [62]. A recent literature review of software component decision-making making lists four sourcing strategies: in-house, outsourcing, COTS and OSS and brings supporting evidence that two sourcing strategies are often considered [11]. From an OSS perspective, sourcing, therefore, regards decisions on if, and what, parts of the internal software that should be based on and/or co-developed as OSS (also referred to as Open-Sourcing [5]). This is further highlighted in existing commoditization models (see section 2.3), which argues how commodity parts should be acquired, contributed and sourced in different ways, while internal development should be focused on differenting parts [22, 120]. With this background, we have chosen to base the CAP-model presented in this study on the portfolio purchasing model by Peter Kraljic [104].

Kraljic’s model describes how to develop a sourcing strategy for the supply-items (e.g., material and components) required for a product. First, the supply-items are classified according to the Profit impact and Supply risk dimensions on a scale from low to high. The profit impact concerns the strategic importance of the item, as well as the added value and costs which that it generates for the firm. The supply risk refers to the availability of the item, ease to substitute its suppliers, and how it is controlled. The supply items are then positioned onto a matrix with four quadrants, based on the two dimensions, see Fig. 2. Each quadrant represents
a specific item category with its own distinctive purchasing strategy towards the suppliers [104].

**Figure 2:** The matrix used in Kraljic’s portfolio purchasing model [104], which allows supply-items needed for a product to classified into four item categories based on the two dimensions Business impact and Supply risk.

- **Strategic items:** These are items with high-profit impact and high supply risk. They can usually only be acquired from a single supplier. A common strategy is to form and maintain a strategic partnership with the supplier [25].

- **Leverage items:** These are items with high-profit impact and low supply risk. Can generally be obtained from multiple suppliers at a low switching cost. A common strategy is to exploit buying power within the supplier market [25].

- **Bottleneck items:** These are items with low-profit impact and high supply risk. Suppliers are usually in a dominant position. A common strategy is to accept dependence and strive to reduce negative effects, e.g., through risk analysis and stock-piling [25].

- **Non-critical items:** These are items with low-profit impact and low supply risk. They generally have a low added-value per item. A general strategy is to reduce related costs, such as logistic and administrative [25].

Determining how a material or component should be classified may be done in several ways. Gelderman et al. [68] report how a consensus-seeking method is frequently used by inviting cross-functional competencies and internal stakeholders to discuss how items should be rated in regard to the two dimensions [68]. Other
measurement approaches involve representing each dimension with a specific variable (e.g., supply risk as a number of available suppliers), or using a set of variable and weighting them together. After a set of items have been analyzed and put on the matrix, discussions, and reflections are performed and can potentially lead to a revision of the item categorization [68]. This discussion may concern how the firm should maintain the items’ current positions or strive to move certain items between the quadrants.

The model inspired several industries and academics. Among some examples, Caniëls and Gelderman [25] studied the choice of various purchasing strategies and empirically quantified the “relative power” and “total interdependence” aspects among Dutch purchasing professionals. Ulkuniemi et al. [178] looked at purchasing as a market shaping mechanism and identified five types of market shaping actions. Shaya discussed the usage of the Kraljic’s portfolio model for optimizing the process of sourcing IT and managing software licenses at Skanska ITN [166]. Gangadharan et al. proposed using Kraljic’s portfolio model for mapping SaaS services and sourcing structure [63]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has suggested using Kraljic’s model in the context of OSS ecosystems and creation of contribution strategies for software artifacts.

2.5 Strategic Product Planning in OI

A software product strategy defines the product and describes how it will evolve for a longer period of time [62]. It should consider aspects such as the product definition in terms of functional and quality scope, target market, delivery model, positioning and sourcing. Product planning executes product strategy with the help of roadmapping, release planning, and requirements management processes [62]. Hence, decisions regarding if, and what parts of the product should be based on OSS concerns executive management and the software product management (SPM) as they usually oversee the product strategy [122], but also the development organization as they, together with SPM, oversee the product planning and development.

To the best of our knowledge, the current literature offers limited operational support for creating contribution strategies that help synchronize product strategies and product planning with OSS ecosystems. Therefore, we present the CAP model to support software firms in building strategic product planning that looks beyond realizing a set of features in a series of software releases that reflects the overall product strategy and adds the strategic OI aspect with the help of contribution strategies.
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2.6 Artifacts in Software Engineering

The CAP model presented in this paper offers a tool for firms to decide whether or not a software artifact should be contributed to an OSS ecosystem or not. In this context, a software artifact may refer to a functionality of different abstractions, e.g., bug-fixes, requirements, features, architectural assets or components. These artifacts may be represented and linked together in software artifact repositories [124], often used for gathering, specification and communication of requirements inside a software development organization’s requirements management infrastructure [16].

Artifacts may be structured and stored in different ways depending on the context and process used [124]. The resulting artifact structure (also called infrastructure) supports communication between different roles and departments inside an organization, e.g., to which product platform a certain feature belongs, what requirements a certain feature consists of, what test cases that belong to a certain requirement, which release a certain requirement should be implemented in, or what artifacts patches that represent the implementation of a certain requirement. The communication schema should be altered dependent on the firms’ needs and processes [58], e.g. to follow-up what requirements are contributed. In this study, we introduce an information meta-model that proposes how a set of repositories may be set up to support the above-mentioned communication and decision-making.

Firms often store software artifacts in a central database and require certain quality criteria in terms of completeness and traceability etc [7]. In contrast, OSS ecosystems constitute an opposite extreme with their usually very informal practices [57]. Here, a requirement may be represented by several artifacts, often complementing each other to give a more complete picture, e.g., as an issue, in a mail thread, and/or as a prototype or a finished implementation. These artifacts are examples of what Scacchi refers to as informalisms [163] and are stored in decentralized repositories (such as issue trackers, mailing lists, and source code repositories respectively).

2.7 Summary

Software engineering has received limited attention in the context of OI, specifically in relation to OSS, which is widespread in practice [141]. Hence, the limited attention that contribution strategies have gotten is not surprising with some exceptions [173, 194]. There is literature explaining general incentives and strategies for how firms should act [40, 79, 188], but neither of the aforementioned or existing models [22, 120] consider aspects specific to OSS, and how firms should synchronize internal product strategy and planning with OSS ecosystem participation [141]. This study aims to address this research gap through a close academia and industry collaboration.
3 Research methodology

In this section, we describe the research design, the process of our study, and our research questions. Further, we motivate the choices of research methods and how these were performed to answer the research questions. Finally, we discuss related validity threats and how these were managed.

3.1 Case Firm

Sony Mobile is a multinational firm with roughly 5,000 employees, developing mobile phones and tablets. The studied branch is focused on developing Android-based phones and tablets and has 1600 employees, of which 900 are directly involved in software development. Sony Mobile develops software using agile methodologies and uses software product line management with a database of more than 20,000 features suggested or implemented across all product lines [149].

As reported in earlier work [137], Sony Mobile is a mature OSS player with involvement in several OSS projects. Their existing processes for managing contribution strategies and compliance issues is centrally managed by an internal group referred to as their OSS governance board [137] (cf. OSS Working group [96]). The board has a cross-functional composition as previously suggested with engineers, business managers, and legal experts, and applies the reactive approach as described in section 4.3.

3.2 Research Questions

This study aims to support software-intensive firms involved in OSS ecosystems with integrating their internal product strategy and planning [62] with the decision-process of what software artifacts that they should contribute to the OSS ecosystems, and when, formalized as contribution strategies [194]. Strategic product planning in OI primarily concerns what parts should be revealed (contributed) in an inside-out direction [31] from the firm to the ecosystem. This contribution affects the OSS which in turn is sourced in an outside-in direction [31] from the ecosystem to the firm and is a key enabler in achieving the potential benefits of OI [141].

Earlier research in this area of OI [186], and OSS [141], is sparse and often limited to a management level (e.g., [40, 41, 76, 120]). To occupy this research gap, we aim to design a solution that supports firms in strategic product planning. We pose our first research question (RQ1) as:

RQ1: How can contribution strategies be created and structured to support strategic product planning from an OI perspective?

Product planning is a broad practice and usually involves a cross-functional set of internal stakeholders (e.g., legal, marketing, product management, and developers) [103]. This is also the case for strategic product planning and associated
contribution strategies. For a firm with a small development organization, these internal stakeholders may be co-located and efficiently communicate and discuss decisions on a daily basis, but for larger (geographically-distributed) development organizations this may not be possible and cumbersome [43]. A contribution strategy for a certain feature needs to be communicated from the product planning team to the development teams who should implement and contribute accordingly. Conversely, product planning is responsible for monitoring the realization of the approved contribution strategies and what impact they have.

One of the main challenges for market-driven firms is to know what requirements-associated information to obtain, store, manage, and how to enable efficient communication across all stakeholders involved in the crucial decisions that lead to product success [94, 154]. Handling information overload [195] and efficiently connecting the necessary bits and pieces of information is important for strategy realization and follow up analysis. This is particularly important when introducing new concepts that require close collaboration and efficient communication between product management and product development organizations. Thus, RQ2 focuses on the information meta-model that should be integrated into the software artifact repositories used for requirements management and product planning. Our goal is to develop an information meta-model that describes how contributions to OSS ecosystems can be traced to internal product requirements and platforms, and vice versa, and allow for an organizational adoption of contribution strategies for concerned firms. This leads us to pose our second research question (RQ2):

RQ2: What software and product planning artifact types and repositories are required and how should they be represented in a meta-model to enable communication and follow-up of contribution strategies in strategic product planning?

By answering these two research questions our goal is to create a practical solution for uncovering further benefits that OI brings [141].

3.3 Research Design and Operation

This study is a design science [81] inspired case study [159]. The work was initiated by problem identification and analysis of its relevance. This was followed by an artifact design process where the artifacts (the CAP model and information meta-model) addressing the research problems (RQ1 & RQ2) was created. Finally, the artifacts were validated in the context of the research problem. These steps were performed in close academia-industry collaboration between the researchers and Sony Mobile. We performed data collection and analysis throughout the steps and concluded with reporting of the results (see Fig. 3).
Problem Identification

The objectives of the problem investigation phase in the design process [81] are to further understand the problem context and current practices. To gain greater understanding, we conducted informal consultations with four experts (I1-I4) at Sony Mobile who is involved in the decision-making process of OSS contributions (see Table 1). This allowed us to further refine both **RQ1** and **RQ2** and confirmed their importance and relevance for the industry. Simultaneously, internal processes and policy documentation at Sony Mobile were studied. Next, we received permission to access additional data sources and were able to investigate requirements and contribution repositories. The consultations and investigations confirmed that a suitable solution requires a combination of a technology-based artifact and an organization-based artifact (see guidelines one and two by Hevner [81]). The technology-based artifact (**RQ1**) should allow firms to create contribution strategies for software artifacts and the organizational-based artifact (**RQ2**) should support the organizational adoption and operationalization of the technology-based artifact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert Id</th>
<th>Years of experience</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>6 Years</td>
<td>Team Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>8 Years</td>
<td>Director OSS SW Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>15 Years</td>
<td>Senior Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>Software Developer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Artifact Design

**RQ1** is addressed by designing an artifact that would allow the practitioners to decide whether a software artifact should be contributed to an OSS ecosystem or not. As this is a sourcing issue at the product strategy-level [11, 62, 101], we decided to base the artifact on Kraljic’s portfolio purchasing model [104] following the advice and experience of I2 in sourcing. The model consists of a matrix that allows firms to analyze how they source and purchase material and components for their production (see section 2.4).

With this foundation, we iteratively formalized our findings from the consultations with I1-I4 and studies of internal processes and policy documentation. The results of this formalization are the CAP model and the associated meta-model of information required to instantiate the CAP model, supporting strategic product planning in OI. Each item category from the original model [104] has a corresponding type of contribution strategy [194], and instead of supply items, we refer to software artifacts, e.g., features or components. The two dimensions are re-
Figure 3: Overview of the research methodology used in this study. The design process was performed iteratively through the three steps involved: problem investigation, artifact design, and artifact valuation [81].

Defined to represent Business impact and Control complexity, inspired by existing commoditization models [22, 120] and literature on OSS ecosystem governance (e.g., [10, 41, 142]). The measurement process is proposed to employ a consensus-seeking approach [68] with the involvement of cross-functional competencies and internal stakeholders [103]. To help frame the measurement discussion process, questions are defined inspired by literature related to the Kraljic portfolio purchasing model (e.g., [25, 68]), commoditization models [22, 120], software value map (e.g., [9, 97], and OSS ecosystem governance (e.g., [10, 41, 142]). An overlay is created on top of the CAP model to highlight which contribution objective should be the primary driver for the chosen contribution strategy. The objectives represent important value incentives inspired by OI literature [31, 176, 180, 185]. The intention is to help users of the model to fine-tune the contribution strategy for the classified artifact. The CAP model is presented in more detail in section 4.

To address RQ2 and enable an organizational adoption and operationalization of the CAP-model, we created an information meta-model that facilitates communication and follow-up on software artifacts and their contribution strategies. In the problem investigation phase, it became apparent that the information support should be integrated into the software artifact repositories used for requirements management. The information support would then be able to reach everyone who is involved in the product planning and development. This required us to expand our investigation of Sony Mobile’s requirements and contribution repositories, which included a broad set of software artifact repositories that are used in
the product planning of mobile phones. We focused the repository investigation on understanding how contributions could be traced to product requirements and platforms, and vice versa. Through consultation with I1-I4, we selected six relevant repositories: the internal product portfolio, feature repository, feature-based architectural asset repository, patch repository, contribution repository and commit repository (see section 5).

These repositories and their unique artifact IDs (e.g., requirement id, patch id, and contribution id) allowed us to trace the contributions and commits to the architectural assets, product requirements and platforms, via the patches that developers create and commit to internal source code branches. This analysis resulted in the information meta-model presented in Fig. 5. The meta-model creation process was driven by the principles of finding a balance between research rigor and relevance, moving away from extensive mathematical formalizations of the CAP model and focusing on the applicability and generalizability of the model, see guideline five by Hevner [81].

Artifacts Validation

Validation helps confirm that candidate solutions actually address the identified research problems. As we are in an early stage of the research and design process, this study uses static validation [71]. This type of validation uses presentation of candidate solutions to industry practitioners and gathering of feedback that can help to further understand the problem context and refine candidate solutions, in line with the design science process [81]. Dynamic validation [71], which concerns piloting of the candidate solutions in a real-work setting, is a later step in the technology transfer process and is currently under planning at the case firm and is left for future work.

Both the CAP-model and its related information meta-model were validated statically through continuous consultations with experts at Sony Mobile (I1-I4). In these consultations, the models were explained and discussed. Feedback and improvement ideas were collected and used for iterative refinement and improvement. Experts were asked to run the CAP model against examples of features in relation to the four software artifact categories and related contribution strategies that CAP model describes. The examples are presented together with the CAP model and provide further detail and validation of its potential use, see section 4.4. A complete example of how the CAP model and meta-model are used is further presented in section 6. These examples help to evaluate functionality, completeness, and consistency of the CAP model and associated information meta-model. The usability of the information meta-model was further validated by performing traces between the different types of artifacts and their repositories. These traces were presented and used in the static validation of the meta-model. From a design science perspective [81], we employed observational validation through a case study at Sony Mobile where we studied the artifacts (models) in a busi-
ness environment. We also employed descriptive evaluation where we obtained detailed scenarios to demonstrate the utility of the CAP model, see guideline three by Hevner [81].

To improve the external validity of the CAP model, we conducted exploratory case studies at three different case firms (see Section 7). In these case studies, we used static validation [71] where we presented the CAP model to participants from the respective firms and applied it in a simulated setting as part of the interviews. In two of the cases, semi-structured interviews were used with one representative from each firm. In the third case, a workshop setting was used with eight participants from the firm. When collecting feedback from the three case firms, we focused on applicability and usability of the CAP model.

3.4 Ethics and Confidentiality

This study involved analysis of sensitive data from Sony Mobile. The researchers in the study had to maintain the data’s integrity and adhere to agreed procedures that data will not be made public. Researchers arranged meetings with experts from Sony Mobile to inform them about the study reporting policies. Data acquired from Sony Mobile is confidential and will not be publicly shared to ensure that the study does not hurt the reputation or business of Sony Mobile. Finally, before submitting the paper for publication, the study was shared with an expert at Sony Mobile who reviewed the manuscript to ensure the validity and transparency of results for the scientific community.

3.5 Validity Threats

This section highlights the validity threats associated with the study. Four types of validity threats [159] are mentioned along with their mitigation strategies.

Internal Validity

Internal validity refers to factors affecting the outcome of the study without the knowledge of the researchers [159].

Researcher bias refers to when the researcher may risk influencing the results in a wanted direction [158]. The proposed CAP model was created with an iterative cooperation between researchers and industry practitioners. Thus, there was a risk of introducing the researcher’s bias while working towards the creation of the model. In order to minimize this risk, regular meetings were arranged between researchers and industry experts to ensure the objective understanding and proposed outcomes of the study. Furthermore, researchers and industry practitioners reviewed the paper independently to avoid introducing researcher’s bias.

A central part of the CAP model involves estimating the business impact and control complexity. These estimations involve several factors and can have multiple confounding factors that influence them. In this work, we assume that this
threat to internal validity is taken into consideration during the estimation process and therefore is not in the direct focus of the CAP model. Moreover, the CAP model does not prevent additions of new factors that support these estimates.

Triangulation refers to the use of data from multiple sources and also ensuring observer triangulation [158]. In this study, our data analysis involved interpretation of qualitative and quantitative data obtained from Sony Mobile. We applied data triangulation by using Sony Mobile’s internal artifacts repositories, documents related to contribution strategies and consultation with relevant experts before proposing the CAP model. There were risks of identifying the wrong data flows and subjective interpretation of interviews. In order to mitigate these risks, concerned multiple experts with different roles and experiences (see Table 1) were consulted at Sony Mobile. We ensured observer triangulation by involving all researchers who authored this manuscript into the data collection and analysis phases.

External Validity

External validity deals with the ability to generalize the study findings to other contexts.

We have focused on analytic generalization rather than statistical generalization [60] by comparing the characteristics of the case to a possible target and presenting case firm characteristics as much as confidentiality concerns allowed. The scope of this study is limited to firms realizing OI with OSS ecosystems. Sony Mobile represents an organization with a focus on software development for embedded devices. However, the practices that are reported and proposed in the study has the potential to be generalized to all firms involved in OSS ecosystems. It should be noted that the case firm can be considered a mature firm in relation to OSS usage for creating product value and realizing product strategies. Also, they recognize the need to invest resources in the ecosystems by contributing back in order to be able to influence and control in accordance with internal needs and incentives. Thus, the application of the proposed CAP model in an other context or in other firms remains part of future work.

The CAP model assumes that firms realize their products based, in part, on OSS code and OSS ecosystem participation. This limits its external generalizability to these firms. At the same time, we believe that the innovation assessment part of the CAP model may be applied to artifacts without OSS elements. In this case, the CAP model provides only partial support as it only helps to estimate the innovativeness of the features (as an innovation benchmark) without setting contribution strategies. Still, this part of the CAP model should work in the same way for both OSS and non-OSS based products. Finally, the classification of software artifacts has a marked business view and a clear business connotation. A threat remains here that important technical aspects (e.g. technical debt, architectural complexity) are overlooked. However, throughout the static validation examples,
we saw limited negative impact on this aspect, especially in a firm experienced in building its product on an OSS platform.

The meta-model was derived from Sony Mobile’s software artifact repositories. We believe that the meta-model will fit organizations in similar characteristics. For other cases, we believe that the meta-model can provide inspiration and guidance for how development organizations should implementing the necessary adaptations to existing requirements management infrastructure, or create such, so that contribution strategies for artifacts can be communicated and monitored. We do acknowledge this as a limitation in regards to external validity that we aim to address in future design cycles.

Construct Validity

Construct validity deals with choosing the suitable measures for the concepts under study [159]. Four threats to the construct validity of the study are highlighted below.

First, there was a risk that academic researchers and industry practitioners may use different terms and have different theoretical frames of reference when addressing contribution strategies. Furthermore, the presence of researchers may have biased the experts from Sony Mobile to give information according to researchers’ expectations. The selection of a smaller number of experts from Sony Mobile might also contribute to the unbalanced view of the construct.

Second, there was a potential threat to construct validity due to the used innovation assessment criteria based on business impact and control complexity. Both dimensions can be expanded by additional questions (e.g. internal business perspective or innovation and learning perspective [97]) and the CAP model provides this flexibility. One could argue that also technical and architectural aspects should be taken into consideration here. At the same time, the static validation results at Sony Mobile confirm that these aspects have limited importance at least for the studied cases. Still, they should not be overlooked when executing the CAP model in other contexts.

Third, a common theoretical frame of reference is important to avoid misinterpretations between researchers and practitioners [158]. In this study, the Kraljic’s portfolio model is used as a reference framework to the CAP model. However, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of Kraljic’s portfolio model were changed to control complexity and business impact respectively. Both industry practitioners and academic researchers had a common understanding of Kraljic’s portfolio model [104] before discussions in the study. Furthermore, theoretical constructs were validated by involving one of the experts in the writing process from Sony Mobile to ensure consistent understanding.

Fourth, prolonged involvement refers to a long-term relationship or involvement between the researchers and organization [158]. Since there was an involvement of confidential information in the study, it was important to have a mutual
trust between academic researchers and practitioners to be able to constructively present the findings. The adequate level of trust was gained as a result of long past history of collaboration between academic researchers and experts from Sony Mobile.

**Reliability**

The reliability deals with to what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researcher and the ability to replicate the study.

*Member checking* may involve having multiple individuals go through the data, or letting interviewees review a transcript [158]. In this study, the first two authors proposed the meta-model after independent discussions and reviewed by the third author. Furthermore, the model was validated by a team lead, software developer, and senior manager at Sony Mobile, involved in making contributions to OSS communities, were consulted to ensure the correctness of the meta-model and associated data.

*Audit trail* regards maintaining traceability between collected data during the study [158]. For this study, the first two researchers kept track of all the mined data from the software artifact repositories as well as the email and informal communication between researchers and Sony Mobile representative. Results were shared with Sony Mobile for any possible misinterpretation or correction of data.

### 4 The Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) Model (RQ1)

The CAP model is an adapted version of the portfolio model introduced by Peter Kraljic [104]. Kraljic’s model was originally constructed to help firms with creating purchasing strategies towards their suppliers of items needed for their product manufacturing. The CAP model is focused on software artifacts and how these should be sourced and contributed as OSS. The artifacts may be of different abstraction levels, e.g., ranging from specific requirements or issues to sets of requirements as features, frameworks, tools or higher level components.

The model may be used *proactively* or *reactively*. In the former, the model is systematically used on a portfolio or set of artifacts to decide on specific contribution strategies for each artifact, but also to get a general overview and analyze the artifacts relative each other. In the reactive case, the model is used to follow-up on previously classified artifacts, and for individual contribution requests of artifacts from the development organization. We start by describing how the model may be used to classify artifacts and elicit contribution strategies. We then move on and put the model into the context of the two approaches. Lastly, we give examples of artifacts and related contribution strategies.
Figure 4: The Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) model and its different quadrants that help to determine what contribution strategy to use depending on how a software artifacts are classified in terms of business impact and control complexity. The overlaying arches marks up four contribution objectives which help to further tailor the contribution strategy (see section 4.1).

4.1 Model Description

The focal point of the CAP model is the matrix presented in Fig. 4. Artifacts are mapped on to the matrix based on how they are valued in regard to the two dimensions business impact and control complexity, located on the vertical and horizontal axis respectively. Business impact refers to how much you profit from the artifact, and control complexity refers to how hard the technology and knowledge behind the artifact is to acquire and control. Both dimensions range from low to high.

Artifact Types and Contribution Strategies

An artifact is categorized into one of the four quadrants, where each quadrant represents a specific artifact type with certain characteristics and contribution strategy. The four types are as follows:

- Strategic artifacts: high business impact and high control complexity.
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- **Platform/leverage artifacts**: high business impact and low control complexity.
- **Products/bottlenecks artifacts**: low business impact and high control complexity.
- **Standard artifacts**: low business impact and low control complexity.

**Strategic Artifacts**: This category includes artifacts that can be internally or externally developed, have a differential value and makes up a competitive edge for the firm. Due to their value and uniqueness, there is a need to maintain a high degree of control over these artifacts. OSS contributions within this category should generally be restricted and made in a controlled manner, ensuring that the differentiation is kept. However, this does not account for possible enablers and/or frameworks, i.e., parts of the artifact that are required for the artifact to work in a given environment. Those have to be actively maintained and contributed. This may require that the artifacts undergo special screening to identify the parts that enable the differentiating parts. In case the artifact is already connected to an existing OSS ecosystem, the firm should strive towards gaining and maintaining a high influence in the ecosystem in regard to the specific artifact and attached functionality. If this is not achievable, e.g., when the contribution terms of an existing ecosystem require contributions to include the differential IP, the option of creating a new and firm-orchestrated OSS ecosystems should be considered. For examples of Strategic artifacts, see section 4.4.

**Platform/Leverage Artifacts**: These artifacts have a high degree of innovation and positive business impact, but their development does not necessarily need to be controlled by the firm. Examples include technology and market opportunity enablers that have competing alternatives available, ideally with a low switching cost. Generally, everything could be contributed, but with priority given to contributions with the highest potential to reduce time-to-market, i.e., contributions with substance should be prioritized over minor ones, such as error-corrections and maintenance contributions that are purely motivated due to cost reduction. Due to the lower need for control, firms should strive to contribute to existing projects rather than creating new ones, which would require a substantial degree of effort and resources and represent an unnecessary investment. For examples of Platform/Leverage artifacts, see section 4.4.

**Products/Bottleneck Artifacts**: This category includes artifacts that do not have a high positive business impact by itself but would have a negative effect if not present or provided. For example, functionality firmly required in certain customer-specific solutions but are not made available for the general market. These artifacts are hard to acquire and requires a high degree of control due to the specific requirements. The strategy calls for securing the delivery for the specific customers, while and if possible, sharing the burden of development and maintenance. Generally, everything could be contributed, but with priority given to contributions with the highest potential to reduce time-to-market, or in this case rather
the time-to-customer. But, due to the unique nature of these artifacts, the number of other stakeholders may be limited in existing OSS ecosystems. This may imply that the artifact will be problematic to contribute in a general OSS ecosystem. An option would then be to identify and target specific stakeholders of interest, i.e., customers and their suppliers, and create a limited project and related OSS ecosystem. For examples of Products/Bottlenecks artifacts, see section 4.4.

**Standard Artifacts:** This category includes artifacts that may be considered as a commodity to the firm. They do not have a competitive edge if kept internal and has reached a stage in the technology life-cycle where they can create more value externally. They may be externally acquired as easily as internally developed and may, therefore, be considered to have a low level of control complexity. Generally, everything should be contributed, but with priority given to contributions with the highest cost reduction potential. Creating a competing solution to existing ones could lead to unnecessary internal maintenance costs, which has no potential of triggering a positive business impact for a firm. For examples of Standard artifacts, see section 4.4.

**Contribution Objectives**

Mapping an artifact relative to the four quadrants brings an indication and guideline about its contribution strategy. There are also intrinsic objectives for making contributions that are not fully captured by just accessing the business impact and control complexity in the artifact classification process. These objectives include:

- **Cost focus**
- **Time-to-market (TTM) focus**
- **Control focus**
- **Strategic Alliances and Investments**

These objectives are closely coupled to the different strategies and are presented as an overlay of the matrix, thus emphasizing the main contribution objective per strategy.

**Cost focus:** Artifacts with a limited competitive advantage, i.e., they are considered as commodity or enablers for other artifacts, will have a contribution objective mainly focused on *reducing the cost of development and maintenance*. The contribution strategy should focus on minimizing the number of internal patches that need to be applied to each new OSS project release and reusing common solutions available in OSS to fulfill internal requirements, i.e., overall reduce variants and strive for the *standardization* that comes with OSS. As a consequence, internal resources may be shifted towards tasks that have more differentiation value for a firm.
**Time-To-Market (TTM) focus:** Artifacts that have higher levels of competitive advantage, and/or require a higher amount of control and understanding than commodity artifacts should likely to have the general objective to be advanced to the marketplace as soon as possible, superseding the objective of reducing maintenance costs. These artifacts may also be referred to as *qualifiers*, i.e., artifacts that are essential but still non-differential, and should be contributed as soon and often as possible in order to allow for the own solution to be established as the leading open solution. This will potentially give the advantage of control and barring competing solutions which would otherwise require additional patching or even costly redesigns to one’s own product.

**Control focus:** Artifacts with a high level of competitive advantage and requiring a high level of control are likely to provide differentiation in the marketplace, and should thus not be contributed. Yet, in securing that these artifacts are enabled to operate in an open environment, it is as important to contribute the enabling parts to the OSS ecosystems. If an alternative open solution would become widely adapted out of the firm’s control, the firm’s competitive edge will likely be diminished and make a costly redesign imperative. Hence, the contribution objective for these artifacts is to take control of the OSS ecosystem with the general strategy to gain and maintain necessary influence in order to better manage conflicting agendas and levy one’s own strategy in supporting the artifact.

**Strategic Alliances and Investments:** These artifacts carry a very large part of product innovation and competitive advantage, and require strict control. Thus, these artifacts should be internally developed, or, if this is not feasible, co-developed using strategic alliances and investments that secure IPR ownership, hence there is generally no objective for making open source contributions.

**Adapting Contribution Strategies with Contribution Objectives**

Having just a single contribution objective for an artifact is rare except for the extreme cases, e.g., when an artifact is mapped in the far corners of the matrix, such as the bottom left as strictly standard and commodity. More common is to have two or more contribution objectives in play, though one of the objectives would be the leading one. The overlay of contribution objectives on the matrix’s different contribution strategies is intended as a guidance for fine-tuning the contribution strategy for individual artifacts when more than one contribution objective is in play. E.g., although two artifacts who are found to have the same overall Platform/Leverage contribution strategy, there might be a degree of difference in the emphasis to be made in the time-to-market objective for an artifact closer to the Strategic area, compared with an artifact closer to the Standard area where considerations on cost of maintenance might overtake as the leading objective.
4.2 Proactive Approach

When proactively using the model, the following step-by-step approach is recommended:

S1 Decision on scope and abstraction level.

S2 Classification and mapping artifacts to the matrix.
   (a) Begin with an initial set of artifacts to the matrix.
   (b) Synchronize and reiterate mapping.
   (c) Map the rest of the artifacts to the matrix.

S3 Reiteration of the artifact mapping.

S4 Documentation and communication of the decisions.

S5 Monitoring and follow-up on the decisions.

Before the model is used, the scope and abstraction level of the analysis needs to be decided (S1). The scope may, for example, entail a product, a platform or functional area. Abstraction level concerns the artifacts relative to the scope, e.g., components, features, or requirements. Based on these limitations, the artifacts should be listed, and necessary background information collected, e.g., market intelligence, architectural notes and impact analysis, OSS ecosystem intelligence, and license compliance analysis.

The collected information should then be used as input to an open consensus-seeking discussion forum (S2), where relevant internal stakeholders help to classify the artifacts. As in the roadmapping process [103], these stakeholders should bring cross-functional perspective to the decision-making to further explain and argue based on the collected background information, e.g., representatives from marketing, product management, development, and legal.

To facilitate the discussions and help assess the business impact of the artifacts, a set of questions may be used. The joint answers to these questions are given on a Likert scale with values between 1 and 4. The reason for this scale is to force discussion participants to take a clear stand on which side of two quadrants they think an artifact belongs. The questions are as follows (it equals an artifact):

1. How does it impact on the firm’s profit and revenue?
2. How does it impact on the customer and end user value?
3. How does it impact on the product differentiation?
4. How does it impact on the access to leading technology/trends?
5. How does it impact if there are difficulties or shortages?
As with the business impact, a set of questions are proposed to help assess the control complexity of the artifact on a scale between 1-4:

1. Do we have knowledge and capacity to absorb the technology?
2. Are there technology availability barriers and IPR constraints?
3. What is the level of innovativeness and novelty?
4. Is there a lack of alternatives?
5. Are there limitations or constraints by the firm?

For an example of how these questions can be used, see section 6. When all questions are answered, the mean values for both dimensions should be calculated. Based on these values, the artifact is then mapped onto the matrix (see Fig. 4), which will put it into one of the four quadrants. The group should then ask themselves if the calculated position agrees with their general belief of where it should be. They should also ask themselves where they want it to be. Further, they should consider what contribution objective(s) that apply, and how this affects the contribution strategy. This process should be allowed to take time and reiteration of the first set of artifacts, as this is necessary for everyone to get accustomed with the process and the classification criteria.

This classification process is not intended to be quantitative and rigorous, but rather qualitative and informal. The process was facilitated through consensus-seeking discussions within a cross-functional group. This approach helps to create guidelines without introducing complexity which may risk introducing negative effects on the usability and applicability of the CAP model. The questions should further be seen as a mean to frame and drive the discussion, during which further questions might come up.

When all artifacts have been classified and mapped onto the matrix, an overall discussion and reflection should be performed (S3). When consensus is reached, the decisions should be documented and handed over to product management for communication out to the development organization (S4) through required channels supported by the information meta-model, e.g., the requirements management infrastructure (see section 5). The contribution strategies for each artifact should then be monitored and followed-up in a given suitable time frame (e.g., in relation to internal release cycles) (S5). This task may be suitable for product or project management with accountability towards the firm’s OSS executive.

4.3 Reactive Approach

The CAP model may also be used in a reactive mode which is based on Sony Mobile’s current practices. This approach is critical in order to continuously follow-up on previously classified artifacts as the classification may change with the artifacts’
technology life-cycle. The approach is also useful for managing individual contribution requests of artifacts from the development organization, e.g. in response when a manager or developer request to contribute a certain artifact, or be allowed to work actively with a specific OSS ecosystem. The CAP model is used in this case by a group of internal stakeholders, similarly to that of the proactive approach. Sony Mobile applies this reactive approach through their OSS governance board (see section 3.1).

When an individual wants to make a contribution, they have to pass through the board. However, to avoid too much bureaucracy and a bottleneck effect, the contribution process varies depending on the size and complexity of the contribution. In the CAP model, the contributions may be characterized in one of three different levels:

- **Trivial contributions** are rather small changes to already existing OSS ecosystems, which enhances the non-significant code quality without adding any new functionality to the system e.g., bug fixes, re-factoring etc.
- **Medium contributions** entails both substantially changed functionality, and completely new functionality e.g., new features, architectural changes etc.
- **Major contributions** are comprised of substantial amounts of code, with significant value in regard to IPR. These contributions are a result of a significant amount of internal development efforts. At Sony Mobile, one example of such a contribution is the Jenkins-Gerrit-trigger plug-in [137].

For trivial contributions, the approval of concerned business manager is sufficient. For medium and major contributions, the business manager has to prepare a case for the Open Source Governance board to verify the legal and IPR aspects of the OSS adoption or contribution. The Open Source Governance board decides after case investigation that include IPR review. Consequently, the board accepts or rejects the original request from the engineers. To further lessen the bureaucracy, Sony Mobile uses frame agreements that can be created for OSS ecosystems that are generally considered as having a non-competitive advantage for Sony Mobile (e.g., development and deployment infrastructure). In these cases, developers are given free hands to contribute what they consider as minor or medium contributions, while major contributions must still go through the board.

### 4.4 Contribution Strategies with Artifact Examples

In this section, we provide examples in regard to the four artifact types of the CAP model, which we elicited from consultations with experts from Sony Mobile.

**Strategic Artifacts:**

**Example 1 - Gaming, Audio, Video, and Camera:** A typical example of a contributable enabler is multimedia frameworks which are needed for services such
as music, gaming, and videos. The frameworks themselves are not of a strategic value, but they are essential for driving the Sony brand proposition since they are needed in order to provide the full experience of strategic media and content services provided by Sony. Such artifacts may also be referred to as Qualifiers, as they are essential, yet not strategic by themselves.

An example of such a multimedia framework that Sony Mobile uses is Android’s Stagefright\(^5\). It is for example used for managing movies captured by the camera. The framework itself could be contributed into, but not specific camera features such as smile recognition as these are considered as differentiating towards the competition, hence have a high business impact and control complexity for Sony Mobile. In short, camera effects cannot be contributed, but all enablers of such effects should be, thus Sony Mobile contributes to the frameworks to steer and open up a platform for strategic assets, e.g., an extended camera experience on their mobile phones. A further example of a framework that has been made open by Sony, but in the context of gaming, is the Authoring Tools Framework\(^6\) for the PlayStation 4.

**Platform/Leverage Artifacts**

**Example 1 - Digital Living Network Alliance:** Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) (originally named Digital Home Working Group) was founded by a group of consumer electronics firms, with Sony and Intel in leading roles, in June 2003. DLNA promotes a set of interoperability guidelines for sharing and streaming digital media among multimedia devices.

As support for DLNA was eventually included in Android, creating a proprietary in-house solution would not have been wise given that the OSS solution already was offered. Instead, Sony Mobile chose to support the Android DNLA solution with targeted but limited contributions. This is a typical example of leveraging functionality that a firm does not create, own, or control, but that is good to have. Hence, Sony Mobile did not need to commit extra resources to secure the interoperability of an own solution. Instead, those extra resources could be used for making the overall offering better, e.g., the seamless streaming of media between Android devices and other DNLA compliant device, for instance, a PlayStation console, and in that way promote DNLA across Sony’s all device offerings.

**Example 2 - Mozilla Firefox:** The most significant web browsers during the 1990s were proprietary products. For instance, Netscape was only free for individuals, business users had to pay for the license. In 1995, Microsoft stepped into browser market due to the competitive threat from Netscape browser. Microsoft decided to drive the price of web browsers market by bundling its competitive browsers for free with the Windows operating system. In order to save the market share, Netscape open sourced the code to its web browsers in 1998 which resulted

\(^5\)https://source.android.com/devices/media/

\(^6\)https://github.com/SonyWWS/ATF
in the creation of the Mozilla organization. The current browser known as Fire-
fox is the main offspring from that time. By making their browsers open source,
Netscape was able to compete against Microsoft’s web browsers by commoditiz-
ing the platform and enabling for other services and products.

**Products/Bottleneck Artifacts**

**Example 1 - Symbian network operators requirements:** In the ecosystem sur-
rounding the Symbian operating system, network operators were considered one
of the key stakeholders. Network operators ran the telephone networks to which
Symbian smart-phones would be connected. Handset manufactures are dependent
on the operators for distribution of more than 90% of the mobile phone handsets,
and they were highly fragmented, with over 500 networks in 200 countries. Con-
sequently, operators can impose requirements upon handset manufactures in key
areas such as pre-loaded software and security. These requirements can carry the
potential to one of those components that do not contribute in terms of a business
value but would make a negative impact on firm’s business if missing, e.g., by a
product not being ranged.

**Example 2 - DoCoMo mobile phone operator:** DoCoMo, an operator on
the Japanese market, had the requirement that the DRM protection in their pro-
vided handsets uses Microsoft’s PlayReady DRM mechanism. This requirement
applied to all handset manufacturers, including Sony Mobile’s competitors. Sony
Mobile, who had an internally developed PlayReady plug-in, proposed that they
could contribute it as OSS and create an ecosystem around it and also because
it already contributed the DRM framework. DoCoMo accepted, which allowed
Sony Mobile and its competitors to share maintenance and development of up-
coming requirements from DoCoMo. In summary, Sony Mobile solved a potential
bottleneck requirement which has no business value for them by making it OSS
and shared the development cost with all its competitors while still satisfying the
operator.

**Standard Artifacts**

**Example 1 - WiFi-connect**: This OSS checks whether a device is connected to
a Wi-Fi. If not, it tries to join the favorite network, and if this fails, it opens an
Access Point to which you can connect using a laptop or mobile phone and input
new Wi-Fi credentials.

**Example 2 - Universal Image Loader**: Universal Image Loader is built to
provide a flexible, powerful and highly customizable instrument for image loading,
caching and displaying. It provides a lot of configuration options and good control
over the image loading and caching process.

---

7https://github.com/resin-io/resin-wifi-connect
8https://github.com/nostra13/Android-Universal-Image-Loader
Both examples are considered standard artifacts because they can be considered as a commodity, accessible for competition and do not add any value to customers in the sense that they would not be willing to pay extra for them.

## 5 Operationalization of the CAP model (RQ2)

Putting contribution strategies into practice requires appropriate processes and information support to know which artifacts, or what parts of them that should be contributed. Furthermore, to follow up the contribution strategy execution and make necessary adaptations as the market changes, there needs to be a possibility to see what has been contributed, where, and when. In this section, we address research question RQ2 and propose an information meta-model which can be used to record and communicate the operationalization of the CAP model, e.g., by integrating it into the requirements management and product management information infrastructure.

The meta-model was created through an investigation of Sony Mobile’s software and product management artifact repositories used in product planning and product development. During this investigation, we focused on how the contributions could be traced to product requirements and platforms, and vice versa. Through consultation with I1-4, the investigation resulted in the selection of six repositories, see Fig. 5:

![Software artifact repositories necessary to communicate and follow-up on contribution strategies decided with the CAP model.](image)
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- Product Portfolio repository
- Features repository
- Feature-Based Architecture Assets repository
- Patch repository
- Contribution repository
- Commit repository

These repositories and their unique artifact ids (e.g., requirement id, patch id, and contribution id) allowed us to trace the contributions and commits to their architectural assets, product features, and platforms, via the patches that developers create and commits to internal source code branches. Table 2 presents the repositories including their attributes.

The product portfolio repository is used to support Sony Mobile’s software platform strategy, where one platform is reused across multiple phones. The repository stores the different configurations between platforms, hardware and other major components along with market and customer related information. The feature repository stores information about each feature, which can be assigned to and updated by different roles as the feature passes through the firm’s product development process. Information saved includes documentation of the feature description and justification, decision process, architectural notes, impact analysis, involved parties, and current implementation state. The contribution strategy attribute is used to communicate the decisions from the CAP model usage, on whether the feature should be contributed or not.

Feature-Based Architectural Asset (FBAA) repository (FBAAs) groups features together that make up common functionality that can be found in multiple products, e.g. features connected to power functionality may be grouped together in its own FBAA and revised with new versions as the underlying features evolve along with new products. Products are defined by composing different FBAAs which can be considered as a form of configuration management.

Even though Sony Mobile uses Android as an underlying platform, customization and new development are needed in order to meet customers’ expectations. These adaptations are stored as patch artifacts in the patch repository. The patch artifacts contain information about the technical implementation and serve as an abstraction layer for the code commits which are stored in a separate commit repository. Each patch artifact can be traced to both FBAAs and features.

The patches that are contributed back to the OSS ecosystems have associated contribution artifacts stored in the contribution repository. These artifacts store information such as the type of contribution and complexity, responsible manager and contributor, and concerned OSS ecosystem. Each contribution artifact can be traced to its related patch artifact.
## Table 2: Description of selected attributes from the software artifact repositories mentioned in Fig. 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository Name</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platform ID</td>
<td>A unique ID for platform name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>Product name with the platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Related software description, e.g., Android, OSE, Epice, Kept etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Current standing of the platform, e.g., expired, announced etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feature ID</td>
<td>A unique Id for a feature, which refers to features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platform ID</td>
<td>ID associated with the specific platform e.g. android, core etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Details of the feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development state</td>
<td>Refers to the current status a feature’s implementation, e.g., started, executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feature category</td>
<td>Refers to the type of feature, e.g., new functionality, bug fix, extension etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contribution Strategy</td>
<td>Refers to whether the requirement is contributable or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FBAA</strong></td>
<td>FBAA ID</td>
<td>A unique Id for each Feature Based Architecture Asset (FBAA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP IDs</td>
<td>A combination of FP IDs associated with the FBAA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Details of a FBAA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patches</strong></td>
<td>Patch ID</td>
<td>A unique id for each patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP ID</td>
<td>A unique ID from the FP repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBAA ID</td>
<td>A unique ID from the FBAA repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>A description of a patch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Importance of a patch, e.g., market critical, development critical, stability, ecosystem critical etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>Refers to the type of a patch, e.g., bug fix, extension, operator requirement, platform related, generic etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contributions</strong></td>
<td>Contribution ID</td>
<td>A unique ID for each contribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patch ID</td>
<td>A unique ID from the patches repositories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>A description of a contribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Refers the current state of the patch, e.g., ecosystem merged, already fixed, CEO rejected, legal reject, ecosystem review etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Refers to criticality of a contribution, e.g., trivial, non-trivial, bug fix etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ecosystem</td>
<td>Refers to the ecosystem in which the contribution will be made, e.g., Google, Firefox etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contributors</td>
<td>Refers the contributor information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commits</strong></td>
<td>Patch ID</td>
<td>A unique Id from the patch repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>A detailed description of a commit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBAA name</td>
<td>Commits associated with the FBAA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With this set-up of repositories and their respective artifacts, Sony Mobile can gather information necessary to follow up on what functionality is given back to OSS ecosystems. Moreover, Sony Mobile can also measure how much resources that are invested in the work surrounding the implementation and contribution. Hence, this set-up makes up a critical part in both the structuring and execution of the CAP model.

This meta-model was created in the context of Sony Mobile’s development organization. Hence, it is adapted to fit Sony Mobile’ software product line strategy with platforms from which they draw their different products from. The architectural assets (FBAAs) play a key part in this configuration management. As highlighted in section 3.5, we believe that the meta-model will fit organizations in similar characteristics, and for other cases provide inspiration and guidance. This is something that we aim to explore and validate beyond Sony Mobile in future design cycles.

6 Combining the CAP Model and the Information Meta-model

In this section, we provide an example of how the CAP model may be used to classify an artifact, and combine this with the information meta-model to support communication and follow-up of the artifact and its decided contribution strategy. The example is fictive and was derived together with one of the experts (I2) from Sony Mobile with the intention to demonstrate the reasoning behind the artifact classification. Following the proactive process defined in section 4.2, we begin by discussing scope and abstraction level.

For Sony Mobile, FBAAs offer a suitable abstraction level to determine whether certain functionality (e.g., a media player or power saving functionality) can be contributed or not. If the artifact is too fine-grained it may be hard to quantify its business impact and control complexity. In these cases, features included in a certain FBAAA would inherit the decision of whether it can be contributed or not. Regarding the scope, we look at FBAAs related to the telephony part of a certain platform-range. The FBAA that we classify regards the support for Voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE), which is a standard for voice service in the LTE mobile radio system [151]. Note that this classification is performed when VoLTE was relatively new to the market in 2015.

VoLTE is classified in regard to its business impact and control complexity. The questions defined in section 4.2 were used. Under each question, we provide a quote from I2 about how (s)he reasons, and the score which can be in the range of 1-4. We start by addressing the business impact:

---

9Due to confidentiality reasons, we have to select this example.
1. How does it impact on the firm’s profit and revenue?
   “VoLTE is hot and an enabler for services and the European operators are very eager to get this included. This directly affects the firm’s ability to range its products at the operators. So very important. Is it super important? The consumers will not understand the difference of it, they will get it either way.” - **Score: 3**.

2. How does it impact on the customer and end user value?
   “The consumers themselves may not know about VoLTE, but they will appreciate that the sound is better and clearer because other coding standards may be used.” - **Score: 3**.

3. How does it impact on the product differentiation?
   “VoLTE has a positive effect. Some product vendors will have VoLTE enabled and some not. So there is a differentiation which is positive. Does this have a decisive effect concerning differentiation? Is it something that the consumers will interpret as something that is very important? No.” - **Score: 3**.

4. How does it impact on the access to leading technology/trends?
   “VoLTE is very hot and is definitely a leading technology.” - **Score: 3**.

5. How does it impact if there are difficulties or shortages?
   “If we cannot deliver VoLTE to our customers, how will that affect them? It will not be interpreted as positive, and will not pass us by. But they will not be fanatic about it.” - **Score: 2**.

This gives us a mean score of 2.8. We repeat the same process for control complexity:

1. Do we have knowledge and capacity to absorb the technology?
   “Yes, we have. We are not world experts but we do have good knowledge about it.” - **Score: 3**.

2. Are there technology availability barriers and IPR constraints?
   “Yes, there were some, but not devastating. There are patents so it is not straight forward.” - **Score: 2**.

3. What is the level of innovativeness and novelty?
   “It is not something fantastic but good.” - **Score: 3**.

4. Is there a lack of alternatives?
   “Yes, there are not that many who have development on it so there are quite a few options. So we implemented a stack ourselves.” - **Score: 3**.

5. Are there limitations or constraints by the firm?
   “No, there are none. There is not a demand that we should have or need to have control over.” - **Score: 1**.
Figure 6: The CAP model and the example of VoLTE which is classified in regard to its business impact and control complexity.
This gives us a mean score of 2.4. This places VoLTE in the bottom between of the upper two quadrants; the strategic and platform/leverage artifact quadrants.

I2 elaborates on the strategy chosen:

“VoLTE is an opportunity for us. We should invest in this technology, but we do not have to develop our own solution. Rather, we should take what is available externally. We should do active contributions, not just to get rid of maintenance, but also to push the technology forward with a time-to-market as our main contribution objective. It does not matter if it is open source. This is not rocket science that only we know about. We should have an open attitude towards VoLTE and support it as OSS and invest in it.”

After reiterations and discussions, the decisions should be documented and communicated to the development organization. In Sony Mobile’s case, the information meta-model is already integrated into requirements and product management infrastructure. Thus, these decisions would be added to the contribution strategy attribute of the feature artifacts which belong to the VoLTE FBAA artifact. To monitor and follow-up on the contribution strategy execution for VoLTE, product management can trace patch artifacts connected to the VoLTE feature artifacts, and see which of these that have contribution artifacts connected to them.

7 Case studies

To perform a first validation of the CAP model outside Sony Mobile, we have conducted three exploratory case studies where we applied the CAP model and investigated its applicability and usability. Further and more extensive application and validation are planned for future design cycles. Below we present the results from this validation per case firm, which due to confidentiality reasons are made anonymous and referred to as firm A-C. For each firm, we present general characteristics, and how we conducted the case study. We then give a brief overview of their overall contribution strategy, followed a summary of the application of the CAP model, and an evaluation of the model in terms of its usability. For an overview, see table 3.

7.1 Case Firm A

Firm A operates in the agriculture business. The main product of the firm is software designed to improve the efficiency of global grain marketing. The software offers a communication platform between the growers and buyers combined with real-time market intelligence. The main benefit is an enhanced ability to quickly respond to domestic and global market demands. We interviewed the CTO of the firm who has over 25 years of experience in the IT sector and was involved in 10 start-ups and many projects. The CAP model was used to analyze the current product the firm is offering.
Table 3: Overview of the three case firms in regard to their domain, use of OSS, scope and abstraction analyzed with the CAP, and the setting in which the model was applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Use of OSS</th>
<th>Scope &amp; Abstraction</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm A</td>
<td>Small-sized firm building a platform product for the agricultural domain.</td>
<td>OSS components in platform.</td>
<td>Features in platform product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm B</td>
<td>Small-sized firm building mobile games for mobile platforms.</td>
<td>OSS components in game products.</td>
<td>Features in a specific game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm C</td>
<td>Large-sized firm in the telecommunication domain.</td>
<td>OSS in service infrastructure.</td>
<td>Internal infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall Contribution Strategy

The firm makes extensive use of OSS code as long as it is not released under the GPL version 3 license. The firm keeps its own copy of the source code and often contributes bug fixes or other small changes, however without following up if they are integrated into the common code base. Decisions if to adapt the OSS ecosystem’s version of the code are made on regular basis upon analysis.

The firm has currently a static code policy that is based on the following reasoning. If the existing code works at the time, the firm does not care if it evolves and does not check if never versions are available. If there are changes, the firm checks first if the suggested improvements are beneficial before any new version is considered and integrated.

Maintenance cost reduction is important for the firm, however not for the price of loosing competitive advantage. Thus, any functionality that has a differentiating potential is kept proprietary for about 6-9 months to check the market response and profitability. After this time, the firm analyzes if cost reduction is substantial before deciding to contribute the code or not. Estimating the current or future value of an asset is challenging, mainly because of rapid market changes and high market uncertainty. An example here is inventory management module that the firm’s product has. This module (feature) turned out to be a strategic asset 12 months after developing it. So what may seem to be a rational decision from the development/technology perspective can be overwhelmed by market forces or conditions. Moreover, it may take a substantial amount of time before an intellectual prop-
erty asset reveals its true value in the market place due to delays in the technology adoption curve. Therefore, cautious evaluation of the business and revenue values are necessary. If the technology adoption is slow, it is much more challenging and harder to see if and when to contribute.

Regarding the contribution strategy, the firm has the following rules:

- high profit and critical to maintain control features are never shared with the OSS ecosystem as these build the firm’s value in the eyes of the shareholders.
- high profit and not critical to maintain control features - some resources are dedicated to investigate and see the potential of growing from low profit to high profit before a decision to contribute is made.
- low profit and critical to maintain control features - the firm can release these features after commodity analysis.
- low profit and not critical to maintain control features - the firm contributes these features as quickly as possible.

The firm is small and in a growing phase with limited resources that can be dedicated to working with the OSS communities. The conclusion here is that OSS ecosystem engagement can be very valuable for large enterprises, in a resource constrained enterprise it is pretty risky policy.

Application of the CAP Model

Together with the firm’s CTO, we have analyzed the current product with the help of the CAP model. The mapping of the product’s features on the CAP model brings into focus the questions regarding: 1) where the differentiating value is, 2) what is the nature of the market the firm is operating in and 3) how much value the potential customers can absorb. This resulted in the following categorization:

- **Standard artifacts** - Covers about 20% of all features. The CTO adds that not only OSS software is considered here but also binary modules.
- **Product/Bottleneck artifacts** - Covers about 20% of all features. These are mostly purchased or obtained from OSS communities to a lower time-to-market. An interesting aspect here is the usage of binaries that further reduces time-to-market as the integration time is lower compared to OSS modules that often require some scripting and integration efforts.
- **Strategic artifacts** - Covers only about 5% of all features. The main reason is that the firm is afraid someone will standardize or control something in that part (interfaces) and destroy the shareholders’ value.
- **Platform/Leverage artifacts** - Covers about 55% of all features because complexity is low and the firm has high control in case the firm becomes dominant in the market (they are currently not dominant).
According to the CTO, a firm can be a "big winner" in immature markets that usually lack standards. Having a high portion of features in the Strategic artifact corner indicate operating in an established market where alliances need to be made do deliver substantial value.

**Usability of the CAP Model**

The CTO indicated that the CAP model can be used by both executives and operational management. The primary stakeholder remains everyone who is responsible for product strategies. However, the executives will focus mostly on the strategy and if it reflects the direction given by the Board of Directors and main shareholders. In that regard, the percentage mapping of the features on the CAP model is considered useful as it shows where in those four quadrants (see Fig. 4) a firm’s product is, but also where it should be. When applied, there should be a cross-functional group as earlier suggested (see section 4). The CTO agrees that a consensus-seeking approach should be used where opinions are first expressed independently, shared and then discussed until the group converges. This shows potential risks and additional uncovered aspects.

When classifying artifacts in terms of business impact and control complexity, the CTO indicated that high-medium-low is sufficient in terms of scale. When several people perform the estimations, the results can show the density of each level for each aspect. The levels should be augmented with comments regarding additional risks or other important aspects. A scale of -1, 0 and 1 was also considered as suitable.

The used frequency of the CAP model is estimated to be every major revision cycle when new features are added to the product. The complete analysis based on the CAP model should be performed when, e.g., entering the new market place or moving to more stable places in the market place.

Our respondent believes that the CAP model usage delivers greater confidence that the firm is not deviating from the strategic direction and helps to identify the opportunities in the area in other quadrants. The usefulness was estimated as high and could be improved with more guidelines on how to interpret the mapping results. At the same time, it appears that larger organizations can benefit more from the CAP model application. The main problem for smaller firms with reaching high utility of the CAP model would be to have the resources to do regular analysis and the experience to provide valuable opinions. Experience in working with OSS and knowledge of the main driving forces for commoditization is considered essential.

### 7.2 Case Firm B

Firm B develops mobile games for the Android and iOS platforms. The market place that the firm operates in is rather disordered and characterized by several
players who use the same game engine that has a very active ecosystem around it. A substantial part of the product is available for free with little integration effort. Reusing platforms and frameworks with large user base is an important survival aspect, regardless if they are OSS or not since acquisition costs are marginal. Entry barriers are negligible which implies that the commercial success is often a "hit and miss". In many aspects, the environment resembles an inverted OSS ecosystem where a given tool from a given provider or a given module is available with the source. Where a given tool or module from a given provider is available, often with source, at little or no charge. As a result, significant elements of the games are, essentially, commodities and product differentiation principally occurs within the media assets and the gameplay experience. The tool provider is open sourcing back to the ecosystem and can gain those inverted benefits. The customers are helping the provider to improve the quality of the offering. The studied firm only report bugs to these ecosystems and never considers any active contributions or extensions.

The mobile game users expect to play the game for free and perceive them as commodities. This impacts profitability and ability to be commercially viable. If the game is successful there are many opportunities to disturb the market place, e.g. a competitor copies the first 5 levels of the game and offers a similar copy to the market. About 80% of the revenue is generated in the first five days after the game is released since the immediate customer behavior defines if the asset is worth something or not.

**Overall Contribution Strategy**

Since profitability decreases rapidly after product launch, firm B wants to directly minimize maintenance costs. This implies contributing the code base or using commodity parts as much as possible. Contribution strategy associated decisions need to be made rapidly based on the revenue trends and results. The odds of having long term playability for games other than adventure are very low. So for each release, the firm can receive a spike in the income and profitability and needs to carefully plan how to utilize this income. Time to market remains the main success factor in this market segment.

Analyzing this market segment with the help of the CAP model brings forward how extreme the risk levels are in the mobile games business. CAP works well here as a risk assessment tool that should be applied to investments. In this market place, the quadrants of the CAP model can be merged and discussed together. The main analysis should be along the Y-axis and the discussion should be profit driven since the firm does not have any control over the platform, but controls the player experience.

Regarding the contribution strategy, the firm has the following rules:

10https://unity3d.com/
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- high profit and critical to maintain control features - these features are considered as key differentiators but in this context there are very low barriers to copying by fast followers that clone the features. So keeping the features proprietary does not eliminate the risk of “fast clones”.

- low profit and not critical to maintain control features - firm B obtains these features from 3rd party suppliers.

- low profit and not critical to maintain control features - firm B tried to obtain the components from 3rd parties and if it is not possible the software architecture is changed to eliminate criticality.

- high profit and not critical to maintain control features - there are no features with this characteristics according to firm B.

### Application of the CAP Model

We mapped the product features to the CAP model grid. The results are: 0% of the features in the low left quadrant (Standard artifacts), 15% in low right quadrant (Product/Bottleneck artifacts), 80% in upper left quadrant (Platform/Leverage artifacts) and 5% in top right (Strategic artifacts). Because firm B works cross platform they are dependent on the platform provider and obtain other modules from the ecosystem, e.g. the 2d elements and the networking elements. Firm B hopes that remaining focused on the upper left corner is sufficient to get some customers. The firm is “at the mercy of” the other firms dominating the top right corner. CAP helps to points out here that the vast bulk of the technology that enables the experience is already a commodity and freely available so the only differentiating side is the game experience, but this is substantial investment in media, marketing, UI, graphics, and art-work.

### Usability of the CAP Model

The CAP model helps to raise attention that the market is very competitive. The commodity price is very low, differentiation is difficult and acquisition costs are marginal. For firm B, it means that it is cheaper to pay someone else for development than to participate in OSS migration and integration. The main benefit from CAP application remains the conclusion that in mobile game development the focus needs to be on business impact. It is important to perform extensive analysis on the Y-axis for checking if a future game is commercially viable before analyzing the complexity dimension.

The CAP model, in this case, can be used once and the clear conclusion for the firm is that it should change its market focus. The model clearly points out that if a firm is relatively new to mobile game development there is little profitability in this market unless you have 20-30 million dollars to invest in marketing and other
actions to sustain long term revenues. Our respondent believes that every new game concept can be and should be evaluated with the help of the CAP model.

Our respondent believes that the questions in the CAP model should be answered with the high, medium and low scale during a consensus-driven discussion. Since most of the discussion in on the Y-axis, the simple 3-point scale was considered sufficient. Our respondent also pointed out that the CAP model could potentially be extended to include hedonic qualities since a firm sells experience rather than software applications. Investing in a high complex game is very risky so firms in this domain tend to stay away from high complexity endeavors that are risky.

7.3 Case Firm C

Firm C operates in the telecommunication domain and extensively uses OSS to deliver software products and services. We applied the CAP model on one of the internal software infrastructure projects with the objective to support the decision process in regard to whether the project should be released as OSS. CAP was therefore used on a project level, instead of a set of features. We invited 8 participants from various functions at the firm (open source strategy, community management, legal, product management, and development) into a workshop session where the CAP model was discussed and applied.

Overall Contribution Strategy

Decisions on what projects that are released as OSS and what may be contributed to existing OSS projects are made by the OSS governance board, similar to that of Sony Mobile (see section 4.3). The board is cross-functional and includes the representatives from OSS strategy, legal, technology and software development.

Contribution requests are submitted to the OSS governance board from the engineering teams and usually concern projects related to the development toolchain or the infrastructure technology stack. The requests are usually accepted given that no security threats are visible or potential patents can be disclosed. In addition, the board analyses the potential for creating an OSS ecosystem around the project to be released.

Application of the CAP Model

The studied project was first discussed in terms of its background and functionality in order to synchronize the knowledge level among the workshop participants. This was followed by a discussion of the project’s business impact. The questions outlined in Section 4.2 were used for framing the discussion, but instead of using the Likert scale of 1-4, the workshop participants opted for an open consensus-seeking discussion from start.
The workshop participants agreed that the project has a high impact in terms of profit and revenue, as it increases operational efficiency, decreases the license-costs, and increases security. As it is an internal infrastructure project used to deliver software products and services, it has limited impact on the customers and end-users. The technology is not seen as differentiating towards competitors but does enable easier access to new technology-standards that may have a substantial impact on the business. The firm’s engineering department has managed to perform the daily operations and deliver the firm’s services without the use of the project, why it would not devastate business if it was no longer available. However, it does offer clear advantages which would cause a negative impact if it the availability was reduced or removed.

In regard to control complexity, it was concluded that the firm has the competence needed to continue developing the project. Further, the project did not include any IP and patents from the firm’s defensive patent portfolio. The underlying knowledge and technology can be considered as commodity. However, there is a lack of alternates as only two could be identified, both with shortcomings. Internally of the firm, there is a defined need for the project, and that influence on its development is needed. There is, however, no demand that the firm should maintain absolute control, or act as an orchestrator for the project.

The workshop participants classified the project as a strategic artifact due to the high business impact, as well as a relative need for control and lack of alternatives. Due to the latter reasons, the project should be released as a new OSS ecosystem as soon as possible in order to maintain the first-mover-advantage and avoid having to adapt to competing solutions. Hence, the main contribution objective should be to reduce time-to-market. The participants stated that the goal would be to push the project towards commodity, where the main objective would be to share the maintenance efforts with the ecosystem and refocus resources on more value-creating activities.

**Usability of the CAP Model**

The workshop participants found that the CAP model provided a useful lens through which their OSS governance board could look at contribution requests and strategically plan decisions. One participant expressed that the CAP model offers a blue-print to identify what projects that are more important to the firm, and align contribution decisions with internal business and product strategies by explicitly considering the dimensions of business impact and control complexity.

The workshop-participants preferred the open consensus-seeking discussions as a mean to determine the business impact and control complexity, and based on this classify the artifact to the most relevant artifact type and contribution strategy. The chosen strategy and aligning contribution objective could then be used to add further depth and understanding to the discussion, which helped the group to arrive at a common decision and final contribution strategy for the reviewed project.
8 Discussion

The questions defined in section 4.2 were found useful to frame the discussions. Participants expressed that these could be further customized to a firm, but that this should be an iterative process as the OSS governance board applies the CAP model when reviewing new projects. The participants further expressed that some questions are more relevant to discuss for certain projects than others, but they provide a checklist to walk through when reviewing a project.

8 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the applicability and usability of the CAP model. We discuss the findings from the case studies how the CAP model should be improved or adapted to fit other contexts.

8.1 Applicability and Usability of the CAP Model

The three cases presented in section 7 bring supporting evidence that the CAP model can be applied on: a set of features, a product or on a complete project. The model has proven to bring useful insights in analyzing a set of features in a product with the indication that larger organizations can benefit more from the CAP application than small organizations. In case B, the application of CAP provided valuable insights regarding the nature of the market and the risks associated with making substantial investment in this market. In case C, the application of the CAP model provide a lens through which the OSS governance board can screen current projects and decide upon their contribution or OSS release strategies.

CAP was found useful as decision-support for individuals, executives and managers. However, as highlighted by respondents from firms A, B and C, CAP is best suited for a cross-functional group where consensus-seeking discussions can be used to bring further facets to the discussions and better answer the many questions that needs to be addressed. As for Sony Mobile and case firm C, a suitable forum for large-sized firms would be the OSS governance boards or OSS program offices.

The questions suggested in section 4.2 were found useful, but it was highlighted that these may need to be tailored and extended as CAP is applied to new projects and features. When answering the questions and determining the dimensions of business impact and control complexity, the cases further showed that on scale does not fit all. Case firm A and B suggested a high-medium-low scale, while case firm C preferred to use the consensus-seeking discussion with out the help of a scale. These facts highlight that certain adaptations are needed for the CAP model to maintain its usability and applicability in different settings. It also highlights that the decision process should not be "over-engineered". Our results suggest that complexity needs to be balanced in order to maintain usability for the practitioners while still keeping the applicability on different types of artifacts and
settings. How to adapt this balancing act and tailor the CAP model to different settings is a topic for future design cycles and case evaluations.

8.2 Influence Needed to Control

The Kraljic’s portfolio model was originally used to help firms to procure or source supply-items for their product manufacturing [104]. One of the model’s two decision factors is supply risk. To secure access to critical resources, a certain level of control is needed, e.g., having an influence on the suppliers to control the quality and future development of the supply-items. For OSS ecosystems, this translates into software engineering process control, for example in terms of how requirements and features are specified, prioritized and implemented, with the goal to have them aligned with the firm’s internal product strategy.

Software artifacts with a high control complexity (e.g., the media frameworks for Sony Mobile, see section 4.4) may require special ownership control and a high level of influence in the concerned OSS ecosystems may be warranted to be able to contribute them. In cases where a firm does not possess the necessary influence, nor wish to invest the contributions and increased OSS activity [41] which may be required, an alternative strategy is to share the artifact with a smaller set of actors with similar agendas, which could include direct competitors [188]. This strategy is still in-line with the meritocracy principle as it increases the potential ecosystem influence via contributions [41]. Sharing artifacts with a limited number of ecosystem actors leaves some degree of control and lowers the maintenance cost via shared ownership [176, 180]. Further, time-to-market for all actors that received the new artifacts is substantially shortened.

For artifacts with less complexity control, e.g., those concerning requirements shared between a majority of the actors in the OSS ecosystem, the need for control may not be as high, e.g., the DLNA project or Linux commodity parts, see sections 4.4 and 4.4. In these cases, it is therefore not motivated to limit control to a smaller set of actors which may require extra effort compared to contributing it to all ecosystem actors. An alternative implementation may already be present or suggested which conflicts with the focal firm’s solution. Hence, these types of contributions require careful and long term planning where the influence in the ecosystem needs to be leveraged. In case of firm B, complexity is controlled by the framework provider.

For both critical or less critical artifacts in regard to control complexity, a firm needs to determine the level of influence in the involved ecosystems. This factor is not explicitly covered by the CAP model and could be considered as an additional discussion point or as a separate decision factor in the contribution strategies which are elicited from the CAP model.
8.3 Direct and Indirect Use of OSS ecosystems

The second decision factor originating from the Kraljic’s model [104] is the profit impact. Profit generally refers to the margin between what the customer is willing to pay for the final product and what the product costs to produce. For OSS ecosystems, this translates into how much value a firm can offer based on the OSS, e.g. services, and how much resources the firm needs to invest into integration and differentiation activities. I.e., much of the original definitions are preserved in the CAP model and the re-labeled decision factor business impact.

Artifacts with high profit, or high business impact are differential towards competitors and add significant value to the product and service offerings of the firm [120], e.g., the gaming services for Sony Mobile, see section 4.4. Analogous, artifacts with low profit are those related to commodity artifacts shared among the competitors, e.g., Linux commodity parts, see section 4.4. This reasoning works in cases where the OSS and its ecosystem is directly involved in the product or service which focal firm offers to its customers. The customers are those who decide which product to purchase, and therefore mainly contribute in the value creation process [9]. This requires good customer-understanding to judge which artifacts are the potential differentiators that will influence the purchase decision.

In cases where an OSS has an indirect relation to the product or service of the firm, the artifact’s value becomes harder to judge. This is because the artifact may no longer have a clear connection to a requirement which has been elicited from a customer who is willing to pay for it. In these cases, firms need to decide themselves if a particular artifact gives them an advantage relative to its competitors.

OSS ecosystems often facilitates software engineering process innovations that later spark product innovations that increase the business impact of an artifact, e.g., if an artifact makes the development or delivery of the product to a higher quality or shorter time-to-market respectively [117]. These factors cannot be judged by marketing, but rather by the developers, architects and product managers who are involved on the technical aspects of software development and delivery. In regard to the CAP model, this indirect view of business impact may be managed by having a cross-functional mix of internal stakeholders and subject-matter experts that can help to give a complete picture of an artifact’s business impact.

8.4 Comparing to Other Commoditization Models

Both commoditization models suggested by van der Linden et al. [120] and Bosch [22] consider how an artifact moves from a differential to a commoditized state. This is natural as technology and functionality matures and becomes standardized among actors on the same market or within the same OSS ecosystem. The impact of whether an artifact is to be considered differential or commodity is covered by the business impact factor of the CAP model. However, how quickly an artifact moves from one state to another is not explicitly captured by the CAP model. This
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dimension requires firms to continuously use the CAP model and track the evolution of features and their business impact. We recommend that the evaluation is performed every time a new product is planned and use the reactive approach in combination with the proactive (see section 4.3 and 4.2 respectively).

Relative to the level of commoditization of an artifact, the two previous models consider how the artifact should be developed and shared. Van der Linden et al. [120] suggested to internally keep the differential artifacts and gradually share them as they become commoditized through intra-organizational collaborations and finally as OSS. In the CAP model, this aligns with the control complexity factor, i.e., how much control and influence is needed in regard to the artifact.

The main novelty of the CAP model in relation to the other commoditization models [22, 120] considers OSS ecosystem participation and enables improved synchronization towards firms’ product strategy and product planning, via feature selection, prioritization and finally release planning [101]. The strategic aspect covered by the CAP model uses the commoditization principle together with business impact estimates and control complexity help may firms to better benefit from potential OI benefits. Assuming the commoditization is inevitable, the CAP model helps firms to fully benefit the business potential of differential features and timely share them with OSS ecosystems for achieving lower maintenance costs. Moreover, the CAP model helps to visualize the long term consequences of keeping or contributing an internally developed software artifact (more patches and longer time-to-market as consequence). Finally, the CAP model provides guidelines for how to position in an OSS ecosystem’s governance structure [10] and how to influence it [41].

There may be various reasons why a firm would wish to contribute an artifact. Thus, the drivers used by Sony Mobile in the CAP model may not be the same for other firms wishing to adopt the model. The identified contribution drivers and cost structures should be aligned with the firm’s understanding for how the value is drawn from the OSS ecosystems. This may help to improve the understanding of what should be contributed and how the resources should be planned in relation to these contributions. How the contribution objectives and drivers for contributions needs to be adapted is a topic for future research.

9 Conclusion

The recent changes in software business have forced software-intensive firms to rethink and re-plan the ways of creating and sustaining competitive advantage. The advent of OSS ecosystems has accelerated value creation, shortened time-to-market and reshaped commoditization processes. Harvesting these potential benefits requires improved support for strategic product planning in terms of clear guidelines of what to develop internally and what to open up. Currently available commoditization models [22,120] accurately capture the inevitability of com-
moditization in software business, but lack operational support that can be used to decide what and when to contribute to OSS ecosystems. Moreover, the existing software engineering literature lacks operational guidelines, for how software-intensive firms can formulate contribution strategies for improved strategic product planning at an artifact’s level (e.g., features, requirements, test cases, frameworks or other enablers).

This paper introduces the Contribution Acceptance Process (CAP) which is developed to bridge product strategy with operational product planning and feature definition (RQ1). Moreover, the model is designed with commoditization in mind as it helps in setting contribution strategies in relation to the business value and control complexity aspects. Setting contribution strategies allow for strategic product planning that goes beyond feature definition, realization and release planning. The CAP model was developed in close collaboration with Sony Mobile that is actively involved in numerous OSS ecosystems. The model is an important step for firms that use these ecosystems in their product development and want to increase their OI benefits, such as increased innovation and shorter time-to-market. This paper also delivers an information meta-model that instantiates the CAP model and improves the communication and follow-up of current contribution strategies between the different parts of a firm, such as management, and development (RQ2).

There are several important avenues for future work around the CAP model. Firstly, we aim to validate the CAP model and related information meta-model in other firms, both statically and dynamically. We plan to focus on understanding the firm specific and independent parts of the CAP model. Secondly, we plan to continue to capture operational data from Sony Mobile and the three case firms related to the usage of the CAP model that will help in future improvements and adjustments. Thirdly, we plan to investigate how a contribution strategy can consider the influence a firm needs in an OSS ecosystems to be able to exercise control and introduce new features as needed. We believe that gaining and maintaining such influence in the right ecosystems is pivotal in order to execute successfully on contribution strategies. Fourthly, we want to investigate to what degree the CAP model supports innovation assessment for firms not working with OSS ecosystems. Our assumption is that these firms could use the CAP model to estimate the degree of innovativeness of the features (could be considered as an innovation benchmark) without setting contribution strategies. Lastly, we plan to explore which technical aspects should be considered and combined with the current strong business view of the CAP model (e.g. technical debt and architecture impact seems to be good candidates to be included).
CHAPTER V

OPEN TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING USING THE THEORY OF OPENNESS: A VALIDATION STUDY IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY.

Abstract

Context: Open tools (e.g., Jenkins, Gerrit and Git) offer features or performance benefits that surpass their commercial counterparts. Many companies and developers from OSS communities create open tools in a collaborative effort in which software developers improve the code and share the changes within the community. We developed an empirically based theory for strategic choices on such tool development.

Aim: The aim of this study is to validate the theory of openness for tools in software engineering.

Method: We launched surveys in focus groups in two automotive industry companies and used the repertory grid technique to analyze the responses from participants in combination with qualitative data from discussions in the focus groups.

Results: We validated the theory in the laggards category (reactive, cost saving), as both companies belong to that category. Tools provided by suppliers are customized according to company needs to integrate into an already complex toolchain and thereby incurs expensive licenses. The lack of central tool coordination leads to multiple variants of the same tools, causing additional costs to glue tools together. Further, the lack of legal frameworks to work with OSS tools communi-
ties hampers companies to engage developers in OSS tools.

**Conclusion:** Both companies need a centralized, proactive strategy to help software developers use open standardized tools to reduce integration issues. It may require companies to foster an internal champion, which serves as an interface between the legal department, software developers and top management, to drive the open tools strategy.

1 **Introduction**

Using and co-developing open tools with other organizations for proprietary product development is becoming an increasingly open process, thanks to the ever-growing size of Open Source Software (OSS). Software-intensive companies create open tools communities and develop these tools with other companies to share the development and maintenance cost. For example, the Gerrit code review tool, built on top of the git version control system, was developed by Google and made open source in relation to Android development. Jenkins is another OSS tool co-developed by many companies (e.g., Sony Mobile, Ericsson, Intel, SAP etc) to make their continuous integration process faster and more flexible. Open tools may help companies to reduce the licensing costs for proprietary tools, and save development costs by offering flexibility in the development environment, increased turnaround speed, faster upgrades/releases and sharing the maintenance cost [137]. However, open tools require investment in the communities if companies would like to be leaders and gain influence on the development direction of these OSS tools [160].

This study continues our previous research efforts where we: 1) conducted a mapping study to identify the existing evidence on the use of open innovation in software engineering [141], 2) performed an exploratory case study at Sony about the use of open tools (e.g., Gerrit and Jenkins) in proprietary product development [137] and 3) conducted a survey in OSS tools communities (e.g., Gerrit, Jenkins, Git) and combined with the existing evidence to develop a theory of openness for tools in software engineering [140]. Figure 1 shows that the theory presents four categories of openness in companies with their respective focus:

1. **Laggards – Routine business**
2. **Leverage – Resource optimization**
3. **Lucrativeness – Acting as a think-tank**
4. **Leaders – Growth through ecosystems**

Each category has the different levels of openness, based on their strategies (proactive or reactive) in relation to goals (cost saving or inspirational). Typically, *laggards* respond to paradigm shifts and all strategies are reactive, aiming
Reactive strategy

**Strategists**: Invest in existing communities to reduce time-to-market, spot business opportunities

**Trigger(s)**: Managers

**Outcome(s)**: Product and Process innovation

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Closed outcome

---

Proactive strategy

**Strategists**: Reaction to paradigm shifts and cost reduction.

**Trigger(s)**: Managers and developers

**Outcome(s)**: Reduced licensing and patching cost

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Open outcome

---

Cost Saving

**Strategists**: Leverage (Resource optimization)

**Strategy**: Motivate developers through engaging in OSS communities i.e., look inside/outside for technological improvements

**Trigger(s)**: Managers and developers

**Outcome(s)**: Product and Process innovation

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Open outcome

---

**Lucrativeness (Think tank)**

**Strategy**: Invest in existing communities to reduce time-to-market, spot business opportunities

**Trigger(s)**: Managers

**Outcome(s)**: Product and Process innovation

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Closed outcome

---

**Leaders (Growth through ecosystems)**

**Strategy**: Create new ecosystems to support brand proposition

**Trigger(s)**: Managers

**Outcome(s)**: Product innovation

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Closed outcome

---

**Laggards (Business as usual)**

**Strategy**: Reaction to paradigm shifts and cost reduction.

**Trigger(s)**: Managers and developers

**Outcome(s)**: Reduced licensing and patching cost

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Open outcome

---

**Inspirational**

**Leaders (Growth through ecosystems)**

**Strategy**: Create new ecosystems to support brand proposition

**Trigger(s)**: Managers

**Outcome(s)**: Product innovation

**Level of Openness**: Open process – Closed outcome

---

to reduce the development cost (i.e. integration). As for the leverage category, organizations use the external sources of innovation by inspiring their internal developers to participate in various OSS tools communities, prior to internal R&D work. It not only adds to product and process innovation but also inspires developers to exchange ideas on discussion forums to develop competence. Lucrativeness refers to investing in existing OSS communities to be able to influence and steer these communities in the same direction as the organizational interests. The purpose is to support internal innovation and reduce costs by investing in OSS tools communities. Leaders are organizations that focus on creating new communities and ecosystems to strengthen their business model. As a part of defining the theory of openness for tools, we formulated five proposition shown in table 1. The main goal of this study is to validate the theory of openness for tools in software engineering by conducting workshops in two automotive companies. Propositions derived from the theory of openness are validated based on the data collected from the workshop. The first two authors were directly involved in conducting the focus groups while the other two authors reviewed the collected data.

In this paper, we introduce related work on open source tools, as well as the analysis methods used here, in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the case companies, data collection procedures, validity threats, and analysis method to validate the propositions. Section 4 presents the analysis and discussion based on the repertory grid technique, using focus groups in the case companies. Finally, section 5 wraps up the study with the conclusion.
Table 1: Propositions from the theory [140]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Openness of tools provides opportunities to reduce development costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Openness of tools provides opportunities to shorten the development time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Openness of tools complements internal processes and product innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>The degree of investment in OSS communities has an affect on the outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Introducing a proactive strategy, in relation to openness of tools, requires conscious management involvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Related work

Open Innovation (OI) builds on internal and external knowledge exchange that may or may not be associated with monetary transactions. OI can be realized as inside-out, outside- or coupled innovation processes [54]. OI has penetrated into several industries, as many companies discovered that their business may benefit by collaborating with OSS tools communities [30]. Companies apply OI in the area of OSS tools for company’s internal product development. For example, our previous study [137] shows that Sony Mobile uses Jenkins and Gerrit ecosystems for knowledge flows between different companies’ employees and Open Source Software (OSS) community developers, without monetary transactions. In contrast, companies like CloudBees monetize services related to the OSS tools. The stakeholders in the OSS tools communities not only share the innovation cost [27] and rewards, but also risks [137]. Companies may achieve that by revisiting their tool chains and look for open tools alternatives, as a natural and low-risk starting point in embracing openness.

The use of proprietary tools for software development leads to several challenges, e.g. delayed implementation of requirements, expensive licensing costs, inability of fixing things in-house, lack of customizability, and difficulty in finding solutions that meet current needs [137]. Companies use OSS tools communities to deal with several of these challenges [137]. However, in order to utilize open source tools communities for internal product development, companies need to invest their internal resources to use or contribute to OSS tools communities and have contribution strategies around it. The contribution strategies guides companies when to contribute and when to conceal in relation to their business model. The proposed theory of openness helps companies to choose the right level of openness while working with OSS tools communities.

Generating and acquiring data from software engineering activities is relatively
easy. The challenge is to use that data in a meaningful way to present something that is true rather than spurious. Theories offer common conceptual frameworks to summarize, condense and accumulate knowledge. SE research community have raised concerns on the lack of theories in SE [14, 20, 53, 80, 162, 169, 177] and pointed on the limited nature of the work about SE theories. We used Sjøberg et al’s method to design the theory of openness [169] and here we use the repertory grid technique to validate the theory. Repertory grid is a technique for identifying the ways that a person interprets or gives meaning to his or her experience, being used in software engineering already. Moynihan’s exploratory study used the repertory grid technique to identify the prevalent risks factors in software developpment projects. [134, 135]. Lee and Truex [111] used repertory grid technique to explore whether or not training in information system development methods improves students’ cognitive structures (e.g., focused, tight thinking). Baddoo’s exploratory study [12] collected data from 13 collaborating software companies to investigate how groups of staff in three designated roles (i.e. developers, project managers and senior managers) saw themselves and the other roles as being involved in software process improvement. Ghazi et al. [69] proposed a decision support method, using the repertory grid technique, which aids practitioners to choose the right level of exploratory testing (i.e. freestyle testing, a high degree of exploration, medium degree of exploration, a low degree of exploration and scripted) in their context.

3 Research methodology

Below, we describe the case companies, that data collection and analysis methods, and our discussion and actions taken to improve the validity of the study.

3.1 Case A

Company A is a major automotive industry manufacturer of heavy trucks and buses. It also manufactures diesel engines for heavy vehicles as well as marine and general industrial applications. The company employs approximately 42,100 people around the world. The company develops its software services for fleet management and is considering transport as a service perspective in their business model. Albeit their internally developed software is not monetized yet, the company has started seeing the software as an important strategic area for its core business. Therefore, the company has an abstract strategy of utilizing OSS tools to build competence in this area. The company uses Jenkins in the development of their fleet management system. The participants involved in the workshop were tools manager, product owners and technical teams leads and tools engineers.
3.2 Case B

Company B is one of the well-known global brands in automotive industry, heading towards an all-electric future. The company has 34,200 employees in five continents, and 2300 dealers globally. The increased use of software in the cars makes embedded software development a cutting-edge area for the company’s business model. In order to facilitate the software development, the company buys tools to facilitate the software development from suppliers. However, it makes it difficult to buy a solution and fit it into the existing tool chain. Therefore, the company is shifting towards OSS tools to achieve standardization in all teams. Tools like Jenkins, Gerrit and Git are already utilized in the development process. The tool specially discussed in this study is an internally developed tool named Awesome framework by the company. It is an automated testing framework which enables test automation for hardware-in-the-loop, software-in-the-loop, model-in-the-loop test environments to be able to fit these into a continuous integration chain. It provides an integrated development environment for developing such tests at component and system level. The participants of the workshop in the case company include tools manager, product owners, business analysts, technical teams leads and tools engineers.

3.3 Data collection and analysis methods

Focus groups [159] were conducted at the two companies involved in this study. There were 12 and 10 participants in the focus groups conducted at the companies A and B, respectively. Furthermore, we used a repertory grid technique [95] to analyze and validate the theory of openness. Kelly proposed the personal construct theory (PCT) and the associated repertory grid technique in the 1950’s to elicit and analyze personal constructs [95]. The idea behind the theory is that participants have their own view of the world based on their observation of surroundings. Therefore, each participant builds his own conceptual framework which leads to different opinions about the same problem. Participants constantly observe and react to their understanding of the surroundings. Consequently, participants reform their personal theories and assumptions [51].

Kelly’s repertory grid technique is used to elicit, evaluate and analyze the constructs [95]. The grid is comprised of following three basic concepts: 1) Elements elicitation, 2) Constructs elicitation, 3) Ratings. Elements refer to individual aspects or objects of a topic, which participants try to understand. A construct is made of two contrasting concepts that are equally weighted on a bipolar scale. There are two essential ways to select grid elements: a) elicit elements from participants, b) provide participants with elements.

We used repertory grid to validate the theory of openness by providing the elements and constructs derived from the theory of openness [140]. Each elements was rated against each construct in the focus groups. To further support our choice, a number of studies have taken this approach [111, 143, 148, 199] by providing
elements and constructs to participants for the ratings. The description of elements, constructs and their ratings are as follow:

**Elements derived from theory of openness:** This study uses four elements from the theory of openness mentioned below:

1. Inspiration
2. Reactive
3. Cost saving
4. Proactive

The elements can be seen in figure 2 where we used the same elements for companies A and B.

**Constructs derived from the theory of openness:** We designed constructs from the theory of openness by creating the contrasting poles of each construct, see A1, A2 ... in Table 2. These constructs are derived from the existing literature in the theory of openness [140]. The constructs assess company’s perspective on creating new communities to facilitate internal product development by reducing the development, development cost, new creation of roles, approval from top management for OSS tools adoption and access to skilled workforce etc.

Table 2: Constructs derived from theory of openness with their contrasting poles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Similarity Pole (+)</th>
<th>Contrast Pole (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Creating new open source communities to facilitate internal product development</td>
<td>Creating new open source communities not required to facilitate internal product development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Creating new open source communities to explore emerging technologies</td>
<td>Creating new open source communities not required to explore emerging technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Leveraging OSS to increase market share</td>
<td>Leveraging OSS to increase market share not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Using existing open source communities to identify the emerging technologies</td>
<td>Using existing open source communities to identify the emerging technologies not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Using existing open source communities for technological improvements</td>
<td>Using existing open source communities for technological improvements not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>Investing in the open source communities to steer the community’s development towards organizational benefits</td>
<td>Investing in the open source communities not required to steer the community’s development towards organizational benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A7</th>
<th>Defining new work roles and teams to work with open source communities</th>
<th>Defining new work roles and teams not required to work with open source communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>Adopting OSS tools need approval from top management</td>
<td>Adopting OSS tools does not need approval from top management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>Contributing to open source communities need approval from top management</td>
<td>Contributing to open source communities does not need approval from top management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>Educating the organization about OSS culture and ways of working</td>
<td>Educating the organization about OSS culture and ways of working not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>Using OSS tools helps to reduce development time</td>
<td>Using OSS tools helps to reduce development time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>Working with open source communities gives access to free labor</td>
<td>Working with open source communities gives access to free labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>Using OSS tools keeps developers updated with best tools practices</td>
<td>Using OSS tools keeps developers updated with best tools practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>OSS tools reduces licensing cost in relation to proprietary tools</td>
<td>OSS tools reduces licensing cost in relation to proprietary tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15</td>
<td>The benefits of engaging in open source communities outweighs the risk of losing Intellectual property rights</td>
<td>The benefits of engaging in open source communities does not outweighs the risk of losing Intellectual property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16</td>
<td>Engaging in open source communities provides fun ways of working for developers</td>
<td>Engaging in open source communities provides boring ways of working for developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A17</td>
<td>Working with open source communities gives access to external knowledge from communities</td>
<td>Working with open source communities does not gives access to external knowledge from communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ratings:** In this step, elements are then rated against each construct in the focus groups at companies A and B. We used a three-point Likert scale to rate each element against each construct, see Table 3.

First, the focus group participants in both companies were given an introduction of constructs and elements to develop a common understanding in the whole group. Second, participants from company A picked *Jenkins* and participants from company B selected an internal tool called *Awesome framework* for the focus
3 Research methodology

Table 3: Scale used for the ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspirational</td>
<td>Inspirational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost saving</td>
<td>Cost saving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

groups. Third, a survey link was distributed among all the participants to rate each element against the constructs, based on the selected tools from their internal development environment. Fourth, each element was rated against each construct using the scale in table 3.

For example, Figure 2 shows that adopting OSS tools need approval from top management (A8) is rated as not inspirational (3), reactive (1), not cost saving (3) and not proactive (3) by the participants in both companies. Similarly, the use of OSS tools helps to reduce the development time (A11) is rated as a cost saving (1) and proactive (1). Third, we held a discussion among participants based on the ratings to further explore their ratings. The discussion part was recorded and transcribed to further explore the rationales for the participants’ ratings.  

**Outcome:** The outcome of this step (ratings) is Figure 2, which shows ratings of focus groups from companies A and B.

3.4 Validity threats

We discuss validity threats with respect to internal validity, external validity, construct validity, and conclusion validity [159].

**Internal validity:** Internal validity threat may relate to confounding factors that may have influenced the outcome without researcher’s knowledge. One possible threat is that the participants in companies A and B may have misunderstood the constructs and elements. Therefore, an introduction presentation was given to participants before rating each element against constructs. Constructs and elements were exemplified during the introduction presentation session. Furthermore, we also had a follow-up discussion based on the ratings from the participants to clarify misunderstandings. Another threat to internal validity was that the participants might have had a difficulty in interpreting the scale for the ratings. To minimize the risk of scale’s misunderstanding, the examples were given in the introduction prior to ratings of elements and constructs.

**External validity:** Both companies are experiencing a paradigm shift with ever increasing adoption of software in cars and trucks to stay on the competitive edge. Validating the theory in an automotive industry gives more weight to the external
Figure 2: Ratings of elements in relation to constructs from focus group participants, using the three point Likert scale presented in table 3.
Figure 3: Principal components analysis (PCA) of ratings from focus groups.
validity of the theory. However, automotive industry does not represent the whole software industry and therefore, the scope of the findings are limited. More studies are intended to perform in the software industry to improve the external validity of the theory.

**Construct validity:** Both constructs and elements in the theory are relevant to discuss in relation to construct validity. Neither of the case companies comes from an OSS development and community participation background and therefore, do not have established procedures to work with open tools communities. As a consequence, neither company has a well-defined procedure to map all the constructs of the theory. This threat was partially met by keeping the discussion on a higher level to the company’s specific context.

**Conclusion validity:** First, participants in the focus groups may have tried guessing the propositions during the introduction presentation, which introduces a threat to the conclusion validity. This threat was mitigated by keeping elements and constructs as discrete as possible. Second, a researcher’s bias while interpreting and recording focus groups may threaten the conclusions. To reduce this threat, multiple researchers were involved in the focus groups (observer triangulation). Furthermore, focus groups were recorded, transcribed, and the results were validated by multiple researchers.

4 Results and discussion

The outcomes from the repertory grid technique are the grid and a PCA analysis. Figure 2 shows the formation of the repertory grid for companies A and B, based on the ratings from the participants in the focus group meetings. The vertical axis shows the contrasting poles of constructs derived from the theory of openness, mentioned in Table 2. The horizontal axis shows the elements derived from the theory of openness. Each element was rated by the participants in the workshop in relation to constructs using the scale presented in Table 3. Figure 3 shows the statistical repertory analysis based on the principal components analysis (PCA) [17]. PCA is a data reduction technique, used to find the dimensions of maximum variability in data. Figure 3 represents the spatial distances between and among the elements and constructs, and suggests how they might be related to each other.

4.1 Relation between strategies

The PCA shows that proactive and inspiration in companies A and B are spatially closer to each other. However, the cost saving and reactive strategies in company A seem to have a higher variance in contrast to company B. It can be explained by both companies’ current strategy of buying OSS enterprise solutions instead of actively using or contributing to OSS tools communities, because they believe it gives them more control over the contract as the companies think in the old
way of subcontracting. The ratings in company A were not able to distinguish between OSS tools, and tools provided by suppliers based on OSS. The reason for this may be the lack of OSS understanding and competence at company A, since the company does not come from an OSS development background. One of the participants stated, “one of the major reasons for not using OSS tools is the lack of competence and understanding. We do not know how to protect our intellectual property rights. We tend to go for buying solutions when there are intellectual property rights involved”.

4.2 Validation of propositions

Further, we validate the five propositions (see table 1) from the theory of openness [140] in the light of the PCA and discussions in the focus groups.

For proposition (P1) about the reduction in development cost, the PCA shows that access to free labor (A12+) and reduced licensing cost (A14+) is closer to cost saving in case of company B as opposed to company A (see fig 3a and 3b). One possible explanation is that Company A does not see faster automated build servers as a competitive edge for its internal developed software. Furthermore, none of its software is provided as a service to the customers yet. However, they started seeing value in services and connections, where licensing costs might come into play. One of the participants stated that “the percentage of money spent on licenses is actually not that high at the moment. However, if we start producing hundreds of micro-services with each of them need their own database, buying Oracle licenses might become really expensive”. On the other hand, it is not uncommon for company B to buy tools and these tools can be expensive. One of the participants in company B stated that “customized tools provided by big vendors like MathWorks for the company are really expensive. Therefore, we have a window of opportunity to update our environment with open tools.”. In conclusion, openness of tools has the potential to reduce the development cost, which validates our proposition P1.

Regarding whether openness shortens the development time (P2), PCA for both companies in Figures 3a and 3b shows that the benefits of engaging in OSS tools communities outweigh the risk of losing IPRs (A15+), and reduced development time (A11+) is spatially closer to cost saving. This indicates that participants think that engaging in open tool communities outweighs the risk of losing intellectual property rights, although the lack of maintenance support in the company is a point of concern for developers. Software developers in company B think that using open tools speed up their development in relation to seeking permission to buy a tool. One participant stated that “regarding speed as a developer, it takes a few minutes to download an open framework rather than seeking an approval from the manager to buy a tool, which takes forever”. However, both companies are careful in selecting and integrating these open tools to make sure that these tools won’t die over time. There is a risk that software developers might not get the required funding and enough management backing to maintain these open tools internally.
if the community dies. A participant stated that “we are dependent on some really large python projects that we know won’t die anytime soon.” Therefore, the proposition P2 about open tools may reduce the development is confirmed by the data.

In relation to process and product innovation (P3), it should be mentioned we have earlier observed that process innovation leads to product innovation [117]. However, neither case company considers tools front leading innovation in the development of their core products. In particular, the tools development team of company B does not get enough funding and management backing, although other departments in the company need tool support to facilitate product innovation in the core products. This is a general problem with the project focused companies, where the budget is allocated for the given project only, with limited consideration for long-term investment. The tools department does not have an allocated budget for the development of tools and the maintenance of these to achieve standardization. One of the participants in company B stated “when we buy tools, it is part of the R&D budget and there is no designated budget for maintenance. For example, if we get the funding for developing an internal tool like Awesome framework, there is no allocation of budget for the maintenance of that tool”. On the other hand, both companies identify the need for process innovation by creating new roles [129] to deal with the challenges of open tools platform. Consequently, there have been initiatives in both companies to create new open innovation roles. For example, a participant of company A mentioned that “the company has actually employed a new role of open source cloud manager to create procedures and guidelines regarding how to be active in an open space”. Furthermore, a participant in company B stated that “there is a new initiative called Nordic foundation partly driven by Ericsson to spread open source usage and with the already formed legal framework among Nordic companies. It could be a fast track for us but it needs to be championed by R&D in order to reap benefits”. Therefore, the proposition P3 related to the openness of tools complements internal process and product innovation is confirmed by the data.

In both companies, PCA shows that adopting (A8+) and contributing to OSS tools (A9+) are spatially close to the reactive strategy, meaning that participants consider taking approval from top management in either adopting or contributing to open tools communities as a reactive strategy. One possible explanation for seeking approval is that neither company has a legal framework to work with open tools communities. One of the participants in company A stated that “we have a top-level statement saying Open Source First but what does that exactly mean? It does not state exactly what, why and how should we go open and how these decisions are supported”. Similarly, a participant in company B also stated that “we do not have any internal procedure or legal framework to create new or work with the existing open tools communities”. Therefore, P4 about the relation between investment in OSS tools communities and its impact, is neither confirmed nor rejected by the data, since both case companies lack internal procedures to invest
their internal resources in open tools communities.

Finally, proposition **P5**, about the role of management in Table 1, needs to be extended since not only the proactive strategy but also the reactive strategy, requires management involvement, as software developers need a legal framework to work with open tools.

### 4.3 Cross analysis with Sony Mobile

After the focus group meeting, we conducted a cross case analysis with our previous Sony Mobile case [137]. That study explored Sony Mobile’s transition from closed tools to open tools platform [137], which constitutes one of the cases for an empirical grounding of the theory of openness for tools. Therefore, in this cross case analysis, we have found three similar patterns in companies A and B in relation to Sony Mobile.

First, there was a paradigm shift when Sony Mobile moved from Windows to Linux, which in turn required Sony to move from proprietary tools (e.g., ElectricCommander) to open tools platforms (e.g., Gerrit, Jenkins, Git). The complex integration tool chain triggered the move towards open tools platforms and it resulted in increased development speed and reduced time to market. Both companies A and B are experiencing a paradigm shift in the automotive industry, where software is becoming the key area for the development of vehicles such as autonomous driving features and providing transportation as a service. Both companies are very reactive in their approach when opting for open tools. A participant in the company said, “the change generally depends on how painful the situation is. A few years ago, we had 10 different teams working with an internal platform using different tool chains and had a great difficulty in gluing the tool chain together. We hired an external company that glued our tools chain together with massive scripts using an open tool solution”. Therefore, the open tools chosen in a proactive way of standardizing the tool chain in all teams, may play an important role in the development of software-intensive vehicles.

Second, when Sony Mobile realized that they lacked legal procedures to work with open tools communities, they created an internal open tools department consists of legal experts, developers and managers to create a well-established procedure for using or contributing to open tools platforms. Companies A and B may follow the same steps by creating an internal process to educate the developers and develop competence to work with open tools communities. As one of the participants in company A said, “we lack competence and streamlined decisions on how to work with open tools communities”. Another participant in company B said that “we need improvements in the areas of governance, training and policies.”

Third, Sony Mobile had an internal champion to derive the whole open toolchain movement with the support of software developers and legal team. This played an important role in convincing the top management to support and fund open tools platforms, however, it took three years for Sony Mobile to make it. The
current case companies may need a similar, internal champion to act as an interface between the legal team, software developers, and the top management.

Key takeaway: Companies A and B may choose a centralized proactive strategy similar to Sony Mobile (reactive in that case) to make internal legal policies and education for employees to meet the ever-growing size of software in automobiles.

4.4 Business implications

Automotive industry sees software services as a new emerging area in terms of transportation as a service that will be software-enabled. This pattern can be related to Sony and Android case in which natural drive for saving money and reducing ownership costs was to create industry wide standard platforms and Google capitalized on the first mover advantage by offering Android for free and it got widely adopted by vendors. Initially, Sony underestimated the value in services and apps. So everyone let Google develop Android and occupy services such as Gmail, drive, gaming, camera etc. Now Android is provided as an empty shell and vendors just provide devices to use services for money. Similar risk may apply to automotive industry, if the companies do not own their code base by establishing OSS communities and ecosystems. Companies may provide vehicles to run the services and make money on the services instead of selling the vehicles.

4.5 Implications for theory of openness

Figure 4 shows the mapping of companies A and B on the model of openness for tools [140]. Both companies qualify as laggards since they have no internal procedures to facilitate developers to contribute to OSS tools communities. Both companies react when the integration of tools becomes painful for developers, rather than standardize the ways of working in the companies. Also for laggards, we noticed that it is important to have the management support and approval. In case company B, the internally developed tool named Awesome framework is meant to be shared among different partners of the company and it is used in core product development teams. However, the development does not have enough resources to support core product development teams who have requirements and need support. This suggests the importance of the development of the tools but lack of funding and resources hampers the work of core product development teams who are dependent on the tool.

The arrow in figure 4 shows that Sony Mobile went through the same transition as companies A and B are going through. Sony Mobile started as a laggard with its complex continuous integration tools chain, before actively using and contributing to OSS tools communities like Jenkins and Gerrit. However, this transition required Sony Mobile to create a tools department with the legal framework to utilize the OSS tools communities.
In the case of two studied companies, company B is found to be more in need of this transition due to their complex integration tool chain compared to company A. Therefore, both companies may have processes and legal frameworks for developers, to encourage them to take more initiative towards open tools in order to standardize the ways of working. Currently, in the company B, all teams have their internally developed tools with all possible technologies (e.g., C#, Python, Java etc.) which leads to loss of resources on writing more glue code to integrate the tool chain. A participant from company B stated, “I think we have to change our way of thinking and we never share anything because there is always some kind of minor internal change that drives our testing and we do not want to share that. However, 80% of the rest is the same that can be shared. At the moment, it is all or nothing and we need to calm down a little bit and a share the common parts atleast”.

Once the processes for contribution and using OSS tools communities are in place, both companies may consider becoming new open tools ecosystems (leaders) by making the code open, to attract other manufactures in the industry with the same needs. One of the participants stated, “I think it is a question of survival in the near future and we do not have time to deal with the increase in the number of variants. It will be nice to replace the closed source tools with the open ones so that we can actually fix tools without glue scripts”. It is to be noted that the data collected from the case companies does not address or validate the lever-
age and lucrativeness category in Fig 4. The studied companies only validates the laggards category, thus the theory required more validation studies to validate the lucrativeness and leverage category as well.

**Key takeaway:** Both companies may learn from Sony Mobile’s transition from laggards to leaders by innovating their process in terms of creating a legal framework. The framework will help companies to engage their developers in OSS tools communities together with the legal team to eventually be able to build new communities (leaders) to facilitate their core product development. However, laggards also require management to look at tools as a long term standardization of processes perspective rather than a project based approach.

## 5 Conclusions

This study aims to validate our theory of openness for software engineering tools. We use the repertory grid technique to discuss five propositions derived from the theory of openness and presents a cross analysis with Sony Mobile. We were able to validate the theory for the laggards category, with two companies from the automotive domain.

The findings suggest that both case companies lack internal procedures to work with the open tools communities. This leads to frustration among employees for not knowing why and how to work with open tools communities. It might be because both companies come from a closed background of manufacturing cars and trucks. However, both companies are currently experiencing a paradigm shift in the automotive industry with more software introduced in the vehicles. This may require the management to rethink and revise their strategy to extract the external knowledge by using open tools communities.

The strategy should address creating a new role which works as an interface between legal department, software developers and management like Sony Mobile. Furthermore, it may entail creating processes regarding how and when to use, contribute or create new open tools platforms for company’s benefits. As for future work, more validation studies need to be conducted to validate the propositions derived from the theory of openness.
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